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Fal1 trade fast

™

Late^ st0'.,

large job
Novelty Suiting which they
a

lot of
will offer THIS MORNING at 50
cents per yard, regular price $1.00.

These goods are All Silk and Wool
and a very great bargain’

™m' «»MSm*S, UCTHS, fa $1.50 Plushes for

$1.25

$1.25 Cnlored Silks fur
fcOjrni

n-.niu

pud

properly.
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Torchon

$1.00

Laces at about hu]f

price.

New Styles in Black Laces just

BOOTS opened.

Finest line of Centermeri Kids
now in stock that we have ever received.

BROWN

SMIOfM’fmr
Wumer,.
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Jeal

Scotch Cans
Winter (W
s Winter Cans’

50c

*

J«ys’
Jen

25c

*
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Centermeri’s Suede Gloves are
the best in the market.
Wrapper Blankets by the yard.
Headquarters for Seal Plush
Cloaks.
Hemorest
Machine
Sewing
$19.50, equal to any $55.00 machine in the market. Can be
in the Pattern Department.

seen

488 & 49(1 CONGRESS ST.
oct2!>

dtf

•

•fiszsl* ;• .y: FOSTER

GLOVES!

^ *" “.her

No. 197 Middle

Street.

We have the real Foster Kid Gloves in
oor Glove Department. We have also a
large lot of 7 hook, same lacing as Foster’s, which we shall sell this week at
79 cents per pair.

Rines Brothers.
“"Vl___

PIANOS !
BURDETTORGANS.
Please call and bear the matchless tones of these
beautiful instruments.

COLD.

No. 3 Free Street Illoek, Portland.

No.

NEW FALL GOODS.
New Combination Dress Goods,

THE

WiATHEK.
Nov. 2.

The indications for Maine arc fair, slightly
cooler weather; for New Hampshire, fair
weather, stationary temperature; for Vermont, fair weather, slightly warmer.
The indications for Maine are fair weather, slightly cooler northwesterly winds, generally variable; for New Hampshire and

fair weather, nearly .stationary temperature, northwesterly winds shifting to westerly; for lthode Island, Connect
•cut, \ ermont and Eastern New York, fair
weather, slightly warmer, northwesterly
winds shifting to westerly.

W'iuter Shawls,

elsewhere.
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EPPS’S COCOA.

I

1

BREAK FAST.

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and hy a careful application of the (Inc
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors’ hills. II is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may lie
gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there Is a weak place. We may escape
niatiya fatal shaft by keepii g ourselves well fortified with pure blood aud a properly nourished
frame.”—t'ivilService Gazette
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins hy Grocers, labeled thus:
JAMES* EPPS* & CO.,
■loinaopmbic Chrnii.M, l.oiidon, Euu-

loin

,•
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FROM NEW YORK.

FURS.

Locomotive Engineers

Fnr Sets, Fur Caps, Fur Gloves,
and all kinds of Fur Trimmings,
very low. Furs of all kinds made
over.

COE,

No. 197 Middle Street.
<x**»_
“WILL IS THE

WORK,”
American
ders

pains.
nov2

and

Specific

eodtf

SOUL OF
Raker’s
Great
will work

alleviating
A1I druggists.

in

cian who was summoned from Ellsworth
reports this afternoon that there are good
prospects of Mr. McFce’s recovery.
Protection Against Fire.
Lewiston, Nov. 1.—A Journal Livermore
Falls special says that Saturday evening a
meeting of the citizens was field and committees appointed to secure a charter for a
village corporation, and also visit other
places and perfect a plan for better protecKILLED FOUR CATTLE.

Strange

the Lightning at
Sabattis.

Work

Lewiston,

Oct.

aches

won-

and

50 cents.
eodtfcT

in Session.

New York, Nov. 1.—The convention of
the International Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, in session here for twelve
da.v«, adjourned this afternoon, after voting
$6,000 for distribution among the widows and
orphans of engineers, thanks and $50 each to
eaeli of the twelve members for a local committee of arrangements who have managed
royal entertainment for visitors and their

ladies.
The National Horse Show.
The fourth annual exhibition of the National Horse Show Association opened this
morning at Madison Square Garden. There
were about 300 exhibits, which is a falling off
from previous shows, owing, no doubt, to the
fact that another show is now being held in
Chicago. The attendance is large.
Not Much of a Natural

Soring.

C., Nov. 1.—There was
Charleston,
another shock of earthquake at Somerville
at 8.20 o’clock this morning, hut not severe.
All is quiet here. The spring discovered in
tile custom house yard yesterday proves to
have been caused by a break in the water
S.

pipe.

of

31.—Lightning

struck the

barn of E. G. Landers at Sabatis, Saturday
night, about half-past 12. The inmates of
the house heard the report, felt the shock
and looked out of the house to see if the
barn was all right.
They decided that it
was, and wrent back to bed.
Sunday morning they found the bam roof and sides badly
torn to pieces, and four oxen dead in the
floor.

Miscreant Fires Into

a Car of a
Maine Central Train.

Brunswick, Nov. 1.—Some miscreant fired
into the evening train from Lewiston tonight
just after crossing the bridge from Topsham.
The bullet passed through the car very near
where a passenger was sitting. Conductor
Knapp passed the window only a moment
was

fired.

A Grand

company of this city, and practically donated in recognition of the grandeur of the oc-

casion.
A CUSTOMS OFFICIAL SHOT.

Surveyor

Beattie of New York Twice

Wounded by

a Discharged
ploye.

New York, Nov.

Em-

1.—Surveyor Beattie

has been shot by a Custom House Inspector
who fired five or six shots.
The Surveyor was wounded in two places.
One of the bullets entering the groin.
The
inspector who fired the shots is named Bieral, and was discharged last week.
Coroner Levy took the anti-mortem statement of Surveyor Beattie this afternoon. He
said the prisoner was removed from his post
of inspector on his recommendation, as he
had illegally taken money from an emigrant
girl. The surveyor was sitting at his desk
when his door was thrown open.
The prisoner entered with a pistol in his hand,
exclaiming:
xtowuyuoa, ill snoot you!”
He fired three shots, two of which took effect, one through the fleshy part of the surveyor’s left hand and the other struck the
crest of the ilium, glancing in an inward
and upward direction. This hall has not yet
been extracted.
After firing the prisoner
ran out ol the building and was captured
near the Cotton Exchange.
He was perfectly calm, admitted the snooting and added
that he did it because Beattie refused to listen to the men who went to him to appeal for
his reinstatement. He added that he did not
take the 82 of which he was accused from an
emigrant girl. The surveyor has been taken
to his home.
Bieral was taken before Beattie this afternoon and was readily identified.
Bieral
said: “Yes, I’m the one that done it.
He
took bread and butter out of
my family’s
mouths!” The prisoner was subsequently
taken to the. Tombs Police Court where lie
confessed to Justice Murray that he fired
the shots,landjsaid he did it because Beattie
had discharged him without cause.
Bieral was born in Valpariso in 1814 and
came to this country at the age of 14.
When
25 years old he enlisted in the
frigate “Columbia” for a three years’ cruise around the
world, during which time he assisted in
burning three Chinese towns for firing on
American ships.
He next speculated in
horses at which he accumulated considerable
and
in
1849
lie went to California
money,
where lie added to his wealth. He served in
the h irst California Regiment in the war ]of
the rebellion, and at the battle of Ball’s
Bluff, rescued Col. Baker’s body and killed
his slayer. For this he was given a medal
and a pension of 830 a month.
He had been
in tlie Custom House twenty-five
years, receiving his first appointment through Generals Hancock and Sickles.
He denies the
charge of taking 82 from the emigrant girl
and says that after shouting the surveyor
he turned the pistol on himself, but was so
nervous that the bullet went
through his
hat. He was held to answer for the shoot-

ing.

__

The Late Cen. Van Allen’s

Property.
Newport, R. I„ Nov, 1.—The declaration
of the personal property of Gen, J. H. Van

Allen, who committed suicide from the Cunard steamer Aurania in mid ocean
last August, was filed in probate court today. The
personal inventory foots up $191,000, which
is bequeathed to his son
and grandchildren.
1 he latter are grandchildren of William AsThe
paintings in his
.4”rk- are valued
Ochre Point cottage
at $30,000.
1 he deceased, while
bequeathing his prop8
SOi?. it grandchildren, made provisions ^
by which
seum

is possible that the Muof Art of New York will receive it.

P. A. Collins

Accepts.

Nov. 1.—The prolonged fight in
the hourth District Democratic
Congression* .£nvel}
in llas terminated by the decision
ot tne printing
committee to drop the names
of Martin, Daley and O’Neil from the ballots
substitute that of the present incumjten
bent, 1. a. Collins, who has consented to
run.

Says He Is In No Financial Trouble.
Lawrence, Mass., Nov. 1.—Richard
r
reston, rumors of whose mixed financial

affairs was spread here and in Boston today,
telegraphs that he knows of no trouble,

whatever, blit is seriously ill in Portland,

Causes a Mountain to Rise Out of a

Prince Napoleon Received

fron

Pacifli 5

Republican Majority of 30,000
40,000 Expected.

San Francisco, Cal., Nov. l.-A letter
from Apia, dated Oct. 15th,
says, authentic
news has reached Samoa to the effect
that on
the morning of Sept. 10th over 100
heavy
shocks of earthquake occurred on the island
N‘,lafau, one of the Tonga group, and
bottom of the lake, which is
feet deep, a mountain has urisen to a
height of 300 feet above its surface. Tills
mountain has burst out in flames, and thrown
out hot stones and sand in such
quantities as
to destroy two-thirds of the cocoanut trees
on the island.
Iu Tamoa light shocks of

Washington, Xov. i —Motion*
made in the United States
today to advauce and hear Supreme
together imme
diately after tlie February recess all ease
now on the docket of this court
which to
volve the great telephone
controversy. A
decision was rendered today
by the Sunremt
Court of the United States in
o
cases known as the Pacific
National Bant
cases brought here
by appeal from the
fr,"“ tlie dis.
tr et of Massachusetts. -r!1
These were suits in-

t>

(iur

to">BeTardaof
Boston.
Auditor—(’hiii

KeCe'Ver GenerM-Alonson W.
1?

T.nriri

Attorney General-Edgar J. Sherman of Law-

rence.

democratic.
For Goveruor-John F. Andrew of Boston.
Lieut. Governor—Frank K. Foster of Haverhill.
of State-John K. Thayer of Worees-

^Secretary

and Receiver
*“831
of Northampton.

ner

General-Lewis War-

Auditor—Wm. F. Cook of Springfield.
Attorney General—John,W. Corcoran of Clinton.
PROHIBITIONIST.
For Governor— Thomas J.
Lothrop of Taunton.
Lieut. Governor—John Blackmer
of Springfield.
Secretary of State—Geo. Kempston ot Sharon.
and Receiver General-Johu L. K 11-

blJ{^“u£"

Auditor—Wm. Sherman of Lowell.
UeueraI—1Samuel M. Fairfield of Mal-

denUOrney

1 here are candidates for
Congress on each
of the above tickets in ail of the twelve
Con-

gressional districts.

Connecticut.

..^Connecticut the principal

candidates on
the Republican ticket are:
For Governer—Phlneas C.
Lownebury of liidgefi
Lieut. Governor—James L. Howar of Hartford.
ot State—Levereth M. Hubbard of

Wallingford.
Treasurer—Alexander Warner of Fomfret.
Comptroller—Thos. Clark of North Stoningtou.
On the Democratic ticket tlie principal
candidates are;

^F^or

Governor—Edwurd S. Cleveland of Hart-

Lieut. Governor—Edward E. Bradley of Orange.
Secretary of State-Bryan F. Malian of N?w
Louuon.
Treasurer-William W. Skiddy of Stamforu.
Last year the Senate stood 13 Republicans to 11 Democrats, and the House 131
Republicans to 118 Democrats.
Republican
majority on joint ballot; 15. The legislature
elected this time will convene on
Wednesday,
Jan. 4th. It will elect a U. S. Senator, Gen.

Joseph

R. Hawley’s term expiring in March.
1 his session of the legislature will be this
lirst under the constitutional amendment

providing for biennial sessions.
New Hampshire.
In New Hampshire the
following

are

the

candidates placed in nomination by eacii
party for Governor and Congressman:
REPUBLICAN.
For Governor—Charles H. Sawyer of Dover.
For Congressmen—District No. 1, Martin A.
Haynes of Gilford; District No. 2. Jacob H. Galllnger of Concord.
DEMOCRATIC.

For Governor—Thomas Cogswell of Gilmarton.
For Congressmen—District No. 1, Luther F.
McKinney of Manchester; District No. 2. Wm. W.
Bailey of Nashua.
For

PROHIBITIONIST.
Wentworth of Concord.

Governor—Joseph

Congressmen—District No. 1, Daniel C.
Knowles of TilUm; District No. 2, Joslah M.
Fletcher
For

of Nashua.

GREENBACK.
For
Finof

Governor—George Carpenter of Swanzey.
Longressmen-Distrlct No. 1, Daniel Mason

Rochester; District No. 2, Jared 1. Williams of

Lancaster.
In 1884 the total vote for Governor was
84,470 as follows: Currier, Rep.. 45,514; Hill,

Dem., 39,037; Mason, Pro., 1803; Carpenter,
Gr., 490; scattering 20.
Neither the Republican nor Democratic
vote will reach the figures attained in 1884,

this being an off year, but the Prohibitionists
claim their gubernatorial candidate will poll
F

4,000.
The Greenback vote will be insignificant.

Ceorge

Will Probably be Second and
Roosevelt Third Tomorrow.

New York, Nov. 1.—In well-informed po,,
litical circles, it seems to be a foregone conclusion that Hewitt will be elected mayor tomorrow ; only a miracle can prevent it.
The
last day of the big fight finds all the parties
in excellent humor and eager for the battle
of the ballots tomorrow.
The great George
parade on Saturday night has given an impet<> the George boom, and it is believed
JJ18
that George will poll a very large vote. He
is likely to be second in the race and Roosevelt third. The betting is still in favor of
Hewitt. The result will not be known before midnight tomorrow.
The Outlook In Pennsylvania.
Washington, Nov. 1.—Reports received
at the Republican headquarters show that a

tremendous

majority

be expected in
Pennsylvania. No calculation puts the Republican majority at less than 30,000, and the
tirrnrao

of

tlm

may

klf,,flm,,—a

_t

ti

40,000. It is expected that the total
vote will reach well up to 790,000, divided
about as follows: Republican, 400,000; Democratic, 300,000; Prohibition, 26,000; Greenback, 6,000. The Greenback vote has been
gradually dwindling for some years, and this
year there is no trace even of an organization. Within the past day or two the Prohibitionists have been modifying their claims.
Their highest figures now reach but about
40,000 as their aggregate vote, while most of
the shrewder calculators frankly say they
will be gratified if they should poll 30,000, or
about double their highest figure heretofore.
over

Election Bets.

Newt York, Nov. 1.—Bets

made tonight

at the Hoffman House were thus;
$500 to
$400 that George would beat Roosevelt; $1000
to $300 that Hewitt will be elected; $200
even that George would not get 50,000 votes;
and $50 even that George would not carry
one election district.
BLAINE IN NEW JERSEY.
A

Democratic
Him to

Mayor Welcomes
Jersey City.

Jeusey City, N. J., Nov. 1.—An informand to
candidate for Governor by the Hudson county
Republicans at Taylor’s Hotel this afterBlaine came from Newark on the
noon.
noon train
accompanied by Congressman
Geo. A. Halsey and was met at the depot by
a delegation of prominent men.
There were
about 500 persons present at the reception.
Responding to cries for a speech, Blaine
mounted a chair and said:
”1 only came
here to exchange greetings in advance of tomorrow when we will exchange congratulations. The skies were bright everywhere I
have been in New Jersey, but they will be

reception was tendered to Hlaitie
Benjamin F. Hawey, the Republican

al

brighter tiie day after tomorrow when our
friend is elected governor.”
At the conclusion of the speech there were
calls fur Orestes Cleveland, the Democratic
mayor of the city, who was introduced as the
latest convert to James G. Blaine.
Mayor
Cleveland welcomed Blaine to Jersey City,
and was followed by Hawey, who made a
few remarks. Blaine left on the 2 o’clock
train for Trenton.
Camden, N. J., Nov. 1.—Mr. Blaine addressed an audience of 5,000 people in the
city armory tonight, while 2,000 people were
unable to gain admittance. He was greeted
with the wildest enthusiasm. His address
was a repetition of his Trenton and New
York speeches, and was confined wholly to a
discussion of the tariff and the southern
questions. He denied the reports that he
was
opposed to Senator Sewell’s re-election.
Mr. Blaine w ill be the guest of Senator Sewell until tomorrow, when he will visit Philadelphia. He will go to New York tomorrow
night.
Death of Rufus Sargent.
NEwm’RvroRT, Mass., Nov. l.-Rufus
Sargent of Newburyport, died today at Palatka, r lorida, where ho was engaged in constructing buildings for the Florida Railioad

Company,

United States for the
setts.
1 here are ten cases, but the
opinion
of tills court, which was delivered
by Justice Matthews, was written with especial
reference to the cases of John P. Delano
and plaintiff in error against Peter
appellant
Butler, receiver. These cases arise out of
the suit brought
by the receiver of the insolvent Pacific National
Bank of Bostou.
against John P. Delano, t<| enforce the latter s liability as holder of 00 shares of bauk
stock, including 30 shares of the so called
new stock," created by an increase in the
bank s capital made by a resolution of the
directors in the autumn of 1881. Delano admits the ownership of 30 shares, but contests
his liability upon the other 30 shares, which
comprises a parf of the new or increased
stock.
Delano claims that the
act increasing the capital from $.'500,000 to $1,000,000 was illegal, contrary to law, and
void,
and that the alleged 30 share of new stock
never had any existence.
He also contends
that by his subscription for 30 shares of the
proposed new stock he never became liable
on account of the debts of the bank
beyand
30 shares of valid stock.
Delano further
maintains that by his contribution in January, 1882, of an amount equal to the par
value of all the stock ever held by him
towards the fund used in payment of the
debts of the bank, the bank then
being insolvent. he, in law, discharged his liab lity
as stockholder in said bank.
The court holds that the increase of the
capital stock was legal, that all of the requirements were complied with, and that
the fact the entire amount of $500,000 increase was not all paid in, but that the
capital was fixed at $001,300, the amount actually
does
not
affect
the
in,
paid
legality of the
increase, since it was within the power of
the association and the Comptroller of the
Currency to fix the increase at that or any
other amount within $500,000. The bank
subsequent to its suspension, was given the
alternative of assessing its full capital stock,
or going into liquidation, nnu the stockholders almost unanimously
voted an assessment as a condition that would enable the
bank to resume business. Delano
paid the
full amount of the assessment
imposed on
him as a holder of sixty shares and in the
opinion of the court it is now not open to
him to say he made this payment ia ignorance of the facts.
His course must be considered a complete acquiescence in, and ratification of the previous action of the stockholders and he cannot deny the
ownership of
sixty shares of the capital stock of
the bank as fixed at the increased sum.
1 he fact that Delano paid an assessment on
30 shares of original stock, does not release
from the liability to assessment the other 30
shares of new stock. Whatever
hardships
there may be in the case, the court is unable
to discover any means of equitable relief. If
money was paid in on increased capital,
under the mistaken supposition that in the
event of future failure nothing more would
be required of the subscribers, there is
nothing to show that the stockholders were
led into the mistake by any misrepresentation either of fact or law on the part of the
creditors for whose benefit the receiver is
now acting. The mistake, if
any, is one for
which the shareholders alone are responsible.
On the whole the court is constrained to
conclude that defences at law and the
alleged ground of relief in equity are alike
untenable, and that the judgment and decree
of the Circuit Court must be affirmed. The
opinion by Justice Matthews and the decision in these two cases will also be
decisive of 400 or 500 suits pending in the
court below.
There is another Pacific Bank case, but
one resting upon a different set of facts. The
testator of the plaintiffs in error at the time
of his death held 100 shares of the stock of
the bank. Before the suspension of the bank
this stock had been sold, but, owing to the
oversight or negligence of the bank officials,
it had not been formally transferred on the
bank’s books. In view of this state of facts
the court holds that the responsibility of the
defendants ceased upon the surrender of the
certificates to the bauk and delivery to its
president of power of attorney, sufficient to
effect, and intended to effect, as that officer
well knew, the transfer of stock to the
purchaser. Judgment is therefore reversed and
this case remanded with the direction to en
ter judgment for the defendants. The opinion is by Justice Harlan.

earthquake occur so frequently
they no longer cause any alarm.

MRS. STEWART’S WILL.

Large

Bequests

to

Relatives and

Episcopal Institutions.
New Yoke, Nov. 1.—The will of Mrs.
Cornelia M. Stewart was filed for probate in
New York today.
Mrs. Stewart bequeaths $20,000 a year
during life to her brother, Charles P. Clinch:
to each of her sisters, Annie, Emma and
Julia Cliucli, she leaves an annuity of $10,000
a year; to her niece, Sarah N. Smith, she
leaves $250,000; to Cornelia S. Butler, $200,000; and each of her children, Lawrence and
Charles S. Butler, $50,000; to Kate A. Smith,
$200,000; to each of the remaining children
of Sarah N. Smith, four in number, $100,000;
to each of the children of her deceased sister
Louise, six in number, $50,000; all the rest
of the estate, real and personal, is bemiPIltilllH tn ('liarluu

V
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Carters’ accounts is still
The expert employed by the town

unsolved.
began with the statement showing an apparent deficiency of #31,000.
Carter lias explained some items and the expert has figured others until the deficiency is reduced to
about #30,000 and there it sticks.
The selectmen are confident that their statement of
accounts, which shows a deficiency is right,
and Carter is equally as certain lie has from
year to year >ettled squarely with the town.
As there seems to be no explanation the selectmen have attached Carters’ real estate
stock in his carpet store, his bank stock and
cited him into court to prove his accounts
correct against the statement they have prepared. The suit is a civil action to recover
and the selectmen sav they will not consent
to any criminal proceedings.
They think
the town has a right to an
explanation of the
apparent discrepancy and this seems to be
the only way to compel one to be made.
A Close Vote.

Henry

“uttiorizes
ni!,i-,ani'nHer'c10didl
M,r:-to %>w*rt
Hilton in regard
Henry
the share and portion of the property bequeathed to
him in
trust to lease and dispose of it from
time to
time as lie shall deem expedient.
The last codicil, dated November uuw

after stating tlmt the Cathedral
and St
1 aul s School at Garden
City had been com'
p eted and endowed, revokes all
clauses to the will and codicils thereto ex
cept that a trustee is empowered at hls/dU
cretion to build and endow a
seminary of
learning for women, as described
in tlm
u
previous codicils.
The absolute title to the
property is vested
in a legatee to convey and
transfer the property in accordance with the provisions
*
8U,ns of
the will and codicils.

former
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A Murder In

Nov-

Chicago.

1;-H<rnry Mono,
was found

nent German.
murdered
I ark this morning. John Oattes is

as

the murderer.

N. H„ Nov. l.-flie cham-

ber of commerce of tills citv voted
today on
the resolution opposing free tiade. The res-

olution

was

rejected by

a
in

promiKoaers

suspected

®u»pectea

a

majority of only

FOREICN.
The Situation at Sofia.

SofIAi Nov.
branje today,
.

ding

l.-At

M.

a

Zikoff

meeting of the
was

So-

elected presi-

officer. The English and Italian
agents
attended the meeting.
Gen. Kaulbars has
refused to accept the
of the regency to
reply
hu ultimatum, and will leave Sofia. Ho
threatens to bombard the barracks and
government buildings at Varna if
any opposition is offered to the debarkation of
Russians
at that place.

The Persian Monarch Stuck Fast.
London, Nov. 1.—All efforts to float the
steamer Persian Monarch, ashore in Port--—-

•••••«

>uud

iui

nimu,

The Bartholdi Statue.
Paris, Nov. 1.—There Is a feeling of intense satisfaction here over the
reception of
the Bartholdi statue by President Cleveland. M. rloquet has received an enthusiastic cablegram from AIM. Spoiler and Desmons of the French committee,
describing
the demonstrations in New York in honor of
the Republicans of France, and expressing
their gratification at the splendid reception
and entertainment of the committee.
CENERAL NEWS.
A

despatch from the City

of Mexico says
*s reported in official circles that
"
“fat
United States Consul Porch has been removed for participating in the
.Sedgwick in-

dignation meeting.
'I he Boston

Mass.,
sars-

was

A Maine depot at Bradford,
entered Sunday night by bursaf« was blown open and *5

stolen,
rhe robbers were
sionals.

probably profes-

Esterbrook & Co., of New York, the only
manufacturers of oleomargarine in Connecticut, have suspended, as they regard the
government tax prohibitory. From 80 to 100
people are thrown out of employment.
Charles Almy died in New Bedford, Mass,
yesterday morning, from heart disease, aged
07 years. He was bom at Little
Compton,
R.I. He afterwards went to New Bedford
and engaged in various enterprises. He was
an original Free boiler and
Republican, and
of late years an earnest advocate of
prohibition. He was candidate of that party for
governor in 1880.
He leaves a widow, three
sons

and a

daughter.

A heavily loaded freight train on the Cincinnati, Washington A Baltimore railroad,

struck a cow on a bridge at Petersburg, W.
\ a., derailing the engine and several cars.
The bridge caught fire and gave
way, wrecking the engine and 17 cars, 9 being loaded
with oil. Train and bridge were
completely
destroyed, except those cars not on the
bridge. Loss to the company *100,000.
Ered Reed, of Leominster, Mass., 20 years
old, while out gunning bunday, attempted to
take a skeleton rifle from his pocket, and
accidentally shot himself in the head, dying
from tlie effects Monday morning.

Large hauls of mackerel were made at the
mouth of Halifax harbor last week, three
seines having taken *10,000 worth.
The
coast west of Halifax, as well as the north
side of Cai>c Breton, is said to swarm with
mackerel of No. 1 size. They mostly school
inshore,
beveral American vessels, which
were thought to have returned to
Gloucester,
have suddenly reapi>eared in those districts,
and are reaping rich harvests,
especially
since the cuttcrsYtive been withdrawn.
Grand Master Workman Powderly addressed a large meeting in New York city last
night, and advocated the election of Ilenry
George as mayor.
bteamer Pavonia will be repaired at Boston.

ciul >

Misleading

Minneapolis.

Ilavid T. Bunker of Massachusetts, has
been appointed United btates Consul at
Demerara.
^'as**>0r^ fun,l *n Boston amounts to

*413‘>ft

President Cleveland, it is announced, will
go to Boston and Cambridge to take part in
the observance of the 250th anniversary of
Harvard University.
He will reach that
city on Monday morning next, and will leave
for « ashmgton again at evening. It is possible that a reception will be given in his
honor in Faneuil Hall.
The beef men at the Chicago stock
yards,
0000 in number, have stiuck. The trouble is
over the
of
the
ten-hour
adoption
system,
tlie men refusing to work two extra hours
without additional pay.
LIMINCTON NEWS.
■

oupwy

icr

oomisn

Village.
Limi.ngton, Nov. 1,1880.
heavy shower accompanied with heavy
thunder and sharp lighting passed over this
section Saturday night between the hours of
A

ten and twelve o'clock.

Mr. L. J. Strout of this town trapped a
skunk one night last week weighing thirtyfive pounds.
The Pnrsonsfield quarterly meeting (Free
Baptists) will hold their next session with
the church at Soutli Limington commencing
Wednesday, Nov. 10th, inst., and lasting two
daw;

The citizens of Cornish village are discussing the scheme ofc furnishing their village
with water facilities, both for household and

other uses and also to be used in case of fire.
It is proposed to pipe the flow of several
large springs situated up on the "high road"
so called,some three-fourths to a mile distant

into a large reservoir in the vicinity.
From
thence through a main will conduct it to the
it
where
can
be carried in branches
village,
to the different portions of the village for the
various uses aud be used in hydrants distributed at convenient locations for use in case
of fire. It is thought that a fall of some
•200 feet can be secured, sufficient to throw
water over the highest buildings. Such men
as J. F. Jameson, A. H. Marr and other influential men are talking up the matter.

Fryeburg.
Congregational chapel at Fryeburg,
Thursday evening, the 28th, there took place
an antiquarian dress entertainment under
the direction of Miss Mary Wellington and
At the

Miss

Fllen

libbitts.

The costumes

were

quite grand.

The C. L. S. C. met with Miss Mary Weston Friday evening, Oct. 29th.
The roll-call
was answered by quotations in reference to
mountains. An interesting programme then
followed.

Albert F. Richardson hus gone to
Portland for a few days, to attend the meetFellows.
Odd
The present term of
of
ing
the Fryeburg Academy, under the care of
is
the most prosperous of
Mr. Richardson,
any other in tiie history of this time-honored
institution. The Students’ Debating Club is
of the greatest Interest to the academy and
the town.
Miss Martha Stickuey, of Fryeburg, died
of heart disease on Sunday afternoon. Oct.
Prof.

31st.

fiimle'if

yea*-,*,.

‘t turned oui
.k. I1?ht?r‘
,ac‘; ‘bat none of the ore,
iHfi4 ith.kiWa8
which
this gentleman owned were
good foi
un?rk they were ,uixwl wit“ some-

B. Reed was one of the guests.
A fter tlx
dinner was over President French said:

wer® two
to mix
«,h?r.e
tb—M
Ich Igan or New things
York ores oi
* in'!!.‘
Spanish
ores.
He was at tidewater ami i(
he couid get the Spanish ores
for almost
worth 1,lore than it
was* fLm?
,“iiti‘.,iei!ya8
bought
Michigan or New York ore.
"as- 1 believe, that he
m.«.r hLC“UT:luenoe
never
seemed to us quite so
thoroughly the
anU

like this, unfortun‘2n.1P“ien
ately, it isn t sufficient
to have all the fact-

and arguments with you. If it
were the Re
well remain silent, and
Part?
with serenity for the result of
Tuesday
next. It is necessary that those
facts and arguments should be presented
vigorously and

njiKht

convincingly, so that he who
s'* PP™“dcrstand. I know of

runs

may list-

no one who can
in that line than our
22
“2r? effective work
*r‘«“d
wl>o is here this afternoon.
(Loud?*aine
applause.) Whether on the
platform or in the halls of Congress he is always the right man in the right place.
I
°* tntrodueinS to >ou Hon.

Thomas6il’. Reed'6

CONGRESSMAN REED’.H SPEECH.
On rising, Mr. Reed was received with
enthusiastic cheering, after the subsidence of
which he said:
-Vc. PcWdenfrmd Uentlemen (f the
Norfolk
a little bit appalled
by
mwi^Pv^
by the cordiality of your

and

the numbers

greeting, and I
sorry that you will be able to get so little
for so much enthuslaim.
(Laughter.) What
you are about to suffer is not
realiy my fault,
be a sin to be weak in
consenting to
come here.
And vet, after all, I have a
desire (and I think that, if Governor great
Long
were here, he would teli
you that I alwavs
had it) to lecture
ter.) I suppose that I have the
same
that Hawthorne so well describes infeeling
"Our
Old Home, when lie got a doctor
of divinity
ere t''at reVerend man had
te
Now this arises from two causes.
The first
is, because the desire for the conversion of
the man who is nearest to you in
thought is
always the strongest, if a man does not beleve in any one of the "39
we let
articles,”
him severely alone.
But if he believes in 38
of them we are never satisfied until we
have
got him up to the 39th. And I hope that, in
time, we may get Massachusetts up to the
thorough working pitch of Republicanism
such as we have in Maine.
And
the second reason is, that I had an
early misfortune in Massachusetts -a
damper cast upam

,u“le3S.11

Massachusetts". (Lau|£

‘listen

t‘ohimW

(AppKse.)

gentleman of great distinction once, in Williams Hall, on Dover street, and he
his discourse in this way. He said began
“F.d
low citizens—We are citizens of no mean
city
being citizens of Boston.
(Laughter.) We
are citizens of no mean
commonweatb, being
citizens of the commonwealth of Massachusetts. (Renewed laughter.) It therefore
becomes our duty, not merely to consider
what
is due to this country and her
institutions,
but what is due to us as citizens of Boston
as citizens of the commonwealtli of
Massal
chusetts.’
(Laughter.) I confess that I
never, until that moment, had such a sense
of my own littleness; that never
before that
time had I caught such a
glimpse of the real
littleness of all the rest of the world. (Great
1
merriment.)
Well, of course it bred in my heart the
very blackest envy. And I said: *1 shall
Uve to see the tune when the people of this
state will begin to consider not
merely what
is due to themselves as citizens
of the commonwealth and of the city, but what is due
to the interests and the demands
of the
whole country. (Applause.) And it seemed
to me that during the last few
years we have
reached that pitch,
lhere isn't so much
>ank account in heaven to the credit of
Massachusetts as there used to he (loud laughter
ind applause); and I think you are all of
you
.low about ready to come down
and work
[or your daily bread. (Renewed
hilarity.
And it is a good thing, besides
you will unierstand something besides the beauties of
iriticism, something of the beauties of what
ire call “bone work.
Now, Massachusetts has been made, this
ame. the battle ground, the initial
skirmlshn$ ground of two principles, one of which is
Suing to be triumphant in this country for a
tood many years; that

Is, the principle of
ree trade or the
principle of protection.
n,it,h“ been openly flung to the wind here
this .State; ond it is an issue which
we
lavegotto meet squarely and fairly; and
above all things, we have got to avoid
being
*
uisled bv immaterial matters.
Now, for my part, I am inclined to think
hat Mr. James Freeman Clarke, if
n

has Mid one thing
ported,
rlbution to this discussion.
lis arguments in favor of

properly
which is aeonHe puts one of

reciprocity

upon
he broad idea that the riches and overflew
>f this country
ought to be distributed
imong the other countries of the world for
heir benefit. Now, if that had its
correlaive fact-namely, that we participated In
he government of those
countries; if we
muld rectify their institutions; if we
could
;o and lire there, and be citizen* of one
muntry-there might be some foundation
or the idea.
But this world lias to move
ibreast.
Facts have to agree with eacli
ither. Advancement has to be all
along the
me, or else somebody is going to be killed
jecause he is too far off from his
supports’
Applause.) Now, this isn’t a world such as
Mr. Clarke dreams of, and such as I
dream

,/
-1.<ir^?,Iuof?world80me
itaff of
heroes will

Ja)’ where

a

military
not be the only
idornment of our great cities. I believe in a
uture brotherhood of the world. But I
recognize that this is a long way off; ami I
realize, too, that one means of arriving at
he final brotherhood of mankind is the
landing by individual nationalities now.
And the country thot we are interested in is
lot that diffusive country which
spreads
tself in our imagination all over the world
)ut a country that is bounded by the A Gallic and the Pacific and the Gulf of
Mexico
Applause.)

And are we doing no
philanthropic work
inder our system when we daily deplete the
irowded population of Europe, and
bring
hem here? Are we doing them no
good?
Are we doing no good to those that
they
eave behind? Every batch of
flat leaves there raises the
wages of and
uakes more comfortable the working men
hat are left behind. That is Uie
way to disthe advantages of this great country
tribute
rhat is the way to develop tho resources of
his land.
if men would meet this question fairly and
iquarely, there would he no difficulty. But
t is always in politics as it is in war. There
ire no straight marchings up of
columns to
neet each other face to face all
along, the
ine. But it is all flank
it is all
movements;
1 :oncealment of
it
is
all mannuverpurpose;
ng. And that is the attack that is made on
he system here in the United States.
And
lie most amazing thing about it is, that the
uen who are clamoring the most
against the
lystem of fostering American industries, are
1
mdeavoring to make it precisely the robbery
md piracy which they claim that it now is
•or, unless protection is a system, it is a
obbery. If ft is the selection of particular
ndustries to pet, of particular industries to
“stain, it cannot be justified.
But if it is
lie broad principle of giving the American
uarkets to the American people, it can be
ustained in its length and breadth. Beause we all stand equal, and the result is
hat there is distributed among the
people of
his whole country all the resources and
^vantages that come out of it. Kvery one
lets the benefit of it, and even' one has the
.dvantage of it.
YVell now, this system is going to be atacked, not on the question of its merits, but
n all kinds of
side issues. 1 realize

it,
•erhaps, more fully than any other gentleuan present, because I
participated in the
ariff revision of 1883, One of the greatest
auses of confusion in this world
is, in not
inderstandlDg what the words mean that we
ise.
I here was an old comic
suggestion
uadp, that the words of the Kngiish laugoage
vereexceedingly indefinite; that if you said
ou loved anybody, it might be in the first
legree, or In the -tooth, and thev proposed
o attach a figure
indicating the degree that
ou meant; so that, if you said you hated a
nan
‘‘No. 3,” you didn't like him very
ouch: but if you hated him "No. 1»0,” you
lated him like hereafter. (Loud laughter.)
Now, the difficulty with tiiis discussion is
ifter all; very fjreatly in the misleading naure of it, is In the use of terms.
People
*'YVe want reform in the tariff; we
ay:
vant revision of the tariff.” YY’ell, human
iffairs are never stationary.
Of course we
vant reform; of course we want revision,
don
t
lilt,
you see, one Is using the term
Meaning one thing, and the other side is usng the term meaning the other?
And I
atlier tnink Mr. Leopold Morse is using it,

(Loud laughter and apHe strikes the happy medium.
Renewed laughter).
Qeaning
ilause).

more.

YVe had an instance of a revision of the
ariff in 1883; and this
sountry was agog for
ariff reform. But in that tariff bill was tnlnded any number of other things. There
vas S4ti,ow,on0 to lie taken off the hank taxsi Sbi,000,000 of internal revenue 1 mean,
.11 told, to be taken off. Kvery man who
rai interested in taking off that Internal
evenue didn't say, “I want you to take off
mv internal revenue taxes;” not a bit
of it.
le was making the air vocal with his wishes
or “tariff reform,” and lie didn’t mean tariff
eform at all. All those things were utilized.
Tie,, the question of surplus revenue.

if^rvV°fn

co

‘‘“‘“terested friend of his
before. And

rtis as he did
nhiili
k°fterwa
think he
himself didn t think

i

he was when
and applause.)
Mr. Evans said to
me not long ago:
“It Is strange that, in adjustice, the wisdom of this world
for 0000 years has discovered no other
way
than for noth sides to hire a man to
exaggtv
rate their sides, and then
to find out
try
what is the truth between them.** That
wasn t quite a fair description of our
lawyer’s
business, because we never exaggerate, but
then that was his
way.
playful
(Laughter.)
And that is what this world is after
all; it is
a struggle between interests.
And when a
set of men come up and announce
that they
are so
pure that their motives eannot be
questioned that there is nothing to be said
about their being
may
be dead sure that self-interested—you
they are
to appear
what they are not. When trying
a man is
the
be says, “It would be a
good thing if we could
import some more.”
“be
*“ ‘he manufacturing business, he
says, it would be a good thing if we didn’t
import so much.’’
There is the struggle.
Hut the question that you and I have
to decloe, those of us who are not pecuniarily interested, is. what, on the whole, is the best
thing for this country as a whole?
Another insidious method of getting at it
is to say: “Why, we don't want free
trade;
nothing of that sort; but what we want is to
cut down things ; we want to
keep them so
tlmt you manufacturers will have to
strugwhat
‘he
good of that ?
answer is, “to prevent
monopolies.
Why, with a country ;BOO miles one
^sy sml 3000 miles the other way, and with
50,000,000of people in it, 1 should like to see
anybody get up a monopoly, outside of the
constitution of the United States.
Why
you may build a system of 500O miles of railrimtl and
vnnv

b*?°t through.

(Laughter

mltAa.struggle .'Vh7'

(u

LWA* business,

S&k 'V.8k
..tb®

Is

_•.

»

..

years. It Is utterly impossible.
The moment an industry becomes extra
profitable,
that very thing is the destruction of Its
that very circumstance rings the
knell of doom to the
monopoly, because, not
merely one man goes into It who ought to,
but a dozen men will go into it who
ought
not to, and the result Ts that down
go the
Prb'e* aru* P/®*113- There never has been
another such foolish bugbear as this talk
about monopolies. (A voice, “That’s so.”)
II there were anything needed to
prove Mr.
Darwin s theory of the origin of the
species;
if there were anything needed to
prove the
development of the human race and
goes baek to ancient history, I
uiink this would
prove it conclusively. Why
two or three hundred years
ago, the human
race was justly filled with wrath
and indignation about real monopolies, and the fiavor
has clung around the name ever
since, and
these men are utilizing today the
indignation
of three centuries ago.
Some day or other
we have got to meet this
question- and it is
pretty near at hand. I notice that General
Butler, in an interview, postponed it for
three years. Well, the General is a wise
man, and has had some words of wisdom in
his time, if you will pardon me for
saying so.
But it will not go beyond his
prediction, because we have got only
$100,000,000 of bonds
more, about, that are redeemable, and we
are paying them off at a
pretty rapid rate,
and then we have got only bonds that we

profits,

Sradual
?a?,,t

buy.

can

Now,

mark the cries of these men who bein free trade.
Mr. Potter, of New
1 ork, a
Democrat, Introduced into the
House a bill providing for the funding of our
bonds in such a fashion and at such a rate of
interest that we might have gone on for 20
years paying every dollar of surplus ou the
public debt, and yet never disturbed the nalleve

tlonal banks or given us a real excess of rev1 hat bill Mr. Potter never could
get
out of Mr. MerrUon’s committee on wavs
and means.
And that brings me squarely to one
point
that I am
going to interrupt myself to state
to you; that if you elect a
Democrat, no
matter how much he straddles
during the
election, you elect a man that is goiug to
give you the same committee on ways and
means thilt is going to allow Mr.
Morrison to
do in the future precisely what he has done
in the past.
Now, what was his object in
refusing that bill of Mr. Potter's? It was to
precipitate this very situation, because when
we get through
paying the three per cent
bonds we are face to face with a bond we
to buy,and there are certain interest,
in this country that must have
government
bonds—the national banks and trust estates
of certain kinds und character. And those
men are going to
bid for those bonds,
and the government has
got to pay a
high price for them, and the people are
going to be told that we have got a surplus
enue.

hayegot

reveuue which we are
enormous premium on

And

wasting by paying

unthinking people

au

United States bonds.

going

to say,
e
reduce that revenue.” How?
They all will say. “Take off so much from
the tariff.
Hell, there is a misleading set
of terms. What does “taking so much off
the tariff mean?
Taking so much off the
revenue? that is what these people claim
And yet nobody who investigates it can fail
to know that tSiat is false; that, if
you take
off from the tariff, you import more; and
that, while you diminish the revenue on
each piece you may double it on all of them
so that you will have a still more
increasing
revenue, still more clamor. And where are
you going to end except incha>s?
You have got to meet tills thiug. You
must be prepared for it; and you must be
prepared^for it from this very instant. 1
said that I listened to that speech of my
Massachusetts friend with a feeling of depression; and I did, because it sounded
solemn and true. That was about the end
of the period when you were spending so
much time in exalting the Pilgrim fathers
that you actually forgot something about the
education of the Pilgrim sons, and today it
does not seem as if that speech could be listened to with quiet aud peace.
I wish my friend was not here
(referring to
Mr. Kanney) just at this moment, so that 1
could make a personal application. But I do
certainly hope that the wishes of the Republicans all over the United States may be respected in one district in the city. I certainly hope that a man with one of the most
commanding Intellects that lias sat in tlie
House of liepresentatives for years may return t/» do i>onIinna<I
lint./...
»t...
are

c

Massachusetts (great applau.se>, and that Ids
straightforward and honorable life uiay meet
the
approval of the straightforward and
honorable citizens of Massachusetts. (Loud

applause.)

X regret that it is not in my
power, owiug
be obliged to go elsewhere, to
say anything more to you. But I am very grateful
to you for the careful attention which
you
have l>een kind enougli to give me. (Great
and long continued applause.)
to

RAILWAY MATTERS.
BOSTON * MAINE.

l'he Boston & Maine railroad management
lias provided some of its cars with a new tie
vice that will enable passengers to know
their whereabouts and the name of every
station before it Is reached. As the train begins to move from a station the slight sound
of a hell attracts attention, and on
looking
up the name of the next station Is plainly
in large letters on a small square
box,

seen

prettily ornamented, placed In an elevated
position at the forward end of the car. The
mechanism. Invented by Mr. J. H. Beekford
of Salem, Mass., is simple In construction,
resembling somewhat the works of a clock,
and is operated
by electricity. The touching of an electric button, which ifor convenience, is placed in the baggage car, does all
this wonderful work in a moment.
The invention will prove of great value to travelers
and It is to he expected that other roads will
adopt it when its benefits are fully established.
_

Von

Berg Medicine Company.
Berg Medicine Cyinpany has been

The Von

reorganized for the purpose of manufactur-

ing. selling

and dealing in any and all kinds
of medi 'lnes and drugs, and to carry on a
general drug and medicine business. The

following

are

President—Waldo L. Gates.
Treasurer—Joseph W. Coffin.
U °*‘“> Jo~«*
John

V Odd"*1110

John

Board

Tuesday afternoon.

President ITarding said

the meeting had
l>een called because an advertisement had
appeared in the papers regarding the mail
service between Canada and the United
Kingdom. It was said that the route was
from Quebec via Kimouski and to Halifax
and Portland.
Tills exposition of facts
would rather startle them at first, for it appeared that the government of Canada felt
for tho purpose of carrying mails Riraouski
was the nearest point in summer tlma and
So far as Quebec
Halifax in winter time.
was concerned, past experience told them
that Montreal would be the terminus for
freight purposes via Portland, thus shutting
out St. John entirely.
Sir George Stephen’s statement was true,
Halifax would be the mailing port and Portland the grand freight depot.
There was a
gentleman present who would state that the
difficulties of navigation of the Bay of Fundy were a myth; that insurance companies
would insure goods for St. John as cheaply
as for Halifax or Portland.
Mr. George Robertson said unless St.
John’s claims were put forward Portland
would cut them out. He thought they should
take action over it and see If St. John was a
suitable port for ocean traffic.
Sir George
Stephens had told them they might expect
some of the freight traffic from his road. He
felt, as one of the two winter ports of Canada, they had a right to expect something
from the Dominion government. He thought
the dangers of the Bay of Fundy were overvoted.
Mr. R. W. Cruikshaok
said
insurance
agents said they would insure vessels to or
from the Bay of Fundy as quickly as to or
from Halifax. Sheriff Harding spoke of the
mist on the Bay and Mr. Vroom said it was
common to all ports.
Halifax and Portland
harbor*

wurn

fnm fr,....

I*.**

p.,._u

Halifax harbor it was sometimes
eleven inches thick.
Dr. Weldoir, M. I*., said the most important point was that Halifax would be the terminus of the Canadian Pacific for passengers
und mails and Portland for freight.
They
should light to have the steamers subsidised
tua domestic,not a foreign port. He said the
navy was prejudiced against St. John.
In
I85U and 1800 the steamers came to 8L John,
got their cargces, and then proceeded to
Portland for mails and passengers.
In consequence of the heavy grades on the railroad
between Portland and Montreal the former
had not reaped that advantage from wean
steamers that it might have. The Short line
wonld be built with such low grades tbat
that difficulty would be obviatedTu reference
ami In

to port of St. John.
Mr. John V. Kills said that all the Indications showed that the
Canadian Pacific
would seek a terminus In Portland. The centre was going westward every day, and in
probability the winter port of the Canadian
Pacific would be Boston or Portland.
Messrs. Cruikshank. Vroorn and Cushing
were appointed a committee and asked to
take the matter into consideration and report at the next meeting.

THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTT.
A bench show is talked of In I-ewlston.
HANCOCK

Bucksport

is

works.

COUNTT.

talking

of a system

of water

KENNEBEC COUNTT.
The sudden disappearance of lfr. Archie
McKinnon of Vassalboro still remains unexplained.
Many theories have been advanced but the affair still remains a mystery.
A new post office has been established at
the outlet of Cohhossecontee pond, to be
known as Bassville,
with Eliza Meady,
formerly of Qardiner, as postmistress.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Capt. Joseph Higgins of South Orrington,
a well-known sea captain, died in New York
Saturday, from the bursting of a blood vessel.
The farm

buildings

of

Mr. A. U. Smith of

Pittsfield were burned on Saturday last.
Bangor’s foreign exports last week were
valued at 913,0(7, and Included *,837 bundles of fruit box shooks aud 75 barrels of
Hour sent to

Palermo, Italy.

William McEatride of Halifax, N. S., took
to the Bangor races early
In September
his bay gelding Electrician.
At the New
Hrun»wU>k border the usual bond was given
that the horse was to return, and it was free
of duty. Misalleged that Electrician was
exchanged at Bangor for the bay mare Emily
and that this was the horse brought hack,
also coming in free of duty as being the one
for which the bond had been given. But
“from Information" custom officers McLareu went to Halifax and seized the
bay
mare, which is subject to a duty of 30 per
cent, as being an American burse imported
into the Provinces.
Some months ago the rates for transmitting cable messages across the ocean were
lowered by the telegraph companies. In
consequence of this the increase of business
has been so great that It has 1-een found
necessary to erect a quadruplex wire from
»*• John westward

crew of men are now
on the

Job.

to New York,
at work east of

and a

Bangor

A match had been made
by Bangor ownof two dogs, to take place Sunday. The
marshal uotlfied them that the light must not
take place. The owners
postfooed it from
Sunday but declare they will fight during
ers

inc w©tfk.

WALDO

COUNTT.

A tenement house owned
by O. H. Keen
Freedom, and occupied »by P. E. Luce.
of
Freedom
principal
Academy, took fire
from a defective chimney, F’riday »«■
log. But few (of their goods were saved.
Other buildings within fifteen feet od either
side were saved by the united exertions of
the neighbors.
of

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The Maine Central engine house at Vanceboro, which now contains nine pits, is to be
enlarged by two additional stalls, making
room for eleven locomotives.
News From Bath.

BATn, Nov. I.
In the Press yesterday the Bath Times Is
quoted as stating that the Bath Light Inlaniry is destined to an abridged career on
Recount of its large indebtedness.
In tlie
Times to-day appears a communication
stating that the company is no more in debt
than most of the State militia
companies and
that it Is the intention of the
company to
pay its bills at once.
The rumor regarding
the condition of the
Infantry was circulated
by one or two of its creditors with the intention of Injuring the company.
Your correspondent is thoroughly acquainted with the
affairs of the Infantry and has no hesitation
in asserting that it is in a very creditable
condition as regards proficiency in drill and
discipline and that far from being “destined
to an abridged sareer" It is
preparing to begin its winter’s work in tne armory. A
range for target practice is being prepared
The programme for the winter is
already
maped out. It will Include several prize
drills with leading companies of the State.
Ttie interest in the company Is In no
way

abated.
Tho Olympian Club of this
place Is beginning Its winter’s work with the promise of
great results. It is composed of the

leading

young men of the place.
Its rooms have
been refitted with handsome
appointments
and the gymnasium has been
Improved by
the addition of new
apparatus. Key a I'
Kminclls the pastor of
Central Church,
Messrs, t. II. Percy and W. K.
Kimball, two
of our most enterprising

young merchant,
have been selected to make
arrangements
for a course of lecture, and
musical attractions for tho coming winter.
They have
procured the Weber Male Quartette
of Portland, for tho first number, and it will
occupy
the beards at the Alameda
Nov Hth The
regular literary exercise, of the
society commence

the officers:

Friday

next.

Aid for Editor
Huntar.
01 Bangor writes

**"»"•

Capital stock $50,01)0; paid in nothing.

Apache Land and the Apaches.
lion. Clarence Pullen lias arranged to deliver two lectures at the Boston Theatre,
Vhj, they said: "Look here, we are having November 14th and 21st. The first will be
reienue in this country in excess of expeu- !
and the
Utuies to such an extent that we have got to j on "Apache Land and the Apache,
second on "Mexico in Scenes and History."
iuy iff the bonds, and we will swamp the
latUuul hanks.” Thereupon tile men interMr. Pullen is thoroughly familiar with the
steC in the national banks clamored, not fur
life, character ami habits of the Apache, and
he tanks, but lor tariff reform.
has lived long in Mexico, and is therefore
Aixl so it goes on. And what 1 want to
competent to speak with knowledge of the
all four attention to, what I warn, to call
country and Its peculiar people. His lectures
he
intention of an intelligent body of men will be illustrated, and many Apache curiosike tills to, is to carefully discriinina'.e as to
ities will be exhibited.—Boston Herald.
•

A general meeting of the St
of Trade was held last

on

banquet of the Norfolk Club a
Young’s Hotel Saturday, the Hon. Thomas

Important Meeting of tho St.
John Board of Trado.

Thov Object to Portland aa tho Canadian Pacific’s Winter Port.

is TSfflWrfts ■SfK'asa;
JS-Trsr*
:ra
aTSr.SJttBBft,
Jf»«S
Mr. Morrison’s tirsl
yueati.m this year,

At the

wuiJ

An

n" Cu,unHy-

bill. * or most people seem to
that ht
had several bills; but it was theforget
fist of thl

CENTS.

1HKKK

THI NATURAL RCA PORT.

a member of our committee 01
means who was a mine owner, am

ways and
he wanted to take the tax off of
mineral
and ores.
And everybody said:
"What
good man! <>wns mines; and yet, for th<
he » willing to sacrUci

Nature of the Tariff Dis
cussion.

—

Joseph Otte, a waiter, shot Charles Babin,
cook at the Astor House, New York city,
last night. Otte then fled and committed suicide. Babin will recover.
James Hindle, a notorious
counterfeiter,
has been arrested.
He and a gang had
planned extensive robberies in bt. Paul and
a

and

poses:
For the completion of the Stewart Memorial
church at Garden City, Long
island, and for
the purpose, of making it a free church and
cathedral of the Protestant
Kpiscopal
faith;
to endow it with such money as will maintain it forever; provisions for the
bishop of
the diocese and his assistants; to construct
two buildings to be used as schools and seminaries of learning to be attached to such
cathedral and to endow them with such
money as will sustain them forever and to
erect such other buildings as the cathedral
and seminuries and schools may
require
These buildiugs when completed are to be
conveyed to the use forever of the church
and one half of her residuary estate so devised, is to be applied for the above pur*
poses.
Charles J Clinch and
Hilton are
authorized to make such partition and division of their interests in the estates
as they
may see tit. If any heir becomes party to
any proceeding to interfere with the will the
provision of the will in his or her favor becomes null and void.
The codicil is dated1
May, 1882.

that

of Lx-1 reasurer

nf

Henry Hilton of New York city.
None ot the legacies are to be payable
until three years from the final probate of
the will nor any of-tlie annuities till six
months after such probate.
The will is dated July 5,1877. In the codicil she revokes the bequest to Henry Hilton
of one half of her residuary estate, and instead bequeaths to him one half of the residue of her property and estate, in
trust, the
same to be applied to the following pur-

now

Ex-TreasurerCarters’ Accounts.
Mass., Nov. 1.—The mystery

one.

Norfolk

We bad

chusettp.

**?•{

Manchester,

Speech

the

at

Some Delicate Satire Upon Massa

j00°

Hfr'lilwit

Ames of Easton.
Lieut. Oovenior-J.Q. A. Brackett of Boston.
State—Henry B. Fierce of Abing-

what these cries mean, and what Is behln i

Dinner.

The Mountain Bursts Out in Flames
and Emits Hot Stones.

by Presl

dent Cleveland.

His

Lake.

[Special to the Press.]
Boston, Nov. l.-The Republican Stat >
ticket will undoubtedly be elected to-morro\ r
{he X
in spite of the claims of Democrats am l
Mugwumps. Ames wiU get all of the Knight
of Labor, who are
SiTCUH
Republicans, and some o E
tbe Democrats and Butler men, who do no
receiver of the insolvent Pa
n
like Andrew’s record. Ames will probably
of Boston
against the stockholder.of
n,»Mk
of
that
bank
to
enforce personal
load the State ticket. Brackett’s plurality
foi
the assessment of 100 per cent,liability
upon 10c
will be smaller because the
Knights wil
or'g‘na*
and
increased
canftnl °t
bv**1 «n®
more generally
stock,
capital
i he court holds that the desupport Foster. The Repub
fence at law and at alleged
lican estimate is from 13,000 to 18,000 plural
ground of reliel
in equity are alike insufficient
and that judgity. The Republicans will probably hold ments and decrees of the
Circuit
Court in fatheir own in the next Congress. Lodge 1:
vor of the receiver must be
affirmed in all
cases in this court and several
pretty certain in the sixth district ovei
pending suits
Opinion was deLovering.
Ranney’s district Is in doubl livered by0f,AI?ssa,;l'U8ettsJustice Matthews.
with a general impression that Morse and
Prince Napoleon.
the boodle gang of Mugwumps will
carry
Prince Louis Napoleon called at the White
tbe district, thus losing a Republican. Ely
House today and paid his respects to the
in the uinth district will have a close
run, as
President. The President received him in
there was a majority against him two years
the blue parior. i here were no
addresses.
The President and the Prince conversed toago. If the Democrats and Mugwumps carfor
about
gether
15
minutes.
ry both the third aud ninth districts they
Decrease of the Public Debt.
will gain a member. Collins has
finally consented to run in the fourth district. The
The public debt was decreased during October $13,201,619.
canvass has been quiet for the most
part but
the rich Mugwumps and rumsellers have put
The Pacific Bank Cases.
out a large amount of money.
A decision was rendered by the
Supreme
The principal nominees on the respective Court of the United States today in the important series of cases known as the Pacific
tickets are as follows:
Bank cases, brought here by writ of error
REPUBLICAN TICKET.
and appeal from the Circuit Cvurt of the
For Governor—Oliver

Spectacle.

[Special to tbe Press.]
New York, Nov. 1.—The fireworks arranged for by the city authorities in the celebration of the unveiling of the statue of
Liberty and which were postponed because
of unfavorable weather, wTere on a scale of
splendor hitherto seen here. They were
furnished by the unexcelled fire-works

In the

CONGRESSMAN REED.

riuua

MATTKBJ

them.
b »

Bank Cases.

Highly Encouraging Reports
Pennsylvania.

tion from fire.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Underwear,
Jersey Underwear.
Beaded Gloves,
Kerr’s Spool Cotton,
in better variety and at lower
prices Ilian they can be bought
Silk

511

Shot His Father.

Bangor, Nov. 1.—The nine years old son
of William McFee of Great
Pond, was at a
lumber camp at that place with his father
Saturday and was playing with a revolver
when it was accidentally discharged, the
ball euteriug the father’s breast.
A physi-

before the shot

Massachusetts,

Cloakings,
New Wrapper Flunucls,
New Wrapper Blankets,
New Jersey Stripes,
New Fancy Velvets,
New Colored Plushes,
New

New
New
New
New
New

his

Middle Street.

197

Washington,

dtf

Bangor, Nov. l.—Pursuant to an order
from the city government, the directors of
the Bangor and Piscataquis Railway will
submit a report to them stating that they
Pay annually to the Maine Central Railroad
the sum of $26,253 for hauling their passengers from Oldtown to Bangor, while the
cost of the building the road to Bangor over
the old Veazie road would be but
$100,000.

buy

COE,

SAMUEL THURSTON,
octl4

and at the last election was re-elected. He
served several years as collector of taxes and
nine years as city clerk.
He was about 46
years old.
The B. and P. Railroad.

SHOT OF A COWARD.

If you want to save money,
Hats of Coe, he is reducing
Fall stock at very low prices.

STOOLS m COVERS,
TUNING TO ORDER.

Respected Ellsworth Citizen Cone.
Ellsworth, Nov. l.-Iu the death of William O. McDonald, which occurred this
morning, Ellsworth has lost one of its most
upright and respected citizens. During the
last two years he has been county treasurer,

A

TECHNICON.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
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Important Decisions

EARTHQUAKE

AN

Telephone Suits to
In the Supreme
Court.

Heard

The Tickets In Connecticut and Ne> v

A

WASHINGTON.

The Croat

Hampshire.

Paris, Nov. 1.—The case of Edward 0.
Slattery against the inhabitanss of Paris,
which has been on trial here in the Supreme
Judicial Court, before Judge Haskell, since
last Thursday morning, was concluded this
afternoon, resulting in a verdict for the
plaintiff for $1075. The action was brought
to recover $2000
damages for personal
injuries claimed to have been sustained by
falling into a ditch or excavation in the
road leading from Paris Hill to
Sumner, and
near the Sumner
line, on the evening of
No\ ember Oth last, of which defect the town
had knowledge and permitted.
Biddeford s Aid to Eastport.
Biddeford, Nov. 1.—Biddeford’s cash
contribution for the relief of the Eastport
sufferers today reached $1238, which does
not include all church contributions. The
total fund will probably reach
$1,500.
Mayor Bowers of Saco is circulating a petition in that city, and the Biddeford Times
also has a subscription paper
open for Saco
citizens.

Turner Bros.
Have just purchased

nuuicatlons to

ATLAND PUBLISHING CQ.

A Town Defeated In a Law Case.
[Special to the Press.]

OFJJOPARTAERSBIPT

FROM

Prediction of the Usual Republica n
Victory in Massachusetts.

MAINE.

I shall continue the
Grocery Business at the old
stand, under the firm name of W. L. Wilson & Co.
ociUGdifFRANK W. STOCKMAN,

iJSGWSH°”(3BArv"^,'ro<'r

TO-DAY’S ELECTION.

Street, Portland, Me

'Nok

4.

Wilson retiring.
FRANK W. STOCKMAN.
WM. A. WILSON.

A.

PRESS,

''shed every day (Sundays excepted) by th
"LAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,

dissolved by mutual eousent.
G. IRVING BUNKEK.
*
GEO. 1* MORKIS
Geo. P. Morris will continue the
business at the
aUt“0rizt*d to 8iK» the «nn

aaj

a

Boot."

THE PORTLAND DAILY

Co-pnrinership.

lirm heretofore
existing
and style of BUNKEK &

namelS ii5SfdLtlon"e
Portland, Nov.

Sew Kubber
feceivort.

t'LAH MAIL

1

^

•\£i‘lzen
the apwaTanci^of the°t,?ln“.
the Whig:

as

follow* to

l'“^r noticing

£?Ej*»wrro£2t bytrfSiS
houses, pleasantly located
7”11 furnished, all went
le*vln“ Mr Hunter amid the

down

i*5l*hnr’
work with
SoMdnii ** .“!?h y«»r»of hard list
for the
subscription
?■Chronkie
hV. ni81 andb.Utgood? pluck
to fall back
** K

upon.
If the people of his
sectiou of the State
would add a thousand or more to the abovo
list it would greatly assist in the re-establish*
nient of the paper and Its editor.

ffllltCELLANEOrS.

to execute his threats. That
is not to he found in any fear of resistance on the part of the Bulgarians alone,
for it would be not much more than a holiTUESDAY MORNIKU, NOV. 2.
day parade for his troops to march through
We do not read anonymous i-nuis and eommiui
Bulgaria and occupy and hold its cities and
are
ruious. Tbe name »ud addtrss of the writer
towns. It Is not any opposition that Bulgan:
for
ccesaarllr
pub
cases
Indispensable,
i all
ria can oiler that makes him hesitate. War
Jjrifion but as a guarantee of good fstth.
with that little principality would he a mete
We cannot undertake to return or preserve |
But war with Austria is a very
pastime.
are not
that
rounuiniications
different thing, especially with the prospect
that his adversary would have the moral, if
Tlie big raft In Nova Scotia is likely to be
not the active, support of England and perYork
fairly launched about the time New
It
haps of Germany. Herr Tisza's words are
finishes her monument to General Grant.
in his ears as well as in the ears of
ringing
lias
but
finally
few
weeks,
a
for
little
went a
the Bulgarian regents, and while they inconic to a dead stop.
spire the latter with courage and hope, their
the
effect on him is to produce timidity and hesiDaniel Lockwood said when he took
for him:
tation. A war once begun between Russia
office Mr. Cleveland had prepared
“There is no civil service nonsense attached and Austria nobody can predict when It will
Daniel end or how it will end. That it will
to this office.” There should be no

the press. !

some reason

reason

‘’”b5|ljrHE STANDARD
ASBESTOS CEMENT FELTiNG,
ASBESTOS AIR CHAMBER,
ASBESTOS LOCOMOTIVE LAGGING,
ASBESTOS LINING FELT, ETC.

attached to it long,

confined to these powers
The chances are that before it is over it
will Involve the whole of
Europe, and
when it is ended the changes in the map of
Europe may render the Russian dream of
the occupation of Constantinople more impossible of realization than it is now. It is
not strange, therefore, that the Czar hesitates to march his troops into Bulgariu, and
is exhausting every resource before resortiugtoarms. But when all other resources
have failed, will the Czar appeal to force?
The answer to that question Europe is awaiting with painful solicitude.

Unless reports are exaggerated the cholein Japan is nearly as calamitous as war.
If it continues, some places in that kingdom
will he relieved of their overcrowded condira

tion.

__.

Mr. Cleveland has felt moved to give five
hundred dollars to help the Democrats of
This is just four hundred and
New York.
eighty dollars more than lie gave to the
This must he a sign
Charleston sufferers.
that the Democratic party of New York is
expecting a terrible upheaval.

Five hundred Socialist women leading a
procession of twelve thousand other Belgian
Socialists into Charleroi; forty-five thousand
men parading New York streets in behalf of
Socialistic Henry George; and thousands of
Socialists in London threatening to make a
mockery of the Lord Mayor’s historic parade—these are tilings to think about.

CURRENT COMMENT.

i

THE HAXI)

BEHIND

THE TIIKONE.

Springfield Union.
When you ask a Cabinet officer to ulease
tell you what time it is, he replies: “Excuse
me, nut 1 prefer that you should inquire of
Col. Daniel Lamont.”
Grand Master Powderly.
1 believe in a tariff upon everything, raw
materials included, and raw material is that
covered up in mother earth, and from the
time it is brought out with a pick until it is
made into a knife it needs protection because
it is all labor.

tions are held soon, the indications are that
or Grit party will conie into

STANDARD AND LOCAL TIME.

the Liberal
power.

_

The quarrel in the fourth Massachusetts
district has ended with a withdrawal of all
the candidates and the renomination of
Patrick Collins. Mr. Collins is far better
equipped for a seat in Congress than any of
the men before the convention, and as the
Democrats are certain to carry the district it
is fortunate for the country that he has been
renominated.
A poor

yet

come

speech is something that has never
from Congressman Kqpd’s lips. But

of course some of his speeches are better than
others. His speech at the Norfolk Club banquet on Saturday-, whicli we publish elsewhere, is one of his brightest and best.
Nobody who begins it will fail to read it
through, and nobody should neglect to begin it.
_

Forty-five thousand
MIC

fcH'rtL

1UUU1

persons marched in

puKxasiuu

Saturday night,

so

1U lion

the telegraph

AUiJV

UU

announces.

If everyone was a voter

then a good many
of the New York editors have been making
toe low an estimate of Henry George’s support. But the probability is that political
processions|in New York are made up very
much as they are about here, largely of
minors who don’t vote.

Attorney General Garland has given an
opinion to the Secretary of the Treasury that
national banks must deposit interest-bearing
bonds to secure their circulation, and that
called three per cent, bonds cannot be used
But any opinion
as a basis of circulation.
from Mr. Garland has ceased to be of much
weight since he decided that a Cabinet officer cau sell his official influence for Pan
Electric stock; and that, (1) John ltoach did
not live up to his contract, and (2) that Johr
ltoach had no contract to live up to.

The French-Canadians of Massachusetts
out in a manifesto denouncing Frank K
Foster, the Democratic candidate for lieutenant-governor, and appealing to their countrymen to vote against him. Some years age
Mr. Foster appeared before a Congressional
committee and in the course of his testimon}
gave the French -Canadians a very bad character, pronouncing them unclean and shiftless. Mr. Foster would like to let bygones
be bygones, but the French-Canadians don’l
look at it that way.

are

The Board of Aldermen voted

list night

to
refuse the Monument Association the Old
Town Hall lot, and appointed a committee
to confer with the Association in regard to a
new site.
Whether this settles the question
as far as the Town Hall lot is concerned, remains to be seen.
The Association can appeal to the people, and if the vote of last
spring fairly reflected public sentiment, their
appeal is not likely to be in vain. We presume, however, if they are convinced that
there is strong opposition
to giving the
Town Hall site they will prefer to take some
other rather than make a fight for this,
though it must be confessed it is going to b<
pretty difficult to find another that is suita
ble. Certainly neither of the promenade:
should be selected, and to put it in the ceuie

Exchange.
We suggest to the members of the forthcoming legislature the adoption of standard
time as the legal time of the State.
This
would settle the matter, and end municipal
disturbance and local contests, such as we
had iu several localities last spring.
People
who travel are subject to great confusion
and inconvenience in the foolish battle between the standard and local time.
REFLECTIONS

OF

A

WOMAN’S

themselves disfranchised, at Liberty represented ns a gigantic woman.
Hut the better
way is to regard tiie statue as a prophecy of
the equal rights and liberties winch are coming to women, surely, and more swiftly than
many believe.
WILL CLEVELAND CAKE?
N. Y. Sun.
Mr. Cleveland must read with deep astonishment and pain tiie words that, according
to universal report, fell from the Hon. Daniel N. Lockwood’s lips immediately after
they had touched tiie Bible when lie took his
official oath as United States Attornev for
the Northern District of New York. “There
is going to he no civil service nonsense attached to my office,” said Dan Lockwood,
putting down his foot with all the emphasis
of a decided character and an impressive
avoirdupois. "There is going to be no civil
service nonsense attached to my office,” says
Dan Lockwood, and from Buffalo to Troy
tiie Democrats are on the grin, and tiie Mugwumps believe Mr. Lockwood and tremble.
A Picture of Ceneral Crant at Shiloh.
Gen. Lew Wallace.

He rides a tall, bright bay horse, with a
general’s trappings. His figure, judged
througli a full-caped blue overcoat, is rather
low, but he keeps bis saddle easily and well.
His hands are gauntled and his sword in its
scabbard.
A broad-brimmed,
unplumed
black liat is drawn down close upon his
brow; yet I see beneath it a ruddy face,'
warmer by a yellow tinged close chopped
beard.

Two clear gray eyes look into my
The thunder of the guns is in the air,
eyes.
blended with a thunder monotone which the
uninitiated would say was the noise of workmen riveting all at once the boilers of a
thousand ocean steamers; hut having heard
it often, you and I know it for what it is—
the infantry plying each other at close range.
The noise does not disturb my horseman.
He is slightly grim—a man appreciate e and
with a vast interest at stake could hardly be
otherwise—grim, but calm, deliberative, imperturable A few words said in the tone
farmers discuss the crops, a pleasant “good
day.” and lie rides away. It is the vision in
my heart photographed of Gen. Grant, as lie
came to me in the morning, then in the evening of the second day of Shiloh. So perfect
in every detail is the figure, so distinct its
expression of face, not to mention the sound
of the voice, that I do not need a portrait of
him—or rather it is all tiie portrait I do need
—and I cherish it as that of the greatest soldier of the greatest war of the age,
who,
while he did me the greatest possible iujustice, had afterward the magnanimity to reverse his opinion and do me the greatest
possible right, by making the reversal enuur-

public/’

ingly

EAST OF BOSTON.

i
Samples and Illustrated Pamphlet “Steam Saving and Firo-Proof Materials" Free by Mail.
TV. TV. WHIPPLE & CO., Agents, 21 Market Square, Portland, Me.
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“LIVE ANOLET LIVE.”

IRA

notable among which are the air
brake and the Miller platform, but progress in the art of heating and lighting the
cars has been trifling.
For the most part
they are heated by stoves placed in one corner

/tlie

lighted by oil lamps suspended from
ceiling or fixed in brackets at the sides.
and

When the

car

sustains

a severe

shock the

stove and the lamps are wrenched from their
fastenings and live coals are scattered upon
the wood work, which has been made by paint
and varnish as inflammable as tinder. The

NO. 482 CONGRESS STREET,

CLARK,
•

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

■

dtl
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MECHANICS’ BUILDING,
517 Congress Street and 7 Casco Street.
WE

OFFER

TO-DAY

25 Dozen Ladies’ Merino Vests and Pants, Patent Trimmed Seams, at 37 1-2
cents each. We warrant these goods to be equal to any sold at 50 cents.
1 lot Ladies’ Fine Merino Vests and Pants, cat stitched with Silk, Pearl Muttons, Trimmed Seams, at 50 cents each, sold everywhere at 76 cents.
Also rull line of extra quality Ladles’ Merino Underwear from 75 cents upwards.
i lot Misses’ and Children’s Vests and Pants 25 cents to 34 cents.
1 lot Misses’ and Children’s Vests and Pants in tine Merino from 83 cents to
45 cents.
1 lot Misses’ and Children’s Vests and Pants in flue Cashmere W'ool from 58
cents to 75 cents.
1 lot (tents’ Extra Heavy Camel Hair mixed Shirts and Drawers at 50 cents
each.
Full lines of Gents’ Shirts and Drawers in Camel Hair and Blue Mixed from
75 cents to ^2*25 cac1i«
We also offer 15 dozen Gents’ White Unlaundercd Cotton Shirts at (52 1-2
cents each. These are an extra bargain.

Millett, Evans & Co.
STOVES. RANGES AND FURNACES!
m

novl

Fall Announcement!

nrmdly

The Clenwood B and New Elmwood
variety of stytes, and pronounced by the leading practical

not produce the desired result.
Resistance to a power with the immense resources of Russia is a bold proceeding on
the part of a little principality like Bulgaria,
and it is almost inconceivable that it would
have been agreed upon with such unanimity
by the government, and persisted in with so

much vigor unless Bulgaria had received assurance that if worst came to worst she
should not be left to fight the battle single
handed.
Where that assistance is to come
from it might be hard to guess, had not the
Hungarian prime minister thrown light on
the subject when he declared some time ago
that Austria would not consent to the occupation of Bulgaria by the Czar alone. This
bold and explicit declaration of Tisza was
undoubtedly accepted by the Bulgarian regents as tantamount to a promise of
aid if Russia undertook to invade their
country, and the independence and pluck,
which they are manifesting to-day undoubtedly had birth in that declaration. Bulgaria
no doubt expects that the landing of a Russian force at Varna will be the signal for the
moving of the Austrian troops.
And while this expectation probably accounts for the boldness of Bulgaria it also
explains the hesitation of Russia. It is apparent enough that the Czar is trying to
stave off a resort to force. He is threatening
its employment, and to make his threats
more effective has assembled his war vessels
at Varna, where the Bulgarians can see
them. But he is evidently very reluctant for

X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.
GRIND OPENING TODAY OF

stove men to be the finest made and best

working

models in themselves, and only require to be seen to be appreciated. Our far famed "NOVELTY" steel
plate FURNACE, simple in construction, durable and cheap, not excelled by any other Furnace. Best of Ctty
References. All these goods guaranteed. Also agent for the 6ARLAN0 OIL STOVE, "The World s Best." I
shall keep constantly on hand a general assortment of such other goods generally found in a First-class Slove
Store. Job Work done to order and in a workmanlike manner. Repairs a specialty. Please call and oxamine
the above goods, all to te sold at the Lowest Living Prices. Remember the number,

EXCHANGE
TKLEPHOAIIi

STREET.

099.

■#

p C

ftg

D D V

SPECIALTY.

E. N. PERRY,

THE RELIABLE.

7

oct30

eodtdec24

NOT ALL BUT

ACME BANJO
Ur N. P. B. CUBTINN.

METHOD.

popular.

Sleeper
jlyis

&

Co., Factory, Boston.
xuTh&Sly

The only perfect substitute for Mother's
Invaluable in Cholera Infantum
milk.
and Teething* a pre-dlgested food for Dys*
peptics. Consumptives, Convalescents.
Perfect nutrient in all Wasting Diseases.
Requires no cooking. Our Book, The Care
and Feeding of InfantSi mailed free.
DOLIRBR. GOOD ALB <5» CO.. Boston, Mass.

Holds the held against all comers as the chief
book for singing classes lu 1880-7.
Good music,
sacred and secular.
Improved Instructions. L.
O. Emerson. 60 cts., $6 per dozen.
Song Greetin'? (60 cts.) for High Schools; Song
Hells (50 cts.) or Song Hauler (Book 1, 50 cts.,
Book II, 60 cts.) for Common Schools, aad Gems
for Little Singers (30 ets., 83 per doz.)forut a complete set for music teaching iu schools.

ready-~£/ithems

_TuTli&S&wCmnrm

PIANO
($1.00) Is

FIKTB

Backache, Rheumatism,Crick, Sprains, Neuralgia. Stitches, Sciatica, LamaSide or Hip, Kidney
Affections, Sore Chestorpain in any part, local
or deep-seated,
quickly so when a Hop Plaster
is applied.
Prepared from Burgundy Pitoh,

the medicinal virtues of fresh
Hops. Acte instantly, euros quickly. The greatest strengthening plaster ever known. All ready
to apply. Sold by druggist and country stores,
26 cts., 6for $1.00. Mailed for price. Proprlejf^
tors, HOP PLASTER 00., Boston, Maes.
Canada Balsam

an

^

Hop Plaster |
HASKELL &

JOSES,

-MANIJI'ACTl'RKRM OF-

I'irsl quality Custom mid Heady
RIade

FLAVOR

470 Congress St

WINTER7

COE,

No. 197 Middle Street.

AT

REMEMBER

FRED R.
THE

Sample Box to Flavor Fight-Found
Turkey aunt lor 8-cunt atauip.
octlS

dtnovlg

ST.,

MIDDLE

T> A PPD may bp foundoafltoUGMt
X AX Xu XV I*. Rowell & Co’s Newspaper
Advertising Bureau (Yj 8pruce Rtroet), where advertls*
hut contracts -v-.v
made tor U IN S KYV YOUIX.

on

sale at Stockbrldge’s
oct2«dlw

for sale

at

<‘<Hiir

Losses

-

HOTEL.

Invited

call

to

&

and

ME.
eoatf

In

Hoipe.

and after MONDAY, Nov. 1,1886, steamer GORDON will leave Custom
House
Wharf daily, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Chebeague, Jenks.Oreat Chebeague, Harpswell and Orrs Island at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Interminate landings at 6.40 a. m. Arrive Portland

-ro»-

EASTPORT. CAlAIS, ST.JOHN N.B.. HALIFAX, N. S.
—

New

m.

passage apply on board to captain.
F. WEST, Manager.

sep20dt?GE<5.

any

AND ALL PARTS OF

—

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
The new Steamers of this Line will leave Kailroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY aod FRIDAY at 5.00 p. m., for
EASTPORT aod ST. JOHN, with above connectlODS.
Through tickets issued aod baggage checked to
destiaatioD. 5 jp-Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, fott
of State street.
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
nov20dtf
Gen’l Manager.

DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

Companies.

GUARDIAN ASSURANCE CO., The Fire Insurance Association

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA iron TUESDAY ami FRIDAY’
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Flue street Wui
| |A -/-K
MB |
-x Philadelphia, at 10a. m.
iw Insurance one-half the ntt of
AML
■■i-sailing vesaeL
for the West by the Penn. B. B., and
Freights
South by connecting lines, forwarded tree of commission.
Round Trip fig.
P—«g® 810.00.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight or passage apply to
K.

holders.7/..

TOTAL

ASSETS,

7,584,113

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE
OF

GIRARD FIRE INSURANCE CO.,

TOTAL ASSETS,

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MAINE.

OB6ANIZED

534.223
337,200

HOME

$921,424

MERCHANTS INSURANCE CO.,
OF
N. J.

ORGANIZED 1803.

NEWARK,

Statement Jau. 1, 18S6.

IN

B.

MAMPNOX, Agent,

re i,», war». bmu.

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.
CASH CAPITAL, $4#0,000.00.

Reserve for Unearned premiums. Unpaid losses and other clamis.*416,»NT
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders S4«,MJ

TOTAL ASSETS,

BUFFALOlERMAN
OF

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid losses and other Claims. $468,234
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders
757,700

$1,263,510 TOTAL ASSETS,

•

INS. CO., New

ORGANIZED 1867.

Statement Jan. 1,

18S6.

TOTAL

N30JTI

j

$1,130,108

j

OF PITTSBURGH, PA.
ORGANIZED 1840.

Statement Jan. 1,

1886.

CASH CAPITAL, $500,000.00.
Reserve for Unearned Premiums. Unpaid Losses and other Claims.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

('•Mediae
T'l'M ■ii.'i'Aun

ai Sa.anm h
with all rail
liaea la poiai. ia ■he Month and soaihtmi.
vail aid alraarr liar, la all

■ ha

nmf
paiala

X

paid,

•

TOTAL ASSETS,

$684,164

for Unpaid Premiums, Unpaid
?"dasother Claims.
Net Surplus
regards Policy Holders

ASSETS,

$1,101,451

TOTAL
0Ct21

ASSETS,

$383,962

TOTAL payment
Policy-holders of nearly
*

to

million* op dolTwenty-two
lar*, equal to
HUNDRED TUOINAND DOLS1*
LAR*, paid policy-holders for each year of
me

company’s existence.

*

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.
CASH CAPITAL, $S00,000.00.
All Invested in United States Bonds.
$616 363

5261202

$1,148,509

MARINE.

K

Its

IT?
A
definite in

Agency.

policy-holders.

—

Concert and Benefit,
—

IN A10 OP THE

—

FARMINGTON AIFFEREHN,

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, Noramber 6th, at 3 o'clock
DV

—

—

RECEPTION HALL
It will be especially Interesting to the young.
AD.lfINMIOM, 13 VEMTM.

oct30_

dtd

PARK STREET CHURCH,
Nov. 8, at 8 o’clock.

Monday Eveuiiig,

X DISCOUNT,
Immediately as soon as the
proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without
waiting 60, 90, or any number of days.

STREET.
eodSw

THE TREASON OF ARNOLD.
Tickets, 50 cts.;

ITpSSCI!'
E AD V

THAOK,

•»

«H

approved

ANTAl.KM of this Coin Dan v

LASS

SECOND ENTERTAINMENT.

City Hull, Wedacaday Evening,

I®.

Net.

WEBER

QUARTETTE,

OF BOSTON.

WALTER E. PAINE. Counter Tenor;
LAURENCE G. RIPLEY, Baritone;
GILBERT A. DAGGETT. Tenor;
GEO. R. TITUS, Basso.

Elscaliaaary Headings by
ills* ANNIE COFFIN,
cl Boston.
Admission 25 cents. Reserved Heats 50 cents.
Reserved seats to members 25 cents, iy Course
tickets, with reserved seats, to the remaining
seven enterta'nments reduced to (1.60 to all
parts of the house. Reserved seats for the course
to members, only 60 cents
Reserved seats on
sale at Htockbrldge's.
nov2dtl0

FAIR,

Nov. M, 33, 34, 33, 30 anil

Admission 25 cents.

oct20

37.
Util

FINANCIAL.

WANTED TO PURCHASE

First National Bank
STOCK.
TO

J. B. BROWN & SONS,
BANKERS AND

BROKERS,

218 MIDDLE STREET,

Portland. Mils.

B O ND S
Rockland.fis

A 4s

No. Pacific Gold..Us
Anson.4s

Bath.6»£4*

Maine Central..7s £ 6s
P. £0. R. R....8S

AltETAS SHURTLEFF,
INa. I«4 RIDDLE NTREKT, Portland.
January 1.1884.
lanldtf

7

m cur urn mjaimtid

Mhawalicr Nlartgage €’a.
More
fifty Havings Banks In blew Hampshire.
Vermont and Khode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
Unresting In this class of securities. Call or
address Tor Illustrated pamphlet,
by the
than

JOHN M. FREEMAN. Agent.
RO. II EXCHAN6E ST.. PORTLAND. ME.
Jum*

aiaro

IVMI.IKV A li-l lli'V

BANKERS
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street
Choice

Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.
lania
eodtf

bihinkm

run,.

fur connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
season

are

JVE WILL I Ml IT Q17ICKLT.
WE WILL IM1 IT I HKArLT.
WE WILL BO IT WELL.

HTRONljTlNAX® ^Returning,
week
octltf

vatlve management.
to any Agency Oflice for

a

leave INDIA WHARF, Boston evday evening at 5 o’clock,
J. B. COYLE. Jr. Manager.

circular

B. THURSTON & CEL.
PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
071-2

JOHN

K. DeWITT, President
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary.
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass’t Secretary

mar'if

Tickets Krdurrd Is gl.M.

STEAMERS

WIIARF, Portland,
alternately leave FRANKLIN
every week day evening at 7 o’clock, arrlvlnglln

ery

oCall-scnd

sale at Htockbridge’s Music

aid Wiaier Arraagraarat..

_

EXPERIENCE,

on

Store._aov2dlw

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

LOCKE A

SINKINSON,
eodtf

LOCKE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Elasticity, stillness, and gloss produced. Gives
Troy finish. Ask your grocer lor STARCH! S k.
See that the Fox heail Is on every package. Made
and guaranteed by THU «««»*«•£ FOX
MICKIII I’O.. Claclaaall, O. octSOeodlm

hare removed to

180 MIDDLE

STREET,

Three deer* we*l •( f*i aer *a«.
A' Locaa.
Ika 8. Locaa.
let)27
dtl

IPV tfkIU It» causes, and a new and
successful Cl' MK at your
own home, by one who was deal tweuty-elght
Notice.
years. Treated by most of the noted specialCured hirnst/f In three
ists wlthont benefit,
A LI. partly, are forbidden trusting any ol the
Full
XX
crew ol the English bark “Etta Stewart"
months, and since then hundreds of others.
as iio bill, will be
particulars sent on application.
paid by Ibe master or coil,
T. S. PAG1L No. 41 West 31st St.,
signers.
J. 8. WIN.-SLOW a CO
York
New
noTl
City.
oct23eod&w6m*
I
U2w*
El

ALLEI, J5a„

SUBJECT!

FERE ONLY $1.00,

■ ■

Fall

THE FIRST-C

««*AIMM, WITHOUT

FO,-*‘IK"

FISKE,

STEAMERS.

years for any cause except fraud.

MANAGER FOR CITY AGENCY.

Dollars.

28 EXCHANGE

BOSTON

CONTRACT Is plain and
all Its terms and no cuauce for

JAMES

Total Assets Over Two Million

WE

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at d p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COY I.K. J K.
Saturdays at C p. m.
General Agent
septill-dtf

Its muIn Its

most

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

Is Represented at this

For NEW YORK.

IlNION Ml'TXAL, recognizing
T**
tuality, is the
liberal company
dealings with

ORGANIZED 1838.

TOTAL ASSETS,

ME STKAYISHIP (WAW

cnusetts standard, and of over 9700,000 by
the New York standard.

after three

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

ia Flarida.
rlrgani aevr iran .iraarn af i'JIHI
«*TK CITY .iad CITY OF
31At ON, will sail regalarly every Thanday, troua Baataa nad lavaaunh.
Far
fvrigbt ar passage apply ia IV. II. KIVC,
Nickcrsaa’. Wharf, I ongrr.. Ml.. Hestaa,
llaa.arA. DeW. MA ?l PNU.I, 401 Washiugtou Mireel, llo.iou
ThSat&TuSmo
Sep30
The

ARK
IT* POLICIKMINCONTESTABLE

OF NEW l’ORK.

OF

241,127

•

misconception.

Insurance Co.,

$142,835

8,374,402.90
5,647,970.22
4,268,862.35

•

HAM THEREFORE A Ml Ill'Ll
of
IT Nearly
9400,000 according to the Massa-

PRESCOTT INSURANCE CO., Tlie Deleware Mutual Safety
1873.

$8,361,920.47

•

Endowments paid,
Surrendered policies,
Dividends.

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.

$381,467
710,084

Steamship

Direct Line from Boston to Savannah.

ORGANIZED 1860,

$178,508
605.000

Company.

COMPANY,

TT* ASSETS ARK 90,119,347.13, while
X Its Liabilities are only
93,413,410.74.

TOTAL

CITIZENS INSURANCE C0~

N. 11.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

in United States Honds.

ASSETS,

Hampshire
MANCHESTER,

Fire Ins. Co.,

CASH CAPITAL, $500,000.00.

CASH CAPITAL, $200,000.00.
Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses amt other Claims.
Net Surplus as regards
Policy Holders

$1,225,985

OF

BUFFALO, N. Y.

1**0_

1849,

which has had thirty-six years* experle ice.

Death losses

ORGANIZED 1858.

$300,000.00

HANDS"

A

WILL OIV* A

APPLY

CITY OF PARA.sails Monday Nor. 1, noon.
From New YorK, pier fi«t ol Canal 8t., North
River, for Won FrauclK, “ia The I.Ihu.ua af
Pnunuao.
Great reduction In rates to 8an Ftanclsco. Cabin
8«0j Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
__For Jnpnn aud China.
CITY OF PEKING sails Saturday Oct. 30th,
at 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
A* ADAMN Sc cm.,
.....
Nsreel, Cur. Bruud Ns., Bo.iou.
dtl

Boston & Savannah

•

CASH CAPITAL,

COMPANY,

18 A

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims,.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

Tickets for Sale at Htockbrldge’s and at Goold’s
novidat

and South America and Mexico.

U: S. BRANCH.

$20,135,791

HALL,

Drug Store.

—LUCS FOR—

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.
NuWcribrd Capital,. $3,000,000
Capital Paid up ia Caah. 1,000,000

Capital.*1*,*00,000
3,000,000

Capital paid in Cash.
Net Nurplun as regards polit y

CITY

LINE.

PROMPT, POPULAR AM) PROGRESSIVE; SOTO, SOLID AVI) SUCCESSFUL.

Subarribrd

to be Repeated In

Boston; Philadelphia MONTGOMERY

California, Japan, China, Central

Statement Jan. 1, 1SS6.

DAIRY MUDS FESTIVAL

Brunswick, Nnva Mentia, Prince Edward* Iwlnnd, and Cape Hrciaa.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COM PDFS

OF LONDON.

Prices,

GRAND CONCERT BY THE

I take pleasure iu again presenting to the public the Annual Statements of the In*
surancc companies represented In this Agency. They are

ORGANIZED 1880.

OLD HARDCASTLE

•

oct28_dld_

(aarse

STEAMSHIP CO.,

aidtt

ORGANIZED 1831.

ah

Sale of seats begins Friday. Oct. 20th.
• 1.00, 7C and 50 cents; gallery. 35 cents.

International Y. M. C. A. COURSE.

ON

or

Preble

ntbatibkn.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

For freight

OF LONDON.

MR. CRANE,

JOHN

JONES.

MTKAMKBM.

4.30, 8.10.
Leave Portland (or Long Island, 8.00, 2.16,
Leave Peaks’ 6.20, 7.26, 0.10. 3.26, 4.60, 6.30.
Leave Little Diamond 6.16,7.20,0.06, 3.20, 6.10,
6.36.
Leave Great Diamond 6.10, 0.00, 3.16, 6.06.
Leave Trefethen's 6.06, 8.66,3.10, 6.00.
Leave Long Island, 8.46, 3.00.
MVNDAY TRIPM.
If pleasant,
Leave Portland for Peak’s, Little and Great Diamond, and Trefethen’s, 10.30, 2.16.
Leave Portland for Long Island, 10.30,2.15.
I-eave Little Diamond, 11.36,3.20.
Leave Great Diamond 11.80,3.15.
Leave Trefethen’s, 11.26,3.10.
Leave Long Island, 11.16, 3.00.
Leave Peak’s, 11.40, 3.26.
B. J. WILLARD. Manager.
sep29dtf

at 9.10 a.

as low rates as

and American

LCMFK1.N

TONY
, AH
With song. “The Three Jolty Pigeons.”

MB. ROBSON

—

examine.

Opposite

Street,

agency In Portland.

Leading English

to

(of Harvard College,)

On and After Oct. 1, 1886,
Leave Portland for Peaks’, Little and Great Diamond and Trefethen's, 6.46, 7.00, 8.00, 2.16,

MARINE INSURANCE ON HULLS AND CARUOES TO AND FROM
ALL FARTS OF THE WORLD.

placed In this agency at

Stoops
Conquer.

-THE-

found anywhere.

FURNISHINGS, especially

WEEK DAY TRIPM.

and Paid at this Office.

Promptly Settled

MENS’

(Custom House Wharf:

PORTLAND, ME.

-

ABRAHAM SLENDER.

WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOV. .'Id,
Oliver Goldsmith 's Delightful Comedy,

“LEND

ATTENTION

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

ALLEN, JR.,

28 EXCHANGE ST.,

cordially

are

INLA3D

AGE N C Y.

WNI.

Master

Thursday Evenings, commenting Oct.
21. Tickets admitting Gentlemen
with Ladies, 50 cents.
INSTRUCTION from 8 to 9. DANCING from 9 toll.

UNDERWEAR.
All

470^Congress

Fire and Marine insurance

CASH CAPITAL, $200,000.00

TTTTQ
X XI Xk}

Now

in their

Opcninft

now

HASKELL

INSURANCE !

Byg”
eod3m

Delightful Paris.

LECTCBK BY PROF.

represented.

PORTLAND,

AM

flH. IIOBMOX AM

New and Striking Illustrations of

HASKELL & JONES

Is called to our Fine Lines of

FURNISHER,

FALMOUTH

UNDER
208

AND

OF

Sir JOHN FALSTAFF.

s

SPECIAL

FARRINGTON,

Statement Jail. 1, 1886.

aug24

UK, CRAM*

No. 210 Middle Street, Under Falmouth Hotel.

oct7

PLACE.

THE

CLOTHIER

ORGtAfsTzrar)

(Bottou, Mass.)

land and Russia,

DAVIS & CARTLAND,

Portland,

as

WIVES

WINDSOR

Superb Views of England, Hol-

Of the latest and most Desirable Styles to be

warranted

are

TVEMDAY ICY EM IMG, MOY. 3d,

Mate •( Article* daring Ik* AKlaraaaa.
AdaoUiaafrer. Kveaiai,:i3 trail,
iaclu«liaff Peitival aad %«wranhly.

BOTTOM PRICES.

Remember all goods

Robson iCrane,

Aided by a Competent Dramatic Company, under
toe direction of Mr. Joseph Brooks.

WEDNESDAY EVENING OF THIS WEEK. NOV. 3.

Furnishing Coods,

OF BOSTON.

jTURKEY mtESSING WITH
WM. 0. BELL & CO.’S

Spiced Seasoning.

ever shown in

THE COMEDlAJiH,

MERRY

Tailoring, W Furnishing
RETAIL CLOTHING ^DEPARTMENTS,
OVERCOATS !
NEW GOODS

AND

Gents’

YORK

THANKSGIVING

upon and fair

display

Tuesday 4 Wednesday Ev’gs, Nov. 243.

Shakespeare'*

Hanan & Son’s celebrated Cordovan Waukenphast Shoes is the most
comfortable and durable Shoe in the city.
Sixty pairs Ladies’ French Kid Button Boots for $3.50; they are
actually worth $4.00. Please call and examine these Boots.

A FINE FINE OF

dtf

suits In tlie country to select from, 1 remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. OYER.
dtf
oct20

prices guaranteed.

Lancaster Building,

eod&wtl

Impressive.

and

could not be more complete than at the present time,
both for Men, Youths, Boys and Children.

SUITS

HAVING

BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
depended

Portland, Maine.

Boston

Winter is com in- uml now is the
CARD.
permanently associated myself with time to look for Gloves. Coe has
1$. A. Atkinson aC'o.. house furnishers, coran immense
ner Pearl and Middle streets, Portland, I shall lie
stock, and is selling?
happy to meet my friends In the State of Maine at Driving Gloves for 75 cents.
iiiv new quarters.
My twenty-live years experience In the business with Walter Corey & Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (In connection l
wilh Waiter I.. Corey) of tile Portland Kiirnl- i
lure Co., warrants me fn believing that 1 can fill
any order entrusted to my care to your entire sat- !
isfactiou. Assuring you that we have one of the (
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor

CLOTHING.
limy l,e

STREET,

d

nol

great favorite with good pianists.

OLIVE It IHTSOA & CO.,
l,<,t7

and best

department

All invested

BOOKS MAILEDFOR RETAIL PRICE.

Photography,
NO. 5H CONGRESS

a

CLASSICS,

Realistic

FALL AND WINTER SUITINGS.

SONCS OF PROMISE,
(35 cts.)
Tenney and Hoffman, is the newest
») *>k for Sunday Schools. Superior collection.
In press and nearly
of Praise

past

A fall stock of Hanan A Son’s fine Shoes in stock and
prices lower than ever before.

Are

entertaining Instructor. No less than 75 diagrams
illustrates the positions of the lingers. Simple explanations aud very sweet vocal and Instrumental

music fill a book, which is destined to make the
elegant, modern Banjo still more appreciated aud

Sum-

FINE SHOES FOR GENTLEMEN.

Price

Mr. Curtiss, whose Guitar Method lias
loug
been a standard, does real service to the lovers of
good inusie at home, by Ills thoroughly good aud

Our “IV. \ *».”
■ire absolute perfection.
Tills is so for reasons we
have repeatedly stated, and
ask any reader to try one of
8. 8. Sleeper A Co.'s “IV. &
s.” Cigar*, and form his
own unbiased opinion.
perfection.

the

who

one

PORTLAND THEATRE,

She

iijniTKU.

All kinks of Furs made and repaired at short notice by skilled workThis is not talk like some people but business. 3Iy experience
for the past 40 years is a guarantee that I can and will do what I advertise.
—

in. petek the u.keat; A strange character.
Untiring energy. Bound(IB, T1IK kiktii OP
less ambition. Barbaric
kdssia.
cruelty. Peter In Holland
A navy
aud England.
created. Charles XII defeated.
St. Petersburg
built.

by

in Europe, make each Lec-

mer

7th StockbridKC.

AT PRICES THAT WILL SUIT EVERY ONE.

man.

S. S.

SharpPains!

largest

Insurance can be

SACQUES

colleeted

has spent

ture

The call to the throne.
queen Elizabeth.
A fair hand with a grasp
Birth of Engof steel.
land’s naval renown. The
golden age of literature.
Fate of Mary Queen of
Scots. An unlovely old
age.

FALL & WINTER OVERGOATS.

dtf

THE ROYAL SINCER

Jlyl3

tion and Its remarkable
realization. The brilliant
days of splendid Paris.
Strange apathy. Corruption and disaster. Sedan.

Illustra-

Beautiful

and

tions,

att

cc.g

are

war

ploying do

Ranges,

Wraps

PRICES.

octlG

Range in the market. Our Square ana Round
CLENWOOD PARLOR STOVES

RUSSIA AND BULCARIA.

to resent the interference of Russsia, and
they certainly seem to show also that Russia
is preparing to resort to force if the bribery
and intrigue which her agents have been em-

thk

$7.50, $10.00,

$5.00,

at

ALL

Successor to 0. W. FULLAM, wishes to call attention to his line of goods, viz:

A

marlO

Hare

$38.00 and $50.00.

Ladies’ Frieze and Brocade Velvet aud Astracliau

CHARLES AUGUSTUS CIIMISGS,

SEAL AND OTTER

FOR SALE BY ALL CROCERS

5th SfockbridKe.
A showy page ol modern history.
rall op pakis.
Early ambi-

napoleon hi. and

i.

Season Tickets *1.50 and *2.00; Evening Tickets 60 and 76 cents.
Music Store.

Misses’ Scotch Plaid Newmarkets,
Children’s Scotch Plaid Newmarkets.
Ladies’ Scotch Plaid Newmarkets.

dtf

Has opened the most attractive line of Furs to be found East of
Boston. These goods are Original, Handsome and Fashionable, and
will be offered very low.

aiv. iinruuiiuvu.

The Bulgarian Sobranje has met, Russian
vessels are gathered at Varna, and Gen.
Kaulbars has issued an ultimatum to the
Bulgarian government. These three tacts
are fraught witn deep significance. They indicate that the Bulgarians are still inclined

& co.

THE RELIABLE FURRIER,

Endorsed for Its Purity and Healthfuluess by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined It.
“I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and And it to be of full weight, entirely free from Aluin, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesonieness and efficiency.”
RICHAltD < STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geolofcy. Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from ’76 to ’83.

Expense.

$12.00 and $15.00.

This

millet, Ivans

C

cellence.

Jackets

The

_

nearest possible approach to absolute safety
will never have been arrived at until radically
different methods of heating and illuminauug

F.

LATEST IN FURS.

The Standard of Purity and Ex-

of

$23.00, $25.00, $32.00,

$25.00 SUITS FOR $18.50.

These goods are strictly Silk and Wool, made for the finest class of
trade, and are a genuine bargain.
50 Dozen more of the celebrated $1.00 Petersburg!! Shirts at only
75 cents each. The best fitting, best made, and best wearing 75 cent
Shirt in the city.
35 Dozen $1.00 Oil Tan Gloves for only 75 cents each.
Before yon pay $3.50 for nice White Undershirts and Drawers at
the Gents’ Furnishing Good Stores, call and see the same tiling at oar
store for $1.75. Don’t pay 75 cents for style.

n a

from us will be Refitted Free

bought

SEAL PLUSH SACQUES
Ladies'

TVc KNOW we arc selling CLOTHING and GENTS’ FURNISHING
GOODS at LOWER PRICES than any other store in the city, and our
constantly increasing trade is the strongest possible indorsement of
this statement
Not ONE article, but ALE of our goods are marked at a very small
advance from cost.
We KNOW tliat if those in want of goods in our line WILL COMPARE OUR PRICES WITH ANY OTHER STORE IN THE CITY
THEY WILL BE CONVINCED OF THE TRUTH OF OUR STATEMENT.

taking

ticularly

PRICES-!

DOWN WITH HIGH

seplG

Most of the deaths in the terrible accident
at itfo, Wisconsin, were caused by the cars
fire immediately after the collision.
Had fire not broken out no doubt the lives of
a large part of those who perished would
have been saved. And this fact draws attention again to the dangers of our present
method of heating railroad cars. A great
many appliances that conduce to the safety
of railroad trains have been invented, par-

All Garments

cod&wlm

<L 1

light-house.

a

Brooklyn

Line of Outer Garments

Largest

JOURNAL.

The
tery would be the height of absurdity.
parks have been suggested, but an architectural monument should have architectural
surroundings. State street square is already
mortgaged to the Longfellow Monument Association, High street square is pretty well
occupied with horse car tracks and electric
light poles, and the breakwater is preempted

by

The

RIGHTS

The Woman's Journal.
The great statue of Liberty was duly unveiled ou Thursday, with many ceremonies
and a large display of eloquence. There must
have been a bitter feeling iu the hearts of
some of the women present, as they listened
to the praises of America’s “equal rights”

THE

Important and taking themes, with illustrations taxing the resources of the Photographer's Art.
Three Evenings of History in the very hceiies of Its Enactment. New Course of Three Illustrated
lectures. Euormous and enthusiastic audiences In Boston,
and Philadelphia.

ii.

l’OWDERLY OR PROTECTION

There is every indication that general
elections will soon be held in the Dominion
of Canada. The statutory term of Parliament will not expire for a year yet, but Sir
John Macdonald evidently feels that lie is
losing his grip on the couutry. if the elec-

Misses’ and Children's

AUTISTIC CONDENSATION.”
and 18th.

Evenings, Nov. 4th, llth
STODDARD LECTURES.

Gilt Stockbridgc.

l>e
is scarcely possible.

either._

“A IHSKACLE OF

CITY HALL, Thursday

Wraps, Newmarkets

used.j

amv-bementn.

_

Ladies’,

111'—*^1

z^js"

vn-~sar7^

AMCWnUT*.

nHCBIXAKBOlD.

_

Df

ArA

THE PRESS.
TUESDAY MORNING, NOV. 2.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Car Driver—You can’t smoke that pipe in this

car.

Workman—Ami why not?
Driver—Because there are ladles in the car.
Workman—Aud sure, that’s the very rason I
want to take a whiff. I want to deaden the smell
of the chape musk and
patcholy.
If our young ladies would take Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound, the coming generation would be far healthier.
Whe*!

Lord Randolph Churchill was a very
small boy, his mother
reprimanded him one day
for some misdemeanor. Not knowing this, his
father liegan to talk to him on the same subject.
Looking up In ills face. Randolph said very sol-

emnly:!
“My mother lias ’tended

to

me.”

Tile story is told of a famous lawyer that
after having a slight discussion with
judge, he deliberately turned tils back on
person, and started to walk oft.
"Are you trying to show contempt for
court?” said the judge, sternly.
"No, sir,” was the reply, “I am trying to

day,

ceal it.”

one

the
that
the
con-

_

If it is a case of cut, or bruise, or break, or
sprain, Salvation Oil will settle matters for 25
cents.
A shipwrecked sailor waiting for a sail is like a
business man sitting at home and nursing a cough
or cold. Get Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup and be
cured.
A

was recounting the fact that her Inis’
111 the night before, and it was necessend for a doctor at ft o'clock in the morn-

lady

band

was

sary to

no

ing.

"But I thought yon had a doctor in the house,
your sou,” said a neighbor.
"True, but we only let him doctor the servants.”
Facts Worth Knowing.
In all diseases of the nasal mucuous membrane
tlie remedy used must be non-irritating. The
medical profession has been slow to learn this.
Nothing satisfactory can be accomplished with
douches, snuffs, powders, Byringes, astringents, or
any similar application, because they are all irritating, do not thoroughly reach the affected surfaces and should be abandoned as worse than
failures. A multitude of persons who have for
years borne all the worry and pain that catarrh
can afflict, testify to radical and permanent cures
wrought by Ely’s Cream Balm.

..

Pacific.117%

Philadelphia.

Pacific Mail...

347a,
64
98

Panama.

Pullman Palace.144

Heading.C86%

FROM OUH CORRESPONDENT.

St. I’au:.
94%
St. Paul preferred.121%
Si. Pan;, slum. ftiMan.118%
St Paul ft
niuha. 50%
dopre ..113%
Texas Pacific. 21%
Uuiou Pacific.60%
U. s. Express.
oo%
Wabash, St. lands ft Pacific
19V*
do pref. 35%
Western Union Telegraph
79%
Alton ft Torre Haute. 37%

SACO, Nov 1 -Cld, sch Index, Garrison, for
New York.
KENNEBEC. Oct 1st. —Ar, barque Alexander
Campbell, Bunker, Portland; sell Clias E Batch,
Mansou, do, (both in tow.)
BOOTHBAY. Oct 30-Ar, schs Frank & Willie.
Bowden, St John, NB, lor New York; Carrie BS
Jones, Wilburns, dolor Providence; Lyra, Dennis
Applo River, NS, for Boston; Cynosure, Gray,
Rockland for Portland.
Oct 31—Ar. schs Henrietta Hill, Lane, Rocklaud for Portland; Eben U King, Hilliard, Eastlor New York; Eidora, Strout, aud Gen Scott
Ich, Calais for Boston.

do

8ort

pref.

Boston Air Line.
ioo
Burlin.rto ft Cedar Rapids. 65
Metropolitan El.209
Richmond ft Danville.150
Wells. Fargo Express.120
Mobile ft Ohio. 18%
Morris ft Essex. .140%
Central Iowa. 14%
Fort Wavne.146
Pacific Os of’95. 120
Long island. 95
Con. Coal. 28%
Caitaua'SouiJieni...
04%
Canton.
K.

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Sid fui Newcastle, NSW, Oct 30, ship Mercury,
Panno, Honolulu.
Ar at Chittagong Oct 29, ship Southern Cr.
ss,
Bailey, New York.
Ar at Hong Kong Oct 30, ship State ol Malue,
Nickels, Cardiff.
Ar at Liverpool Oct SO, ship Joseph B Thomas,
Lermond, Sau Francisco.

Memoranda.
Sell Everett, (of Saco) Eaton from St John, NB
for New York, with laths, put Into Bootbbay 29tli
badly shaken up and with loss of deckload and
pump broken, aud one man badly hurt. She will
put lu new pump aud proceed.
Sell Nellie Treat, Dow, trom Richmond, Va, for
New York, with coal, went ashore 31st on the
beach at Little Egg Harbor, and remains. Crew
landed.

Torn).13%

East Tenu,

pref.
74
Texas. 30%
Texas. 34
Oregon Nav....100
1st

Kansas ft
Houston &

New York

Mining

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]

Domestic Potrs.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 30th, ship Arabia, McLoou, Cardiff.
Sldaotli, ship Alfred D Snow, Willey, NYork;
Carondelet, Stetson, Tacoma.
Oct 2G-Chartered, ship Robt L Relknap, wheat
to Liverpool or Havre direct, at £1 3s 9d.
DEPARTURE BAY—Cld Oct 21, ship Coniniomore, Jordan, San Francisco.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 31st, sell Wui J Lermond,

5 00
23 00

do

preferred.
Romestake.17 25
Ontario.24 00

Standard.112%

North Bello Isle.6 50
Cal. ft Va.
7 25
Savage. 270
Sierra Nevada.1125
(km.

Johnson—Do you know young Jones?
O’Kelley—Yis, sir; I know him.
Johnson—Can a person believe what he says?
Fat—Faith, an’ It’s Jlst this way. Whin lie tells
ye the truth ye can belave Ivery word he says, but
when he lies to yez, ye better have no confidence
in him at all."
Don’t give up. Vegetlne cures when otlie
remedies fail. It Is the best of all blood purifiers.;
_

Visitor—Miss Devereaux is <pilte musical.
Host—Yes, very much so.
Visitor—Does site sing in English?
Host—She does, and 1 am very sorry she doesn’t
sing in Kalamazoo, or some other far-away place.

uams

accuruuig w

size

aua

Carter’s Little Liver Pills will positively cure
Blcklieadnche and prevent Its return- This is not
talk, but truth. One pill a dose. To be had of all
Druggists. Sec advertisement.

Flipktns—I went into a restaurant last night and
ordered pork aud beans for supper, aud what do
you suppose the waiter brought me?
Softop—Give it up. How should I know?
Flipklns—Pork and beans you chump. Now
set ’em

up.”

Those unhappy persons who suffer from nerand dyspepsia should use Carter’s Little Nerve Pills, which are made expressly for
sleepless, nervous, dyspepdc sufferers. Price 25
cents, all druggists.
vousness

Doctor—And so you think Florida is the garden
spot of America, do you?
Returned Tourist—I do, Nearly all rav friends
who liave gone there have been planted
by the

friendly

natives.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Loriug,

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND. Not. 1, 1886.
The following are today’s closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, &c.:
Uraia.

Flour.
Superflue anil
low grades. 2 60@8

60
X Spring and
XX Spring..4 «0®4 25
Patent Spring
Wheats.6

00@6

26

Mlcli. straight
roller .4 50@4 76 j
clear do.... 4Vs®4»/g
stone ground. 4Vg®4 35 >
Bt. Louis st'gt
roller.4 7S@6 00|
clear do....4 26®4 50,
Winter Wheat
Patent*.6 0036 261
Flub.

;

High MixedCoru.61352
L'om, bag lots—63364
Meal, bag lots. ..51 @52
Hats, car lots....38@39
Hats, bag lots_39@40
Cotton Seed,
car lots..22 50328 00
do bag...24 00@25 00
Vack’dBr’u
car lots. .15 60317 00
do bag... 18oo@ll)oo
Middlings. 18 00(320 60
io bag lots,19 003.22 00
I'rtf i>ion».
PorkBacks ...15 00@1 550

Clear ....14 50@14 76
Cod, v qti—
uirge BUote2 75®3 OOI Mess.12 0O3l2i60
Beel—
Sank2
l.arge
2o®2 60|
Small.2 00i®2 261 Ex Mess. 8 0038 50
9 0039 60
Pollock.2 i>0®2 75| Elate....
Haddock.1 60® 2 OOI Ex Plate. 9 60@10 00
L
Lard—
Hake.1 25® 751
Tubsp.^..6V4Sti%c
Herring—
.Scaled t> bx.. 16@20c) Tierces_6Vfc@6:,/ic
Ko 1......13(«fl6c I Palls.7 @8 c
Mackerel **bbl-1886. i Hams B lb—12@12Va
Shore 1*.21 50®26 OOI do covered. .14314Vs
OH.
Shore 2*.12 50®15 OOl
KeroseneMed. 3s.
Port.
Itef.
Pet. fiVs
®
Small.
Produce.
Water White. S
13
Pratt'sAst’l.Bllbl.
Cranberries—
Maine.4 7535 00 Llevoe’s liriUlaht. 11 Va
Cape Cod.. .7 is ic 7 60 Llgonl*. 8Va
Pea Seans. 1 85®2 00 Silver White. 7Va
1 B5®2 00 Centennial. 8VS
Medium
■.

—

Herman mal

oo®l

76

Raisins.

2253300
Vellow Eyes.l 40® 1 66 Muscatel
Potatoes, bush, 60®)B5I London Lay'r 2 6o@2 87
St Potatoes 2 00®3 001 O11duralaty.il 311 Va
2 7633 00 Valencia.
Unions
7@9VS
...

Turkeys.16@20i

Chickens.12®14i granulated t> It,.OVi
Fowls
.113121 Extra C.6“,i
Meeds.
I
Ducks
®
Oeese.
3 I Ked Top.... $2 VS 3 32 Va
Appln.
Timothy 8eed2 25@2 35
9
12532 26 Clover.
@llc
*♦1.1,1
Cheese.

I Vermont....13 313V4
N.Y. lactorylS 'alllVa
Sage. 14@14ys

II utter.
lb 9310c
K.emous.
Creamery B lh...2C@28
Palermo.6,0037 00 GUt Edge Ver....26327
Messma.6 00®7 00 Choice.17a 18

Evaporated V

Good......14315

Malagers....

Ornnge*.
3
Valencia

Store.12§14
Eskx.

Florida.

Eastern extras

.23

324

23
Messina and fa
Can & Western..
Ptermo fr* bx.o 60uct7 4J0iisiaud. ...26

Railroad Receipts.
FOKTLAND.Nov. 1, 1886.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Fort
and 37 cars miscellaneous uiercnandise; for connecting roads 128 cars miscellaneous mere hail
disc.
rortland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan a Barrett, Bankers aud
Brokers, 166 Middle street.
STOCKS
Asked
Far Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
168
Canal National Bank.100 166
165
Casco Nat. Bank.100 153
110
First National Bank.
60
52
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
125
Mercliants'National Bank. 75 123
145
National Traders’ Bank.100 143
80
SR)
Ocean Insurance Co.100
90
l<)0
Fori land Company.
65
62
Fort land Gas Company. 60
BONDS.
li<7
of Maine 6s, due 1889.106
116
ortlaud Citv os.Munlcip’l various too
125
Portland Cltv (is, It. 1L aid 190". .124
106
Batl) City 6s, Mnu. various.102
101
Bath City 6a It. it. aid various—lot
116
113
B.
B.
aid....
long
Bangor City 6s,
124
Bangor City 6s, long Mun.122
106
Belfast City 6s, K. K. aid. lot
'05
106
And. A Ken. B. K. 6s, various
112
Portland A Ken. B. K. 6s, 1895 110
112
Leeds & Farming’ll! It. B. 6s.110
123
Maine Central B. It. 1st mtg 7s. .121
134
Maine Central K. B. Consol 7s —132
108
Maine Central It. K. Hkg Fund 6s. 100
102 %
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s.... 101%
107
6s.loo
2d mtg
*
i‘
111
3d ink: 6s... .110

?tate

••

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]

The following quotations of stocks are received

dallv:

Atch., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 92%
63%
New York and New England Railroad.
144
do nref
Eastern Railroad.106
Bell Telephone.
210
Flint A Fere Marquette Railroad com. 31%
do pref. 95%
Mexican Central. 11%
Marauette. Houghton and Out, K.. coin.... 41%
Mexican Centra! 4s. 46%
Boston Water Powcr.Oo.
: 6
Boston A |Albanv Railroad.196%
Wisconsin Central. 23
C. B. A y.138%
Mexican Central K 7s.60%
Calumet A Hecla.224
Maine Central Railroad.130%
Old Colony .179%
Now York Stock and Money Market.
k

[By Telegraph.]

NEW YOKE, Nov. ], 1886.—Money on call
active, ranging from 6 to 11» per cent. Prime
mercantile paper at 4«6 per cent. Exchange is
dull
a,‘djsteady 4 80*^4 Boy* and 4 84(24 84V*.
Government [Kinds are dull and
steady. Railroad
Iwnds have been quiet and geually strong. The
stock market closed quiet close to opening figures.
alie transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggro
"
**
is

gated 330.888 snares.
aue lenowing are Peony's quotations
ment securities:
United States bonds. 8s.
New 4s,

of tiovert
inn

6,000; shipments 2000;
natives at 2 00*8 80: Western at 3 40*3 80:TexLambs at 2 76®4 60.
ar.s 2 00*3 00.
Domestic Markets.

[Ey Telegraph.]
Y’OltK. Nov. 1, 1886.—Flour market is

receipts 2?,G< 4 Dbls; exports 4916 bbls and
965 sacks; sales 13,000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 1 80*2 CO; superfine
Western and State 2 16*2 90 ; common to good
extra Western and State at 2 45*3 00; good to
choice do at 3 16*4 90; comnionto choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 40*4 60; fancy ;do;;at
at 4 70*4 90; common to good extra Ohio at 2 60
*4 60; common to choice extra Bt Louis at 2 60®
4 75; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 80*4 60; choice to double extra do at 4 60®
4 90, Including 650 bbls city mill extra at 4
4 60 ;1400 bbls fine do at 1
70: *10 bbls superfine 2 15*2 85; 800 bbls extra No 2 at 2 60
«3 10; 4600 bbls winter wheat extra 2 60®4 90;
4500 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 60*4 90.
Southern Hour steady, good to choice 3 25*3 85; extra
at 3 90*5 00. Kye Flour firm. Whein firm; receipts 413,150 bush; exports 121,b98 bush; sales
441,000 bush ; No 2 Spring at 86Vvc; No 1 bald
at 88c; old Mil 81Vic; No 3 Ked at82Vi®82vsc
elev; No 2 Ked at 84c |iu elev; No 1 Ked at 88c;
No 1 While 85c; White State 86c. Kye is steady.
Hurley dull, l orn is
receipts 88.600

higher:

20®20Vic. Itye—No

Erie 2ds..
Kansas Pacific Consols..
Oregon Nav. lsts.
Union,Pacific 1st. 116
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.
The following New York stock market Is re
ceived daily, by private wire, by Pullen, Crockei
Jh Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
Adams Express.141V
American Express.106V

Barley—No

2 at 60c.

Forelizn Ports.
Sid fm Sydney, NSW, Sept lltli. barque Nellie
Honolulu.
Austin,
May,
At Singapore Sept 22d, barque Evie Heed.Whittier, for Boston.
At Sourabava Sept 18th, ship Sumner R Mead,
Park, from Philapelplila via Penang, lor Manila
and United States.
Sid tin Manila Sept 10th, ship Mary L Uusning,
Downes, for New York.
Ar at Falmouth, E, Oct 23, barque C S Southard
Hulbe.rt, Portlaud, O.
Passed Fortune Island Oct 20, sch Mary Bradford, Oliver, Buracoa for New York.
At Tuspau Oct 11, brig Emma, Smith, lor New
York, ldg.
Ar at Bermuda Oct loth, baraue Eliza Barrs,
Young, Portland, (aud sld 23d lor St John, NB.)

2 at
9 10.

Provisoes flrmei —Mess Pork higher
Lard higher; prime steam at 5 85. Dry salted
shoulders 6 45 *5 50; short clear side 0 40fa0 45.
Keceipts—Flour, 14.000! bbls; wheat. 83,000
bu; corn 131,000:hu; oats 103,000 bu; rye 1,000
liusli ;barley, 64.000 bush.
Shipmeuts—Flour, 21,000 bbls; wheat, 64,000
bush: :eorn, 407,000 bush; oats, 111,000 hush:
rye 2,000 bush, barley 37,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS,Nov 1.1880.—Flour market steady;
XXX at 2 36*2 45; family at 2 66*2 70; choice
3 60*4 15; fancy 3 40*3 60; extra fancy 3 55®
3 80; patent 4 00*4 36. Wheat firmer; No 2 Ked
at 74* c. Corn is strong; No 2 Mixed at 34%*
3«:>4c. Oats are firm ; No 2 Mixed 26c. Lard at
5 8u*5 85.
Keceipts—Flour, 4.000bbls; wheat. 37,000 bu;
corn. 74,000 hush: oats, 37,000 bush; rye, 4,000
bush, barley 27,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 9,000 bbls; wheat 1,000 but
ci m, 35 ooo bnsli; eats 4,000 bush; rye 1,000 bu;
bartry o.ooo bush.
NEW OKLKaNS,Nov. i 188G.—Cotton easy
middling 8 9-16c.
SAVANNAH. Nov. 1, 1886. Cotton is dull
middling 8 7-36c.
t HaKLEMTON, Nov. 1. 1886.—Cotton is dull
mioditjg 8V*c.
MEMPHIS, Nov. 1, 1886.—Cotton quiet; mid
dliug 8 Vsc.
MOBILE, Nov. 1, 1880.--Cotton is easy; mid
dling SVic.

63c.

Spoken.
Aug 9, lat 31 S, Ion GO W. ship Parker M YVhitmore, from Liverpool lor San Francisco.
Sept«. lat 2 S, Ion 28 W, ship Thomas M Reed,
from Liverpool for San Francisco.
SeptiSo, lat 7 N. l»u 28 W, ship Exporter, Keazer. from New Yolk for Batavia.
Oct 4, lat 6 S, lou 31 W, ship Daul Barnes, from
Antwerp for Sau Francisco.
Oct 20, lat 37, lat 74 30. schs Carrie E Woodbury, from Curacoa for Bootbbay.

Constipation

Is a universal and most troublesome disorder. It causes Headache, Mental Depression, impairs the Sight and Hearing,
destroys the Appetite, and, when long

continued, causes Enlargement of tho
Liver, Inflammation of the Bowels, and
Piles. Constipation is speedily cured
by Ayer’s Pills.

8,000 hides; apeculatluu and exiiurt 600 hales.
LIVERPOOL, Nov. 1, 1886.—Quotations— Win

ter Wheat 6s 7d®7s Sd; Spring wheat at 6s 8i
Corn—mixei
&0s «d; Club wlieat at Os lld&7s.
Provis
Western prime 4s 4 Vid; peas at 6s 3d.
Cheese a
Ions, Sc.—Pork at 03s; bacon at 37s.
at
33s Od; tallow a
68s for American; lard,
24s Od for American.

CURED BY USING
three boxes of Ayer’s Pills. I have no
hesitation in pronouncing this medicine
to he the best cathartic ever made.
James Eccles, Poland, Ohio.
—

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOB

FBOM

City of Para.New York.. Aspinwal! ..Nov
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool. ..Nov
Nov
Aller.New York..Bremen
Pavonia.Boston.Liverpool ..Nov
Alvena.New York..Haytl.Nov
Valencia.New York..Maracaibo .Nov
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool... Nov
City Washiiigti.ii.New York..Hav& VCruz Nov ;
Nov
Haninumla.New York..Hamburg
ov
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool... N
Etruria.Ne w York.. Liverpool... Nov •
Cieufuegos.New York.. Havana.Nov
Peunland.New York.. Antwerp—Nov
;
Eulda.New York..Bremen.Nov
i
Geiser.New York.. Copenhagen Nov
Eeenland.New York. Antwerp— Nov
-Nov 1
Alvo. New York..Kingston
Manhattan.New York. .HaviitVCruz|Nov 1
...

..

[

Scythia.Boston... .Liverpool... Nov 11
Niagara.New York..Havana.Nov
York.. Laguayra... Nov 1
NOVEMBER

MINIATURE ALMANAC

water

j
Sunsets.4 30 Hign
Length ol day ....1010 Height....
v
II
Mooli sets.1007 tlels

M ./VI IESTE

8 21

Amherst, Mass.

I suffered from Constipation, which
assumed such an obstinate form that I
feared a stoppage of the bowels. Two
boxes of Ayer’s Pills cured me, completely.—D. Burke, Saco, Me.
ft

Prensreii by Dr. J.C. Ayer fc Co., Lowell, Mass.
Bold by all Druggiate aud Dealera In Medicine.

2.

2J1
5,1
8 H ?,!!

I suffered from Constipation, and, consequently, from Headache, Indigestion,
and Piles, for years. Ayer’s Pills, which
I took at the suggestion of a friend, have
given me effectual relief. I commenced
taking this remedy two months ago, and
am now free from Constipation, the removal of which has caused my other
troubles to disappear, and greatly improved my general health.—W. Keeler,

Ayer’s Pills,

Philadelphia.New

[

tebl_TTy&Sly
Batchelor’s Celebrated Hair Dye.

NEWs
MONDAY, NOV. 1.

Steamship Franconia, Bennet, New York—mds
Coyle.
Steamer State of Maine, Illlyard, Boston fo r
Bastoort and St John, NB.
Bch Billow, Emery, Boston for Kockland.
Bell Stephen J Watts, Donovan, Joggins, Ni
for

to J B

1

\

wlynni

Drapery,

!

*■*.--»

«w““,aW»

*K*»**°v^
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furniture.

Solid Antique Oak, full 10- I
In order to reduce our stock we have decided to
handsome in design and of
make the following oiler and respectfully request
finish, for Just $41. One week only.
every intending purchaser to call anu see for
We also have a very fine line of beautifully
themselves what we are offering. In the first
Ptne Chamber Sets at correspondingly
painted.
place we have oue o. the largest and best selected
low prices. Cherry Chamber Sets with Marble
stock of Parlor Suits In the country, upholstered
Tops, all prices up to $900. Mahogany Chamber ; in all the jiopular goods and colorings known to
Sets from $90, $110. $275 up to $700. Walnut
the trade, and for this week we shall place the
Chamber Sets as high as $300.
These goods are
where every one who appreciates a nicely
all made and come from the most thoroughly re- ; price
furnished Parlor can avail themselves of the
liable manufacturers In the New England. Middle ; chance to furnish for Cash or Cash and
Monthly
and Western States, and make undoubtedly, one
Payments. To commence with wo shall sell as
of the finest exhibitions ever made by any house
follows: Oue lot No. 214 Hair Cloth Parlor Suits,
In the country.
consisting ol Sofa. Lady’s Platform Rocker. Gents’
Our reason for these low prices Is the expiraArm Easy Chair and four Parlor Chairs, all well
tion of lease of store houses, and rather than
upholstered, ami the frames are all Walnuut.
move the goods to another store house, we have
This Set we shall sell this week for 11)2.00. One
decided to reduce stock In this way, but only for
week only. One lot No. 136 Hair Cloth Parlor
one week; and iu consideration of these low
Suits, 7 pieces complete, very large Sofa and
we
must
sell
for
cash or very short time.
prices,
Solid Walnut Frames, ulcely finished, tor
Chairs,
For instance, we will sell any of the above Cham$36.00. One week only. One lot No. 116 Hair
ber Sets, for a quarter down and the balance 111
Cloth Farlor Suits’ same number of pieces as
three monthly payments, and we have no hesitaabove only heavier every way and better finished.
tion In saying that this Is the biggest offer ever ! for
$38.00. One week only. One lot No. 228
made by auy house In the business; and will hold
Hair Cloth Farlor Suits, full 7 pieces, beautifully
good for one week only. Bring this advertise- upholstered and nice In every particular, for
ment, when you come to buy, so thatNou can cone
$42.50. This Suit Is cheap at $55.00. Then we
pare the numbers with the numbers on the sets.
have flair Cloth Suits up to $86.00. Oue week
This will show you conclusively the geuulue baronly.
gain we are offering you. The goods will he delivered direct to auy purchaser residing within
miles of our store, or the freight prepaid to
any
these prices during
B"0”s or,le,e‘*

MOHAIR PLUSH.

^^JZ***"*

<*J__

ELEVATOR TO EVERY FLOOR.

Open Every Evening Unit 9.

B. A. Atkinson &Co.,

ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THREE FLOORS.

ISAAC G. ATKINSON,

\\

SVCK

J^p&ftKSj*0-a
^;iwistA

uI)r. Viorels

vua-

<t*<»iypria— \
j^i_—-—vr^vrs
\

■K&w-siionfe\
CAT

For
For
For
For

Nov. 1. 1886.

cow, auu mia

|mivd

mu

Open Every Evening Until 9.

Open Every Evening: Until 0. Electric
Lights on three floors.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THREE FLOORS.

Manager,

R

R.

p."

NI.NDAf

uuiu

THAINM

for Haotoa J.00, 4.16 p.m. via Eastern Dlrialoa
Soar boro Crossing.

to

EASTERN DIVISION.

tui a

guvu

Par Boatoa *2.00, >8.00 a.m., Nl.OO, >8.00 p. a.
Hootoa lor Portland 17.30. 8.00 a. m., 12.30,
17.00 p.m. Cape Elisabeth, D.OO a. m., 1,00,
•).<N) p. III.
Mara, 8.00 a. in., 1.00 p. m.
Hiddefard, 2.00, 8.00 a in., 1.00, 8.00 p.
m.
Pert.mouth, Newkuryport, Ualem and
i.yaa, 2.00, U.UO a in., f.OO. 8.00 p. m.
Ameakury U><> a. in., 1.00 p. m. Parlor and
Pullman care on trains leaving Boston at 4.30,
0.00 a. m., 12.30. 1.00, 4.00. 7.00 p. in., and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30,8.40, o.oo a. m., 12.40,
1.00 anil B.oo p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
ears on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. in., ana
Portland 2.00 a. m.
[From North Berwirk to Mcnrboro t roselug via Western Division.
•Connects with Kail Lines lor New York, South
and West.
sConnects with Sound Lines for New York, South
amt West.
To leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
tor sale at I oioo Miutioa Ticket Older Commercial Mlrrrl, Portland,uad 4 aioa Ticket
Ollier, 14 Exchnage ktrert.
JAS. T. PUKBKK. Ilen’l Manager.
D. J. PLANDEKS, lien. P * T. A
M L. WILLIAMS. Cen l Agent

one.

Lot No. 3 will be three sizes of the celebrated
Parlor, with the Patent Stewart (Irate.
has a full return flue, the heat passing
under
the bottom of the stove, so that
entirely
there Is a perfect radiation of heat.
This Is untbe
doubtedly
biggest beater In the market, and
one of the handsomest stoves lor a parlor on the
Market this year. They are numbered 13,15 and
IT. Price for this wee* will be
Groveland
This stove

SI6.75 for No. 13,
18.50 for No. 15,
23.00 for No. 17.
This stove must be seen In order to show you
We don't caie
the bargain we are giving you.
where this stove Is placet! So long as the cbim
Is
It
will
work
well
and keep Ore, 11
all
ney
right,
properly handled, for six months at a time. The
above prices will hold good for one week, only
one.

Besides tbe above we have air tight wotid burning stoves and all kinds of open grate stoves at
this week’s cut prices.

oct23an

KITCHEN RANGES.
We sh til also apply the pruning knife to

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LIKE.

onr

Portland & Rochester R. R.

prices on Ranges, ana ran show any one who
wants a good Range for
little money the best In
the market, but we desire to draw your attention
to a No. 7 and No. 8 Range, and on which we are
overstocked.
These Ranges have an 18-tnch
oven In the No. 7 and a 30-Inch oven In the No. 8.
have
a
They
very handsome cabinet base, a watei
tank and elevated shelf, and have never been sold
with the ware for less than #40 for No 7 and <45
Now
for No. 8.
during this great sale
we shall sell a No. 7 with all the ware, zinc, pipe
and leg rests and prepay the freight when they
This Is the lowest
go out of town for <30,000.
We shall sell
tank range in Ihe market.
the No. 8 with a 30 Inch oven Including all tbe
above prices for $35.< 0, but you must remember
for this week and posithat these prices are
will not be continued beyond that time.
All orders for cuts and a further discretion of
of this Range will receive prompt attention. Come
and see the line.

ARRANGEMENT-OF
On 1iml
»

priced

only

tively

The Public's Obedient Servants,

B. A. Atkinson & Go.

Mnltianore, Washington, and the Month, and
With Beaton A Albany R. R. for the Weal.
Close connection made at Westbrook Jaw
lion with through tratus of Maine Central R.R. aad
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Sonth
may be had of 8. II. 11ELLKN,Ticket Agent, Portland A Rochester Depot at loot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
W. PETKRS. SuBY

Thr.e

on

Floors.

ISAAC C.ATKM,

..-JIMMa^JPaaseugerTratna

..

Philadelphia,

GOfl. PEARL & MIDDLE STS.,
Open Ever) Evening till 9. Electric Lights

TRAINS.

alter 21m4», Or*. 34,
Will U«»<

Far Worcester, (Iiuloa. Ayer Jaaclloa.
Nashua, Windham ami Fppiag at T.4
а. u>. and 1.04 p. ua.
Far Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 1.04 p. na.
For Rochester, Mpriagrule, Alfred, Waterboro, and Maes Hirer at 7.40 a. or., |I,A5
and (mixed) at 0.40 p. t.r.
For Gorham at 7.40 a. na., 1.04, 0.30, at
(mixed) at 0.40 p. an.
For Mu cm rap pa, Cumberland Mills, Wr a
brook Junction and Woodford’s at t.M
and 10.00 a. m., 1.04, 4.00, 0.30 ar.e
(mixed) *0.40 p. an.
For Forest A renno (Doering) lotto a. ns
4.00 and 0.30 p. ua.
The 1.04 p. an. train from i’urtland connects at
Ayer Jnncl. with Haoanr Tunnel fCoiale (ot
the West, and at Caion Depot, Worcester, (of
New York via Norwich Cine, and nil rail,
Tta Mpringttcid, also with N. Y. * N. K. R. R.
("Steamer Maryland Route”) for

oct23dtf_J.

•

•

Manager. MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
dlw

novl

On mid after MONDAY,

Oct.

S3,

INMtt, FubMcnKPr Train* Leave
Portland us follows:
For Meager. 7.10 a. in., via Augaatat 1.20

p.
m, via ia
in., via X.ewastou. 1.25 and
ansta; (or CII,worth. liar Harbor, Vaneebere. Ml. Jobn, Halifax, and the PrarinAroostook i’ouuty,
crx, Ml. Mtepheu aad
1.20 p. ni., 1.25 and til.16 p. m. For Boagor
A Piscataquis R. B..7.11)a.in.,til. 15 p. in.,
(oi Mkowhrgan, Belfast ana Dexter, 1.20,
1.35, til.16 p. m.; Waterville, 7.10 A m..
1.20, 1.25, and, tll.15 p. m.. and on Saturdays
only at 5.15 p. m., (or Augusta, Hullowell,
Gardiner aad Hi uuswic k, 7.10 A in., 1.26,
б. 15, tll.15 p. in.; Bulb, 7 10 a. in., 1.25, 6.16
p.m., aud ou Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.;
Rockland aud Knot nnd Lincoln It R.,
7 10 a. m„ 1.25 p. m.; lal til aad i.rwiotea St 8.30 a. ni., 1.20. 6.00 p ni.. I.owislon
via Brunswick, 7.106. In., 1.25, 111.l&u.m.;
inmisilon, Mssnostk. W inlbrop. Oak
Farmland nnd Nartk Anson, 1.20 p. m
ington via Brunswick, 7.10 A m. and 1.26
n.
trains timed as above (rom Commercial Street
Station, stop at

DECEPTION !

tlt.T5p.

WE ARE FURRIERS!

AR**^

mf

_

WESTERN DIVISION.

Portland.

PORTLAND.

HICKSON,Iteueral Manager.
WM. K1H1AK, O. P- A..
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

THAINM LEAVE PORTLAND
Per Ho.ua at 17.30, 18.40 a. m., 12.40, t3.8b
Ho.t.a far Portia-d 7.80,4.30a in.JL.UO
and 4.00 p. m. Kor Mcarbara Hrarb, Plaa
Paiat, 7.30. 8.40 a. III 3.30, 6.30 p. ill. Maea.
Hiddefard, Kraarbaak. 7.30, 8.40 S. m.,
12.40, 3.30, 6.30 p. m. Wrllo Heaek 7.30. 8.40
North Herwiek, Ureal
v in., 3.30 p.
in.
Exeter, Haverhill, Uw.
Full., INovri
reaer, l.owrll, 7.30, 8.40 a. in., 12.40, 3.30 p.
DI
Kachratrr. Parialagtoa and Alloa Ha),
8.40 a. HI., 12.40, 8.30 p. in. .Kaarhexwr and
Coacord vut Lawtenee 8.40 a. in., (rla Newmar
ket Junction) 3.30 p. m.
tConuects with all Ball Lines.

These prices will Include pipe, an oil cloth mat
£

all points In tne

PAMMENfJEK TRAIN MKKVICK,
la effect Mnaday, October 94, IMM4.

$3.50 for No. 8.
$4.75 for No. 9.
$5.85 for No. 10.
$6.75 for No. 12.

week, only

Magi*

Omahu.

Maa Praaciace.

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

No. I for $15.00.
No. 2 for $18.00.
No. 3 for $22.00.

PORTLAND.

ISAAC 6. \TKIHSON,

JOSEPH

These prices include the Pipe amt an Oil Cloth
Mat with every Stove. One week, only one.
Cot No. 2 will be three sizes ot a full return flue
base heater for parlor, sitting room or dining
room.
Numbered 1, 2 and 3, and we shall sell
the

auu

I.oaio,

Paal, Halt Labe City,

and

same with out
Ranges. We warrant the tops, the odes, tin
and every part of them against cracking foi
twelve months, and further we guarantee every
Range a baker. We shall offer tills week from
Monday morning until Saturday nigh a splendid
line of Chamber Stoves made by the Taunton
Iron Works Co., and numbered 8, 9,10 and 12.

Street,

Manager. Isaac C. Atkinson, Manager.

NO

\1

Corner Pearl and Middle Sts.,

B. A. Atkinson & Co.,
Pearl and Middle

Hi.

North went. Went mill noulhwesi.

lng and good heaters, and the

■

Corner Pearl and Middle Sts.,

4'iaclaaati,

We hare the largest assortment o( these good!
to select from, the New England States, and wt
warrant every Parlor Stove to be perfect In work

parlor

so

B. A. Atkinson & Co.

Detroit, Chicago, .tlilwaab

ends

pOR THIS WEEK

TO

—

Cunada,

aaw, at.

iNOUNCEW

>

0«oot Foot if India Strait.

Euhaogt SI, and

Dearer,

WML

I, INN#

after .HONDAY, Nar.
trains will raa as fallawe

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE

KITCHEN RANBES.

__

\\

PORTLAND.

Parlor Stoves

35
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GRAND SPECIAL

PORTLAND.

this°weeklU^

\

R.

tlSwsW'M

•**«£!££•
UT-a per cent-

Wo BOHOSA
\

The people of our city can readily see what advantages we have overj our neigh'
hors. We are practical men. We have journeymen ^Furriers. We can do any kind ol
a repairing job as it should be done.
Don't take your Garments, Muff* and Fur Col*
lars to the dealers that advertise as being furriers, when they are not. They attempt
their own cutting.

«"..««

*

coe

COti

•

MIDDLE

LADIES’
\
DON’T

,

1

OBl«»AL vaCKA-RE**
,
roMA..««'1

Furs and Fur

\
\

RteamerCIT V OF RICH RON D makes two
trips per week cm the route between Portland an'
Machlasport, leaving Portland at It."" p. in.
Tuesdays and Fridays, and Modd.",port at 4.00 a
m., Moudays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKER. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHB Y.Gen’t Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. Del. 20.188B

Hand.

_»ct22tt

CO.,

STREET.

FURS !

Trimmings

BUY

until you examine

«*■•

\^ICEOFRE*®*^
no

our

We show in our show window
neighbors have in stock

more

city

o

Iwrfi

^--ZSSSKiam
\

FALL A R RAN CEMENT.

I

and until further notice Passenger Trains wUi
■ .ran Pertlawd as follows:
M.44 a. m. for Brldgton, Fryeburg, No. Conway
Fabyans, Btehleham. Lancaster, Whltefleid
Littleton. Wells River, Montpelier. St. John
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burlington, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
4.14 p. m. Local Portland to Bartlett and intermediate stations, with stage connections for
No. Windham. Standlsh, Llnihutou, Sebago,
Vsoles
I'xrsnntteld.
Ke/.ar Kails. Denmark.
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also lor No. Hrldgton, Harrison and Waterford via. Brldgton.

Commencing Monday.

1

October

•■“■«.•»'wS*ga&sas: as: a»
»»"?-

/

Train Arrive la Psrduii

J. HAMILTON, Sopt
C11AS. H FOYE.O.T. A.
Oct. 1.1886,_octldtf

«Ct80

LEADING

HATTER

Kffccl

Slav.

I,

Leave Portland, via O. T. Railway, 7.10 a. in.;
Lewiston * 00; Mechanic Falls (mixed train)
arriving at W. Minot 0.06, E. Hebron 0.30;
E. Sumner
Blicktteld 0.46;
10.36; Hartford,
10 56; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland t-30 p. in.; l.ewlston 1.67i
Meehanic Falls 3.15; arriving at W. Minot 3.37;
E. Hebron 3.37, BuckBeld 3.30; E. Smnner *.0«;
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.25; tlllbertvllle 4.38 p.

F8.45;

RETC RNINtl—Leave Canton 4.16, 9.16 A m.;
at Portland 8.25 a m.. 12.oi
p. m.
« OMNKt'TIO.Na.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.27 p. m. for ■ehron
Academy; BuckBeld 3 60 p.
for W
and Turner; Canton 4.26 p. m.; arriving at Peru
5.30; Dixfleld H.OO, Mexico 7.00 p. m.; slso tor
Brettun's Mills. Livermore.
Returning leave
Mexico 6.00, Dixfleld 7.00 a m.; arriving at Port
12.06 p. m.
UM
R. C. BRADFORD. U. T A.

n,"

to select from.
some

la
ISM

lrr>a|raral

arriving

of

oui rland

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.
la effect Oet. 4, Iwwfl
Trains Leave Brldgton.

AND

a

10 68

*

* 35

SA
a ,5

m. train
Sweden Stage connects Tuesday, Thursday and
1
Saturday, wltn d.oo p. in. train.
Stage dally from Sandy Creek for 80. Brldgton
*
on arrival of 6.62 p. m. train.
oct6dtf
J, A. BBNNKTT, 8npt.

FURRIER,

253 MIDDLE STREET, DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD OF CROSS STREET.

ra

h.'oo

Brldgton.
11 10
6 00
Stage connections at Brldgton for North Bride
ton, Harrison and Waterford. Waterford stage
leaves on arrival of 11.lu a.

Arrive

SOMERS, DIE HATTER,

THE

4, ISMS,

IO 33 a. at. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
*1 13 a. ns. from Montreal, Burlington and Went.

Arrive Portland.
Leave Portland (P.AO.R.R.)

•••■"•'

s^;

Porllaatl um4

I

m.

wilson

\«» m'f'i....

R.

PORTLAND k MONTREAL LINE.
Duly Mae running DAY THAINM bo-

Wlater

elegant line

Furs than

Ogdensburg R.

Ruinfortl Fails k BurkfMd Railroad.

YOUR

»■>■••„.?£«■»*'“"' the
largest and best selected stock in the

W-rSriw

MT. DESERT 4 MACHIA3
STEAMBOAT CO.

FURS AND FUR TRIMMINGS,

.ftrt!

4» nut

on

POKTLANO*BANGOR,

Portland and

\

*-u' *

°‘

Monday

•

F. SOMERS &

V«wS-S*w*\
TllE
t* TllK

Large Stock of Hats

where through tickets and baggage cheeks may
be obtained for principal points East and West.
tThc 11.15 p. ci. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays Included, through to Bangor but not to
Skowhegan on
mornings or to Belfast
aud Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn-

ings.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The morning trains (rom Augusta and Bath 8.46 a m. j
Lewiston, 8.60 a m.; the day trains from Bangor at 12.40 and 12.4.7 p in. the afternoon tralni
from Bangor, Waterside, Bath, Augusta, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.45 p. in.; the night Pullman Express train at 1. 50 A ni.
Cimiacd Tickets, Ursa aad second rlnaa, fot
all points In the Provinces on sale at so-

l

—-

or

a

*•

\
•»*g%5Jjss- -\ R.
r goBE^- 232
\

\
\\

1

.

\p PlRKIHSOH aBOBEBs,’

\
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VoSerlne-
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WE ARE THE ONLY FURRIERS IN THE! STATE.

We Still Have

STATION,

CONOR ENN NT.
1

#

Due

f£g£|
ojyl3

01*

j

ivtfjS&JsTsSl

\

Arrived.

Shades

ltalhin

aad

DEPAKTCHEM.
Par Aubara aad I.ewUtaa,7.10a. ID., 1.16
and 6.20 p. m.
Per Uorhnm. 7.10a. m., 1.80. 4.10 and 5.30
p. m.
Par Uarbaas, .tlaalreal, ( hicago aad
Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
Par Hueblirld uad 4 aatou, 7.10 a. III. and
1.30 p. m.
AH RIVAL*.
Praia Lewbloa uad Aabura, 8.26 a. a.
12.06, 3.16 and 6.50 p. m.
Froaa Uorbnta, 4.26 am., 13.06and 6.60 p. a*.
From ( blrngo aad .Tlaalreal, 12.06.
beam Quebec, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping ears on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE

PORTLAND.

Streets,

Chamber Seta,
piece
beautiful

RANGE.

>S5tfss\

\

PORT OF PORTLAND.

New York.
Bch Bessie Carson, Baker, French Cross, N3wood for a market.

u.r»'“"c"*,, 1

I

\

For a number of months I was
troubled with Costiveness, in consequence of which I suffered bom Loss of
Appetite, Dyspepsia, and a disordered
liver. My eyes also troubled me. I was
compelled to wear a shade over them,
and, at times, was unable to bear exposure to the light. I was entirely

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LIVERPOOL, Nov. 1. 1886.—Cotton market l!
at
6Vid; Orleans at 6V4d; saiei
ijuiet; uplands

Stove,

fill! 10
One week only.
One lot No. 300,

Uu

COR. PEARL & MIDDLE STS.,

ANNOUNCEMENT

Or any other kind of House Furnishings, and wt j
want to say EMPHATICALLY that we will oftei
]
the greatest attractions at the lowest prices evei
™ «“
1 quoted In this city or any city In the country, ant l
wre will leave you
to judge after reading tin
prices below whether we can save you a Dollar 01
not, and for fear there shall beany tuisunders'and
ing as to the quality of the goods offered, we wit
name the mill or manufacturer of each article
Commencing then with Carpetings, wo shall olfei
as follows:
One lot of pure All Wool Carpets
manufactured by the celebrated Gold Meda
Power Loom Mills and the Samoset and Auburn
dale mills, at the unheard of price of 05 tents pet
yard, one week only. One lot pure All Wool ifIg
gins Superfine at 62Va cents per vard, oue week
only. One lot Cotton and Wool Carpets, variom
makes, at 36 cents per yard, oue week only: ami
one lot Dundee lull yard wide goods at 1 tf centi
per yard, one waek only. One lot E. 8. Hlggim
Prime Tapestry Brussels, every yard warranted
and very good patterns for 65 cents per yard, one
week only. One lot Stinson’s Milton Back
Tapes
t1»uuoi»w*^‘
try Brussels, beautiful patterns, to reduc > the
stock for 85 cents per yard, for one week only
We have ulso made a special cut price on Matpt,y«lc\an» Ub0 it and P**
r-rlT sjrvTTKS
One lot No. 314 Plush Farlor Suits, full 7 pieces,
Oue lot of the celebrated ltoxbury Tapestry Brus
tresses of all kinds, Feather Beds, Feather PilDBoo«s<J
^qo*****
sels to close out the pattern (about 10«>0 yards ir
lows. or Feathers by tbe pound, on Springs of one color, for $39.00. One week only. Oue lot
bjBiOP
rv^CTlO*^®1 l,l-HiI,L«*t*B stock) for just 72v5i cei ts per yard, oue week every description, including the celebrated Bush- No. 315 Mohair Plush Parlor Suits, $50.00, all only. One lot celebrated full five frame Body
nell aDd Defiance Springs, which we shall sell
ways sold at $86.00. This Suit will give you lu
combination of colors or all In one color. One
this week for $4.75 each.
Brussels, only 300 yards in stock, for Just $1.17^5
We shall also offer a large line of odd Bedsteads, 1 week only. One lot No. 191 Crushed Mohair
per yard, oue week only. One lot celebrated full
five frame Bigelow Body Brussels, only about 25C
made from Beech, Birch, Slaple. Fine, Ash, CherPlush, 6 pieces, upho'stered In comblnatiou of
with Cherry Frames, for $105, regular price
yards in stock in this pattern, for «1.17Vi pei
ry and Walnut; among them will he a handsome colors
$136. One week only. One lot No. 122 Crushed
Bedstead, beautifully painted and ornamented, In
yard, one week only. Besides the above we have
Mohair Plush, made up combination of colors, full
all the popular lines of Carpets, and a stock ol
any size, from 3 feet to 4 feet four, for $3.60. In
7 pieces, for just $80.00, former price $80.00.
over 70,000 yaids in the
this line of Chamber Furniture, we shall also
building, and we know
Tills Is a beautiful Suit but we bave too many in
that your own common sense will tell youwhethei
offer Mantel Beds, Table Bedstead, Cheffonler
stock to move, so shall slaughter It with tho rest.
we are makli.g you an offer
I
Parlor
Beds,
Beds.
Sofa
of
Beds
and Bed Lounges,
worthy
acceptance,
Oue week only. Besides the above we have cut
We have, however, one stipulation to make in refthe Standard Folding Bed and all kinds of conthe
erence to this line of goods that we shall
trivance
for
l
beds
prices ou every Parlor Suit on our floor from
that
have been Invented to econslaughthe richest to the poorest, aud we can assure you
ter from Monday morning until Saturday night,
omize room and to make a chamber the anpearthat no matter what grade of goods you wish we
and it is this: Our terms at these prices will bt
ance of a parlor or sitting room.
We carry all
We have In stock some
can suit you up to $350.
oesh or
stock and can sell from $10 to $75 each. Ask
part cash at time of purchase ami the bal- tills
beautiful patterns of Brocatelle Suits never shown
ance in 30 days, our aim and
the salesman who waits upon you to show you all
object being to reIn
before
will
Portland
that
duce our stock and give our customers and the pubrange In price from
the different kinds of beds enumerated above.
$170 to $260, and they are worth seeing. Easy
lic the benefit of the lowest wholesale and in
Remember we shall make a special price on any
many
of
Chairs
cases lower than wholesale price, and we would
of these Folding or Cabinet
every description. Lounges, all prices
Beds and Bed
kinds. Dining Boom Furniture and all kinds
Lounges, the same as iu Chamber Sets and Car- and
respectfully advise all intending purchasers to
of
House
Furnishings that we have been keeping
call as early in the week as possible, because some
pets.
*89.
in our storehouse, will be sold at the eut price.
of the lines we have specified will last very long.
All orders through the mail for any of the above
]}pAOC*>l*S8
Toaviurry
no
This
Is
advertisement blowing, but solid facts
Trusting that the above will be carefully read and articles or for cut or descriptions of same will re_■——tbabwlll be borne out by an Inspection. Come
each truth verified at our elegant wareroorns, we
ceive our usual prompt attention or any inquiry
:^—«■ \ sre the
see
and
that
as usual everything Is Just as repremade this week accompanied by ever so 9mall a
Public’s Obedieut Servanis,
sented.
Tbe Public's Obedient Servants,
cash deposit, will receive the same consideration
as though ordered in person; and the parties
writing will be entitled to these prices, even
though the goods are not shipped until the following week. We do this in order that those who
may not see tills advertisement until late In the
week, may have the same advantage as those
coming early In the week. Awaiting your commands, we are the public’s obedient servants,

HarpswelL

40®

Parlor

end

NEW BEDFORD—Sid 30tli, sch June Blight.
Barter, Savannah.
l
BOSTON—Ar 31st, sell Seraph, Merriiuan, from

Ar 1st, sch Augustus lluut, Bauer, Philadelphia
SALEM— lu port !31st, sells Anuie R Lewis,
Lewis, Rangor lor New Y'ork; Geo Berry, Rockland for New York; Emerson Rokes. Baltimore
lor Bangor; FrcdC Holden,Calaisot New Haven;
War Eagle. Bangor for New Bedford; Richmond,
do for Boston; Jed Frye, Boston for Calais.
Also in port, scIib J P Augur, from New Y’ork
for Bangor; Eva May, Amboy for Portland; Senator Grimes, Marion lor Calais; Helen Thompson.
Port Jolmsou for Saco; Nellie Star, New York for
Portland; Mary E Amsden, Calais lor New York;
Eagle Amboy lor Friendship; Jas Barret, Kllzabelhport lor Hallowell: Ella Clilton. Calais for
New Haven; Lewis Clark, Baugorfor New York;
War Steed, fill Elizabetbport ler Augusta; Mary
Sands. Wlscasset for New Haven; N Jones, Boston lor Harrington; YV M Snow. Rockland for do;
Laura T Chester, Boston for Rockland; Magnet,
8t John, NB, for New York; Humboldt, Thomastou lor do.
Also, sells Lettle Wells, Calais for New Y’ork
Geo V» Glover, Rockland for New York; Hattie
Curtis, Bangor for Cottage City: Avon, from Baugor forNewark; Raven, do lor New Y’ork; Elvira,
Kennebec lor New York; Lucy Jones, Rockland
for do; Andrew Peters, Calais for Pawtucket;
Raveu, Sullivan for Rondout; Lizzie C Rich, Bangor lor Cottage City.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 29tli, sch Mlantonomah, from
Portland lor Swan’s Island.

SUIT,

cowwSSfiSi \ KITCHEN

sen

Ingtou.

bush; exports 73,992 hush; sales »100.000 bush;
Ohin higher; reNo 2 at 4:,V4®45%c ill elev.
ceipts 168.300 bush exports 152 hu; sales 160,000 hu: No 3 at 32e; White do at JoVic; No 2 at
32y,*32%c; No 2 White 35%®36c; No 1 White
38c; Mixed Western at :i2VV*34c;White State at
SCVjjC. Cioifee—Fair liio firm at 32Vic. Sugar is
dull; refined lower; ExCat 4%®4%c; White
Extra 0 at 5*5ysc; Yellow 4*4Vic; Mould A at
6%@6c;] standard A 6»/sC; granulated at 6%c;
cut loaf and crushed at 6 0-16*5%c ;.oft A 5 3-16
®6V4c; oowdered 6 1-16*6Vic ;Cubes at 6c; Conf
Petroleum—united 65:,,ic.
A at 5%*6 6-16c.
Tallow steady. Pork more active; Mess quoted 9 75*10 00 for old .10 25@10 75 for new. Beef
dull. Hard higher—Western .steam spots 12 Vi
*6 15; refined quoted 6 40 for Continent, 0 76
Mutter is quiet; State at 37®28c;Wesfor S. A
teru 10® 27c. tiheene firm.
Freights firm; Wheat steam 4d.
CHICAGO. Nov. 1, 1886.—The Flour market
was quiet; Southern
Winter Wheat 4 15*4 60;
Wisconsin 3 90*4 16; Michigan do at4 00*4 60;
soft Spring Wheat 3 6o*i4 10; Minnesota bakers
3 50«.4 10; patents 4 40*4 80; low grades 1 76
*2.75; ltye flour at 3 25*3 60. Wheat higher:
No 2 Spring 73Vic; No 2 Ked at 74Vic. Corn is
higher; No 2 at 36®30Vic. Oats higher;No 2 at

reg.Y’.Y 128P4

New 4s, coup.128'A
New4V4S4reg .110%
New 4V4s, coup.note
GentrallPactflc lsts .lieVi

Cora Etta, Fales, Portland; Clara
E Rogers, Rogers, New Bedford.
PKOV1DENCE—Sid 31st, schs H Curtis, Snow,
and Ellen Morrison, Fernald, New York;
Com
Tucker, Hardy, do.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—In port, schs C H
Trlckey, Kelley, Philadelphia for Dover; Perseverance, Willard, fm Hoboken for Portland; H T
Hodges, Harper, do; Northern Light. Harper, do
for Boston; Henry May, HalloweTl, Philadelphia
for Saco ; Hannibal, Pendleton, Port Johnson fur
Ipswich; Nellie F, Hartley, Providence lor Ma
cliias; Spar lei, Hallow ell, Calais for Block Island; LC Ballard, Bearse, Kennebec |tor YVasli-

"S£ \

"ss&Srs^l
“T^ton.
\

\

do for Eastport; L B Sargent, do for Oyster Bay; Thomas N Stone, Hoboken lor Boston;
Eben Fisher, and Sarah L Davis, do for do; Charlie & Willie, Ehzabethport for do; John Bracewell, do for —, (and all anchored In the Bay.)
Passed the Gate 31st. sells YVm Mason, from
New York for Boston; Mattie J AUes, do lor do;
Lulu, do for do.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar SOtli, sells Helen Mar,
Ward, and Ivy Belle, Thompson, New York.

^rilieep—lower: receipts

&)®2

\

Trigg,

Sid 30th,

1

|

Boston.

Cld 30tli, barque Naversluk, Hall, Boston; sells
Mabel Hooper, Hooper, do; Kostina, Pbilbrook,
Galveston; Nellie J Diusmore. Parker, Portland;
John H Converse, Grace, Boston.
Below 1st, brig L Staples, Stowers, from Turks
Island.
NEW Y’ORK—Ar 30th, sells Lackawana, Closson, and Melville, Hatch. Bangor; Union, Reed,
do; Pavilion. Norwood, do; A McNlcliols, Libby,
Machias: A L Mitchell. Bunker, Franklin.
Ar 3.st, barque Mary K Russell, Nichols, Auckland, NZ: schs Henrietta, Jamaica; Hatlie A
YVliite, Sullivan; Lavinia Belle, Bangor.
Also ar 31st, sebs Mabel Hall, Bartlett, Amboy
for Rockland; Jordan L Mott, Gregory, do for
Saco; Sabao, Flyun, do for Portsmouth; Augola,
Foss, do for Salem; Melissa Trask, Trask, Baugor; Florida, Warren, Boston.
Cld 30th, barques Monrovia, Rogers, Monrovia;
Nellie C Rumball, Blake, for Laguayra; Havana,
Rice, Havana; brig Ataiaya, Eye. Cleufuegos.
Passed the Gate 30tli. schs Nile, fm New Y’ork
lor Kocklaud; Helen G King, do lor Boston; Silver Spray, and David Eaust. do for do;
George P

Cattle Market.

1

\
\

gor.

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, Nov. 1. 1888—Cattle—lower; receipts 9,oOO; shipments 2000; shipping steers at
3 40@5 20; stockers and feeders at 2 00*3 10;
bulls and mixed 1 25®2 75; bulk at 2 00*2 40;
through Texans 2 25*3 05.
Hogs—strong; receipts 29,000; shipments 13,ouo; rough anu mixed at 3 60®4 00; packing and
shipping 3 75®4 10; light 3 6o@4 06; skips 2 20

VKW

fYou®
\«

30th, sch Genevieve, for Ctarleston,
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 29th, barque Miranda,
Corbett, Portlaud; sch Clara E Colcord, Spear,
Boston.
Ar30tli, brig Mary C Mariner, YVbartou, Ban-

_

dull;

^

Sid

ib.
Dressed hogs, city, at 6yaC
Butter—Western extrafresh made creamery at
27®28c: do extiafirsts at 23S2Bc; do firsts 19
®22c; do exit a held creamery 21c ;*do extra first
held cruiv 19*20c; do choice held imitation 17®
18c; do fresh imitation creamery, choice 21®22;
do firsts 20c; do June factory, choice at 14c; do
fair to good at 12®13c; do common lots loailc;
Vermont cmry extra at 28.&29C £do dairy at 25®
26c; do extra firsts al21*22c. Jobbing prices
l@2o Higher.
Cheese—N.irtlicrn, choice to extra, 11 Vail2c;
sage 12yj,® 13c; Western choice to extra ll'Ac;
lower grades according to quality; job lots Vic
higher.
Eggs- Seal by 2n a20c Eastern extra 26c Eastern firsts at 22® 23c; N 11 and Vermontextra 23
®24c: New York extra at 22*23c; Western
choice at 20®21c; Michigan choice at 22*23c;
Nova Beotia 22®23c; limed 18c. Jobbing prices
lc higher.
Beaus—choice small N V hand picked peal 70 a
1 75
bosh; choice New YTork large hand picked
do 1 65*1 70; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 85*a ! 90.; i
Hay—Choice primeat 817150*838; fair to good
816 00*817 oil; Eastern fine 814*816; poor to
ordinary at 8 a $15: East swale 810' Eye straw,
choice, 816*17 00; oat straw 80*810 4* ton.
Potatoes—Extra Maine and New Brunswick 1>
bbl 1 62*1 70.

Chicago

ll^SgBSBfc^sBs-l A CARPET,
PARLOR

—

smoked shoulders 7V4@8c; pressed liams at

llVi®12c.

Chamber, Setting Room, Parlor
Hail or Diuing Boom

1 cans- iv0'A*^

Philadelphia.

FERNANDINA—Ar 30th, sch SarauDJ Raw
French, Charleston.
SAVANNAH —Cld 30Ui, sch Maud Briggs,
Young, Darleu.
CHARLESTON-Ar 30th, sell lsalali K Trask,
Trask, Bangor.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 30th, sell Walker Armiupton, Drlnkwater, New York.
BALTIMORE
Cld 30th, barque Skobeleff,

A

Cor*Pear' and Middle
I

ARKANOENENT9.

WINTER

ON

More than 100 styles to select from.
Our spec
iat attraction for this week will he Lot No. 24(1
Ash Chamber Sets, consisting of 10 pieces complete, which we will sell this wet k for *17. One
week only.
One lot, No. 233, hard wood, piano polish, dark
rich imitation Old Mahogany Chamber Setts, lull
10 pieces, *39. One week only.
One lot, No. 236, Chamber Sets, full 10 pieces,
finished same as above, but a very much larger
set, for *50. One week only.
One lot. No. 424Vs, Solid Cherry, full 10 pieces,
piano polish finish, large Bedstead, Bureau and
Glass, very large, fine enough In every detail for
any house In the city, only ten In stock, made by
the Williamsport Furniture Company, handsome
design, for *57. This same lot has been sold time
and time again, at *S5, aud considered a good
bargain. Come early if you want the biggest bargain we ever saw. One week only.
One lot, No. 226. Solid Black Walnut, with
bevel plate mirror, best Italian marble
top, full
lo piece chamber set, *40. One week only.
One lot, No. 173, Solid Walnut, best Italian
marble top, full 10 piece chamber sets. *37.60.
One week only.
One lot No. 169, Solid Cherry Chamber Sets,

SET,

MIAMI TRIM RAILWAY OF CAAADA.

Imitation

Chamber Sets.

buy

Absolutely

SHIP ISLAND—Sid 25th, seb Carrie S Hailey.
Blair. Asplnwall.
PENSACOLA—Cld 30tli, barque Daisy Reed.
Mitchell, New Y'ork; sch M A Trundy, Veazie,

son,

Suburbs.

CHAMBER

Walnut,

a

Sc CO.

Walnut, lleach and Birch,
Painted ami Ornamental Pine

Attractions for the week not ouiy in goods bu
prices which will never lie surpassed in the his
Tory of House Furnishing, auil we want to sav t<
every man and woman who are planniugito

\\ po^OtR

Huppcr, Philadelphia.

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Nov. 1 1880.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, ftc.:
Pork-Long cut 14 00®14 25; short cuts 14 50
16 OOjbacks 14 75u 16 00; light backs at 13 60®
14 00; lean ends 14 50(0,15 00; pork tongues Ht
12 &0@<f{il3 00; prime mess *13 00*14 60;extra
prime at 10 60**11; mess, old, at 10 60; do new
11 60.
I ami—choice at 0% ®7c p lb in tierces; 7%®
7%c la lo-lb palls;8®8%c in 6-lb pails;8%®8%
in 3-lb pails.
cure;

And the

Ar at New York 30th, sell Paul & Essie, Spencer, from Portland for coast of Florida, flshlug.

Quicksilver..

ny,

Housekeepers of Portland

I

Fishermen.

NEW YORK, Nov. 1,1880.—The following are
closing quotations.for mining slocks to-day:
Colorado .Coal.33 76

Ash, Oak, Antique Oak, Cherrj
Natural Wood, Cherry Stained,
Mahogany, Imitation Mahoga-

—TO THE—

I

ATKINSON

ER SETS.

CHA

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Vlualhaven for

B

& CO.

GRAND

UILMIM.

FIKNITIHK.

B. A. Atkinson B. A. Atkinson

...

Rock island.125%

St Louis ft Ban Frau. 33%
do prel. 08%
1st pref.110%

FVBNITl'BK.

& CO.

Banks, Dyer, Franklin for Philadel(ar 30 th).
Sell Harmoiia, Pendleton, Bangor for Boston.
Sch M B Mahoney, Calais lor Sag Harbor.
Cleared.
sch Fred Jackson, Littlefield, New York—Isaac
Emery.
Seh Wave, Hinckley, Addison—N Blake.
Seh Emma W Day, Grindle, Belfast— Paris
Flouring Co.
SAILED—Barque Alex Campbell; schs Will H
Oler, Clias E Batch.

Central.

Transcon.

^

.1

phia, leaky,

Northwestern preferred.141
New York Central.
113%
New York, Chicago ft St. Louis. 16
do pref. 27%
38%
19%

Fl'BNIU'BK.

^Scli'uen

Northwestern.118%

Ohio

...

Sch Martin W Bates, Smith,

Centra!. 4«%
Northern Pacific. 28*%
ao pref. 03%

Ohio ft Miss.
Out. ft Western.

„„

Sell Harvester. Roberts. VlnalUaven for Boston.
Sob Abble S Walker, Dobbin, Vlualhaven for

pref.....47%

Missouri
New Jersey

Oregon

Weary women should use Lydia E. Flukham’s
Vegetable Compound, we know it to be efflca’
clous. It is indeed a real blessing.

Sch Mauua Loa, Thompson, St John, NB, lor
New York.
SeU ,T M Morales, Jordan, Gard ner for NYork.
Sell 11 B Metcalf, Fossett, Gardiner for NYork.
Sell Northern Light. Smith, Machias for Boston.
Sch Ida, Strout, Millbridge for Frovidence.
Seh Lincoln. Wilson, Millbridge for Boston.
Sch Surprise, Mitchell, Lubeclor Boston.
Sell Judge Tenney, from Bangor for Boston.
Sell John Gerard, Joy, Rockland for Boston.
Sell Henrietta, Hutchins, Bockport for Boston.
Sell Commonwealth, Shaw, Rockporl for Boston,
sell Mazurka, lane, ltockport for Boston.
Sch James Holmes. Ryan. Belfast for Boston.
Seh Perlne, Reed, Bootbbay for Boston.
Soli Accumulator, Turner, Isle au Hunt for New

Central Pacific. 47%
Chesapeake ft Ohio. 9%
Chicago ft Alton..
Chicago ft Alton preferred.100
Chicago, Burlington ft Quincy.138%
Del. ft Hud. C'aual.107%
Del., Lack, ft West.142%
Den & Ulo Grande. 32%
Eric.
36%
Erie preferred
77
Illinois Central..
Ind Bloom, ft Western. 20
Lake Erie ft West.
21
Lake Shore. 967%
Louisville ft Nasn.. 68%
Manhattan Elevated.108%
Michigan Central.
95%
Mmn. sst. Louis. 22

emit!

VOTICK is IIKKHBT mviv ihaTthi
AN subsi-rlber has been duly appointed Executrix
01

me win or

GEORGE W. BCRNHAM, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon herself lhat trust as the law directs.
Alt persons having demands upon the estate of
said deceased, are required lo exhibit the same;
and all persons Indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
MARY A. BCRNHAM. Executrix.
Pnrtland. Sept. 226. t886.
octlPdlawTSw*
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CITY

PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, NOV. 2.

GOVERNMENT.

Regular November Meeting of the
Council Last Evening.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
NEW

TO-IU1

AUVEKTINE.HKXTN

AMUSEMENTS.
Park Street Church—John Fisko.
Y. M. C. A. Course.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notice is Hereby Given.
Ladles' Hose—Owen, Moore & Co.
Boston 6t Portland Clothing Co.
Notice—The

The Aldermen Refuse to Condemn
the Old City Hall Site.
Messrs

Action

Undersigned.

To Let—Cottage.
Will is The Soul of
Dominion Line.

In

Regard

to

the

Maturing

Municipal Debt.
Tlie regular monthly meeting of
Council was held last evening.

the City

Mayor and Aldermen.
The Board came to order at the call of
the
Mayor, all the members
In Board of

Work.”

Wanted—Young Ladles.

being present.

C. M. Association.
Police Notice.
For Sale—Furniture and Fixtures.
M.

ST. VITUS’S DANCE CUBED.
Fakminudalk, L. I., N. V., Sept. 2,18S6.
1 have been troubled for several years with au
affection of the nerves which no doctor or no
medicine could cure until I tried Buandkth's
Pills. I would be taken witii a violent pain in
the middle of my apine. aud my arms aud legs
would twitch violently. It acted something like
St. Vitus's Dance, for 1 couldn't control my limbs.
It would come and go once or twice a month, lasting two or three days at a time. Finally, at tlie
beginning of one of my attacks, I took five Buandkth's Pills. As soon as they acted freely I
found myself almost well. So i continued taking
them for a month—one or two a night. It is now
a year since I have had au attack, and 1 attribute
my cure to Buandkth's Pills.
Francks Wood.

Why don t you try Caiter’s Little Liver Pills?
They are a positive cute for sick headache, aud
all the ills produced by disordered Liver. 'Only
one pill a dose.
uov2d&wlw
BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The November term of tbe Superior Court
will begin this morning.
The Musical Record for November is at
baud.
Muiue office-seekers are expected in Washington in full force this week, immediately
after the election.
Detective Simpson has returned from New
V ork with Hugh Doherty, who skipped his
bonds for search and seizure.
The bright sunshine of yesterday was decidedly welcome after the gloomy, rainy
weather of the preceding week.
Mayor Chapman acknowledges the receipt
of $75 from Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
Payson, in
aid of the Farmington sufferers.
The Maine Steamship Company are having
an active fall business.
The steamers are
loaded to their fullest capacity, both going
and

coming.
Sunday forenoon,

Wilson, McMahon
Marks Voting No.

Beale,
and

The W. 8. A.—Bines Brothers.
Warned To Purchase—J. B. Brown & Sons.
Change in Business—E. C. Farrington.
Found—Pocket book.
Wanted—A Drug Clerk.
Notice—The Stockholders.

THE BOLDIEIiS’
MONUMENT.
1 lie question
of
condemning Market
Square as a public park or square in order

that the proposed Soldiers’ Monument
might
be erected there was introduced
Aiderman

by

Sawyer. As the only member who had

served in last year’s Board, Alderman Sawyer spoke of the length of time the matter

had been before the Board and referred to
the formation of the Soldiers’ and
Sailors’
Monument Association, its object and efforts and final selection of the Market Ilali
site. He urged the claims of the Association in remarks of some length,
repeating the
arguments used during the hearings on the
subject and adding that the Soldieis’ Association had spent in relieving distress in this
city since the war nearly enough to pay for
the Old City Ilali, which is valued at 834,000 by the Assessors. Twenty years
ago the
question of laying out Lincoln Park was under discussion, there was a strong opposition to the movement.
Alderman Sawyer
regarded the matter as settled by the people
last spring and deemed it only his duty to
his constituency to vote in favor of the site.
Alderman Sawyer then introduced the following resolution:
In Boakd op Mavoh and
Aldehmen, i
Nov. 1, 1880. )
T
In the matter of the petition of J. S. Wiuslow A to. and others,
praying that the municipal officers of the city of Portland “take
such measures as are
necessary to dedicate
and devote the lot known as Market
square
to the use of the public as a
public park or
square ; after a hearing given to all parties
interested, it is hereby decided and
Resolved, That, in the opinion of this
Board, acting as, and being, such municipal
officers said lot so known as Market
square
is suitable for a public park or
square.
Alderman Beale was sorry that the matter
had been brought up before a conference
had been held and thought that the Board
should act unanimfiusly one way or the
other.
Alderman Sawyer thought it was time to
face the thing fairly and squarely and
go

little girl named Wood- upon record.
man, fell from a sofa at Mrs. Butterfield’s
Alderman Ricker asked if tlie motion beboarding house, and broke her arm in two I fore the Board was not
simply an expression
pieces.
oi opinion as to tlie
suitability of tbe lot.
Mr. Stanley T. Pullen, has resigned his
The Mayor said that this might be an enposition as superintendent of Preble Chapel tering
wedge, preceding some other measure.
Sunday School. Mr. E. S. Bidlon takes his
Alderman Sawyer said the resolution was
place.
a first step. No secret is made of
the purThe Horse Railroad Company lias put on
pose for which the site is desired. If the
an extra morning trip,
leaving Morrill’s Cor- resolution passed he should offer an order
ner at 7.30, and Woodford’s at
7.40, arriving
providing for taking the lot as a public
in Portland at 8 o’clock.
square.
a

Mayor Chapman yesterday received',$75
from Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Payson, and $50
from Miss C. A. Bailey, in aid of Farming-

ton sufferers.
The Sanitary Engineer, for Oct. 30th, contains a sketch and plan of the residence of
S. T. Pickard on Congress street, designed

Alderman Briggs said that according to
his resolution, Alderman
Sawyer was correct In his statement of the method of
proceeding, and read from the statutes under
which the action is taken.
The Mayor then read the order which
Alderman Sawyer handed him. The order
follows:
In Boakd of Mayor and
Aldermen, 1
Nov. 1. 1886. (
Whereas, by an order of the City Council
passed August 2, 1886 and approved by the
Mayor, August 3 1886, the
officers
of the City of Iortland. municipal
were directed to
take the lot of land in said city known as
Market Square for a public park or
square if
they deem the same suitable
therefor;
and a hearing having been
given to all interested, under notice duly posted published,

by Architect Stevens.
The people of Cumberland Millslhave increased their cash contributions for Eastport
to $30, and sent by Monday’s steamer a barrel and two large boxes of clothing and bedding of at least $125 in value.
Remember the usual temperance meeting
at the Gospel Mission tonight, at 7.30 o’clock.
The Rev. Mr. Crosser, of the First Presbytean church, will address the audience.
All
are invited to attend.
Ordered, that this Board, acting as, and
Mrs. Francis M. Richardson, of the office
being the municipal officers of said city,
of the Supervising Architect of the Treasuhereby take, accept, allow and establish said
Market Square for a public park or
ry Department, lost a very valuable library
square
for the use of the City of
of 800 volumes (the collection of
Portland, and we
many years)
have considered and estimated the
damages
in the recent fire at Eastport
sustained in their property by the several
The monthly meeting of the Woman’s Inowners thereof, by
taking the same Market
Square as a public park or square,as follows,
dian Association will be held in High street
to the City of Portland the sum of
nothing.
vestry this afternoon, at 3 p.m. All ladies
Alderman Briggs could see no reason
interested in the work for the Indians are
why
the Board should not be ready to act.
The
cordially invited to be present.
and
public
members have heard enough of
Mr. Foster, of the Maine
Central, has got the matter to
understand it.
out those convenient time-tables for the
Alderman Kicker said that he had entered
pocket, giving the fall and winter arrangethe Board considering himself Instructed in
ment of the arrivals and departures of all
the matter,had not heard anything to
the roads centering in this city, which has
change
his views and was perfectly
into
willing to go on
Just gone
effect.
record tonight.
The special services at Vaughan street
Alderman Briggs said that no action takchurch will be continued eacli evening this
en by the Board would
deprive any person
week excepting Saturday, Rev. M. C. Pen- [
of any legal rights and that he
dexter, assisting Monday, Tuesday and Wed- objecting
could see how the matter
might be carried
nesday, and Rev. T. Gerrish the remaining
through to the Supreme Court if any one had
evenings.
any claim.
The excavation made for the cellar of the
Alderman Beale said he was opposed to
Electric Light Company’s new buildiug on
the Old City Hall, but did not think the
Plum stTeet was flooded during the
storm, place suitable for a
monument.
and yesterday the water was drained off
by
Alderman Marks said that while n o one
means of a drain dug from the cellar to the
thought more of the valor of the soldiers
Plum street sewer.
During the work the than did
he, but that the action to be taken
men came upon an old
covered
with
well,
plank, about four feet below the surface of should be for the future as well as the present.
He referred to the legal objections
the sidewalk.
recently
raised, asking if the city would be required
to
assume
the
meeting of legal proceedings
Society of Natural History.
The meetings of the society were resumed which might be instituted. Alderman Marks
thinks that since last spring there has
last evening.
been
Dr. Wood announced the gift
a great change in public
opinion. He spoke
of seventy or more valuable books received
of some of thff chief objections to the site
from various scientific societies
during the raised at the last
hearings, and recommended
summer.
a conference with the Association.
Especial attention was called to the fine lot
Alderman Wilson said that if tiie exof beetles, moths and butterflies collected
and mounted by Mrs. JaneJF. Morse of Gor- pression of opinion at the polls last spring
ham, the mother of Prof. Edward S. Morse. had been the result of an article in the election warrant he should have acted under it
A letter was read from Mr. P. C.
Manning or resigned his
seat, but under Tne circumof this city, while visiting
Mackinaw, Midi.,
sending a plant allied to the salsify of our stances he opposed the granting of the site.
Alderman Sawyer moved that the vote be
vegetable gardeus.
taken by yeas and nays. The vote resulted
Hr. Wood exhibited a banana plant grown
in defeating the passage of the
in his green house; the fr.i ; had
resolution, as
ripened follows:
and was fully equal to anything brought into
Yes-Aider men
the market from the tropics.
Kicker, Sawyer and
Briggs.
Donations were announced of copper ore
No-Aldermen Beale, WIIsod, McMahon
from Tuscany through the librarian of the
and Marks.
The refusal to pass the resolution settled
University of Vermont; reptiles, &c., in alcohol, from the west coast of Africa, a gift the question, and no vote was taken on the
of William F. Emery; sections of two oak accompanying order.
trees gnawed off during the past season
Alderman Marks then introduced the folby
the small colony of beavers which are thriv- lowing:
ing under protection of some of the citizens
Whereas, in view of the great diversity of
opinion existing among our citizens in reof Andover, Me.; lizard skin, from
Captain gard to the
location of tiie proposed Soldiers’
Hayden; stuffed lizard, from George B. Lur- Monument in Market Square,
and tiie unani.
ing; gold ores from the Haile mine, South xuuus expression in iavor or its being built
on
some
it
is
site,
from
Robert I. Raymond—a letter
Carolina,
Moved, that a committee of three on the
from the donor being read; a check for $200
part of this Board, the
from Mrs. Mary C. Greenlcaf (sister of the with such as the Council Mayor being one,
mav join,
be appointed to confer with the Portland Soldiers
poet Lamgreiiow).
and Sailors Monument Association or
Vice President Thompson gave notice that
such
committee as
they may appoint, for the purhe should at some future meeting move that
pose of ascertaining whether said differences
this «200 and also the $1500 invested funds
may not be reconciled.
of the Society be restored to the
Alderman Sawyer said that it seemed to
library
fond,
him the proposed action was boyish. The
Ilr. Wood read a paper on mosses.
Monument Association have raised the
Specimens of the peristomes of several mosses money to build the monument and asked
for
were shown under the
microscope, and Mr. the site which they desired. This has been
Fuller threw photographic views
refused them, and the Alderman did not
upon tiie
screen.
think it becoming in this Board to
attempt
to tell the Association what site
The Woman’s
they shall
Auxiliary of the Y. M. select.
C. A.
Alderman Marks offered to withdraw' the
The Executive Committee of “The Wom- motion but the
Mayor objected as it was bean’s Auxiliary” to the
Young Men’s Chris- fore the Board.
tian Association,’’ will
give a reception to
Aldermen Kicker and Briggs agreed with
tiie members of the
Auxiliary tomorrow eve- Alderman Sawyer.
ning. from eight to ten o’clock, at the Y. M.
Alderman Wilson moved the passage of
C. A. rooms on
Congress street. Every mem- the order and the vote resulted four to three
ber of the
Auxiliary is most cordially invited in favor, Aldermen Beale, Wilson, McMahon
to be prssent,
accompanied if desired by a and Marks voting yes.
gentleman escort. Admission will be
The Mayor appointed on the part of this
by
Auxiliary membership tickets which must Board as the committee, the
Mayor, Aiderbe shown at the door.
Music, refreshments, men Marks and Wilson.
and social intercourse will
render the eveNEW' RTBEETS,
ning pleasant and add fresh interest to the
The committee on
out new
laying
reported that they had laid

Auxiliary work-.

Dairy Maids’ Festival.
The Dairy Maids’
Festival, witli an assembly, will be repeated tomorrow evening
n City
Hall, with some change in the pro-

gramme. The ladies will be in the
morrow afternoon and

hall towill have on hand a
variety of articles for sale.
They hope to
greet many of their friends and
patrons during the

afternoon and evening.
Theta Delta Chi.

tJ1!6 ^I?ieth

annual

the
un-

Charge, NovemYoung's Hotel,
he

on

the 19th

instant, at 7.30 p. m. Hon. Joseph Bennett,
Eta, ’84, will be the orator, and Jesse F. Libby, Esq., Eta, ’82, the poet.

streets

Wescott
street, from Ellsworth to O street, 215.87 feet
in length and 50 feet wide; O street from
Ellsworth to Charles street, 480.11 feet long
out

and 40 feet wide; Osgood street from Island
avenue to Pond Grove cemetery', Peaks'
Island. Wescott and Osgood were accepted.

The order In relation to O street was tabled
for a month to allow the board to examine
the street.
STREET

convention of
will be held

Theta Delta Chi
Fraternity
der the auspices *f the Eta
ber 17th, 18th, 19th, 1886, at
Boston. The banquet will

ployed, the

company to receive

825,000. The
completed between the parties
embodies those provisions.
Alderman Beale claimed that tho
authority
was given the committee at a
meeting when
he, the city’s gas agent, was not present and
that the action was discourteous to
him he

deerinc

park.

LIGHTING.

Alderman Briggs filed the contract eptcred
into between the committee on street lighting and the Consolidated Electric Light
Company of Maine. The committee were
authorized at a special meeting of the Council to make a contract with tiie electric light
company for lighting the streets for one
year from Nov. 1, 188C, not less than 160 arc
lights and 250 incandescent lights to be em-

And Establish a Site

streets.

High street,

is more generally
known as New High street, at present stops
at Portland street.
The eastern line of
Deering Park proper, extends but a short
distance east of State street. There is a
large triangular piece of land where the line
ceases (the acute angle of which terminates
at the Park line) which is now used as a
driveway to the Park is owned by the city,
and embraces about one acre. This triangular piece of land stretches
just below Portland street towards the property of the Casco Tanning Company.
It is proposed to extend High street from its present terminus
on Portland street to the
junction with
Green street at Deering’s bridge.
The
amount of land embraced in this proposition
is about 280,000 square feet, or seven acres.
This laud it is proposed to throw into the
Park, thus increasing its areage one fifth
more, making a park—with the city property
just mentioned—of 43 instead of 35 acres,
the latter being its present size. The cost of
land on the opposite side of Portland street*
has been, we are told, about fifty cents a
foot, and of course, it would be less on the
lower side.
Providing this property is taken and
thrown into the Park, and beautified as it
would be, the house lots on the extended
High street, would vary from 130 feet square,
at the junction of Portland street, to 50 feet
square at the junction with Green street.
These lots would be among the most attractive in the city, fronting on the Park, with

foliage and shrubbery, fountains and
statuary, of which latter there will be examples in a few years. Furthermore the proposed improvement would wipe out what

An order was passed,
providing for the
payment of 81100 to the Public Library as
the city’s annual gift.

of the
vile odors that have been written about, the
slaughter houses and the tanning establishments that border tile Park.
The parties

PASSED.
the committee on streets to
contract for the purchase of 10,000
square
yards of granite paving blocks, no part to he
for until after tne appropriations for
1887.
Authorizing the City Treasurer to
give a deed of a lot of land on the westerly
side of B street to Alexander Stuart, at 8
ORDERS

a

whose property would have to be purchased
would be that of the Casco Tanning company, B. Adams, Cumberland House, Lewis
Pierce, John Loring, Mary Preble heirs, J.
W. Plaisted, Thompson, Fowler & Co., and

i...

Crosby &

dwelling erect-

our

THE MUNICIPAL DEBT.

HAVERLY’S

The communication was ordered on file,
Mayor’s suggestion embodied in an
order instructing the finance committee to so
consider and report.
MISCELLANEOUS.
A communication was received from
City
Auditor
Nowell, stating that the appropriations for advertising and drains and
sewers
had been expended.

time ago. They go through with all the drill
and various features that made Bartholomew s horses such a success.
Of course all
tiie various acts were well received, aud Ed.
Hall s banjo playing gave great
pleasure.
I he change of programme could not be
fully
carried out, as the troupe have not
yet rei
ceived the costumes.

Permission was granted the New England
telegraph and Telephone Company to place
a pole on Market Square.
•
Thomas H. Randall was appointed a special

policeman at the alms house.
The order transferring the claim of Granville If. Cloyes from the committee on
judicial proceedings and claims to the committee
on fire department was returned from
the
lower Board in non-concurrence. The Board
adhered to its former action. Other papers
from the lower Board passed in concurrence,
the Board then adjourned.

HOBSON A CRANE.
Tonight Robson and Crane will appear at
Portland Theatre as Falstaff and Slender in
“Merry Wives of Windsor.” The Pittsburg

Commercial says: “With a comedy that lias
kept the stage from the time it was first presented to the present time, not to mention
the popular opera built upon the plot of the
comedy; with Robson aud Crane as the centigtralures supported by a thoroughly efficient company, with the best audience of the
season both in respect to size and
culture,
the success of last night’s representation
can be easily inferred.
The audience contained some of
the best Shakespearean
students of the city. The applause was at
no time turbulent or
malapropos. But a
genuinely intellectual enthusiasm was developed from the beginning of the play, and
when the climax of comedy was readied the
delight of the assemblage was complete.”
Gnmmer’s orchestra will play the following programme at Portland Theatre this

PETITIONS BEFEBKED.
Of Forest City Sugar
Refinery for $636.30
expense of removing sewer deposits.
Of Stewart Wooster for damages
by reason
of the revocation of an order
allowing him to
move a wooden building.
Of D. W. EeLacheur and others to
grade
Gilman street.
•Of J. H. Wolf for damages from a defective sewer on the corner of Fore and Franklin streets.
Of Lucretia H. Small for
damages from
ehanging the grade of Portland street opposite Deering Park.
Di AM. Sawyer and other.?
n a sewer
on Chatham street.
01
Jones for license as an auction-

Dv

and

(Granted.)

iudsor

STODDARD LECTURES.
Thursday evening next Mr. John L. Stoddard will give the first of his course of lectures for tiie season of 1886-7 in the Stockbridge course. The subject of this opening
lecture will be “Napoleon III., and the Fall
°f
aris.
In this lecture the circumstances
attending the career of this remarkable historic character, from the time of his birth to
that of his election to the presidency, and,
subsequently, to the time of his fall at Sedan
and his final entering upon the “dreamless
sleep, receive attention, and, with the lecturer s well known ability, are set forth with
a clearness, fidelity to truth and
graphic interpretation which render the subject most
fascinating. The illustrations accompanying this lecture fittingly second the efforts of
the lecturer, and greatly enhance the interest of tiie presentation, as they also enforce
the significance of the text. This lecture has
just met w;ith excellent receptions in Brooklyn and Philadelphia.
THE

Mr. Trefethen offered the petition of A. S.
Oliver and others, for a brick sidewalk on
the easterly side of Waterville street.
The
petition was read and sent up.
The order transferring the Back Bay appropriation to the committee on drains and
sewers was passed in this board
by a vote of

Ware,

the enterprising manager of the Boston and Portland Clothing
Company. This
firm, always on the alert for everything new,
got 500 of the $1 denomination from the Sub-

Treasury in Boston for distribution among
their patrons.
These handsome, new, crisp
hills, a full description of which has been
given in the Press, will doubtless be
welcomed by the most of our people.
The Y. M. C. A. Course.
Tlic second entertainment in the Y. M. C.
course will be given at City Hall on
Wednesday evening, November 10, and will
lonsist of singing by the celebrated Weber
Quartette of Boston, and elocutionary readngs by Miss Annie Coffin of the same city.
The Weber Quartette Is one of the best
irganizations of its kind in the country, and
Miss Coffin is an attractive young lady and a
inished elocutionist. Course tickets have
jeen reduced in price for the
remaining
leven entertainments.

Foreign Missions.
The semi-annual meeting of the Maine
irancli of the Woman’s Board of Foreign
Missions will be held at Bangor, in the Hamnond street church, on Wednesday, Nov. 3d,
it 10 a. in. Entertainment will be provided
!or all who may attend.
Retura tickets will
>e given over the M. C. R. R. at the station

where the tickets

are

purchased

Failure of C. D. Thome* A Co.
The failure of C. 1). Thornes fc Co., fish

lealers, is reported. What the amount of
issets and liabilities is, is not yet known. It
s thought the liabilities will amount to
ibout $15,000, which are due to both Portand and Boston parties.

\ icoliii

Waltzes—Elfle..""" Baker
Selection from Opera Knnlnje (by request),
Jakobowski
—,
Polish
Dance (by request).Scliarwenka
Waltzes—Soiree d’Ete.Walilteufel

with.

which we have seen in any quantity was
shown us yesterday morning by Mr. W. C.

Wednesday evenings:

Overture—Motives from Merry Wives of
W

Df Adolph T. Ulmer for permission to
erect and maintain a
stationary steam engine
at 11 Market Square. (Granted.)
Subject to the approval of the City Marshal, permission was granted to Nathan
Deering to keep a billiard hall at St. Julien
Hotel; to Solomon Schryver to keep a pawn
broker’s shop; of Charles A.Siteman to keep
a fish market at 32 India street.
In Common Council.
Absent, Messrs. Cushing, Rumery and
Parker.
The reading of the records was dispensed

The New Silver Certificates.
The first lot of new silver certificates

MINSTRELS.

Haverly’s Minstrels drew a great audience
to the theatre last night, as was to have been
expected. In the morning they made a
street parade through the
principal avenues,
in which Dr. Sawtelle’s great troupe of
perSt.
Bernard dogs was the principal
forming
feature. In the evening these dogs proved
the greatest source of delight, as they were
when they exhibited at the Bijou rink a
long

and the

Could Not Buy the Shell Heap.
This is a cry that seems to be
absolutely
wanting in veneration. One of the special
points of interest along the coast liBe is the
‘‘Underwood Shell Heap,” a relic of the
past, that is most highly prized hv the nrn_
prietors of the Underwood Springs. Recently a gentleman called upon one of the
officers of the Underwood Water Company
and offered to buy the great shell
heap. lie
would take it away, he said, and grind the
shells. He was promptly informed that the
“heap” was not for sale, and that the company would never be a party to such an act
of vandalism.

to

a

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

ing.

Adjourned.

interesting

much interest.

that the matter be referred to the finance
committee to consider some plan of refund-

18 yeas and no navs.
The paper in regard to the claim of Granville II. Cloyes was recommitted to the committee on claims in non-concurrence.
The report and order on the laying out’of
Osgood street were laid on the table In this
board. Mr. Roberts thought a street ten
feet wide ridiculous, and Mr. Trefethen said
that it wasn’t right to the Island to
give the
people there such a street. Why, said he, it
won t be a year before they will come
asking
for the street to be widened ten feet.
People will buy land and put up cottages on that
street and they don’t want to put them
up on
a lane.
If it is necessary to pay a man for
his land for the street, pay him what is right
and take the land.
The people desire a
street and will be satisfied with anything at
present because they want to get to their
graveyard without going through a man’s
cowyard. But it would be better to give
them nothing rather than’ a mere ally like
this proposed street.

It will be

scheme is
under way and they wiU await results with

A communication was read from the
Mayor, announcing that on the first of July, 1887,
$027,500 of bonds issued in aid of the Portland & Rochester railroad would become due
and must be provided for. He recommended

eer.

Sweetsir.

citizens to know that such

NOTES.

ers,

Saturday.

‘“Shadows of a Great City” will be played
at Portland Theatre the 15tli, 16th and 17th
instant.
Mr. John Fiske, who is to deliver an extended course of lactures on subjects conthe revolutionary' war at the
i',with
Old South church in Boston, will lecture at
the I ark street church in this
city next Monday evening on "The Treason of Arnold.”
no

ministers'

Meeting.

■

of Constantinople was an Italian, and
lis board of advisers, instead of
being alder, nen and
councilmen, is simply a board of
, nayor

,

ouncilmen.

The Turks he described

as

in-

t

ensely selfish•and narrow, holding with
j ireat tenacity to their religious views and
<
onsidering all unbelievers wrong. They
, sake a great deal out of
little, living in higli
tate on a very small capital.
A hearty vote of thanks was tendered the
* octor for his
very interesting address.
The regular order of the morning was an
by Rev. Dr. Bashford on the theme
I ddress
flow to promote revivals?” The speaker
lahued that this was a most important qqes|
ion as it was

evident there is need of a
f evival in righteous thought and righteous
iving. *<ueh a condition may be brought
8 bout. 1st,
by tlie pastor being in a revived
8 tate; 2d,
by reaching tlie church through its
' arious appointments;
3d, through effort to
iliueuce tlie outside element by personal
ffort and through church members. A very
p rofitable discussion
followed in which
J tessrs.
Blauchard, Cousins,Wright, flaniels,
1 barren, Bayley, Hallock and Dalton took
p art.

The New Art School.
All persons who
may wish to avail thems es of the
opportunity offered by the art
-bool to be established
by the Society of
■rt, will find lists at the rooms of the society
o a
Wednesday afternoon and evening Nov 5in her 3d. The
number of scholars is limi11 id, owing to the size of the room, and all
v ishing to attend tlie school should make
1 leir applications as
early as possible. Full
h [formation will be given by tlie committee
b charge.

1011

394
1846
3846

|s''w“

hibition

We make

Overcoats for

no

Inquire

meeting of the Irish AmerL
Relief Association, held at their hall last
evening, the fallowing officers were elected:
President—Timothy E. Hartnett.

ex-

some cut

and $5.00.

prices.

$6.00.

qualities and

Boys’ Knee Pant Suits

at

and $5.00.

W,

MALE—House

O.

THE

WANTED.

8KNTEK.__*

come
i>ceau

tickets to 8an Francisco from New York
vto Panama, by City of Para, sailing Nov. 1st;
Colon, Nov. 8th,; for Cabin, $60; Steerage, $30.
30-1

_

WANTED—Oentl*

in'll particular, and

bottom price

MAINE, West Buxton, Me.

LADIES’ HOSE.

TIT ANTED-To get

Today, Tuesday,

io*S. "c7

horse to keep for the

a

IVANTBJb—Not cash but fun. To make it
▼ f
we will sell
K. C. Burts best hand made
fair stitch French kid boots for $5.25. N B
This boot cost 50 cents more then the fudge
Uealers
Portland:
SMART, 480 Congress 8t., opposite
1 reble
27-1
House._
—

rV^2lh"v,y.qU.,ck

party with dve hundred

* »
dollar, to buy hall Interest, one ot the best
uselul novelties; new and orlgnal; no
competion;
best out (or Thanksgiving, Christmas and New

ears gilts lorders
ahead; profit.,
Address NOVELTY, Press Office.

100 percent.

27-1

buJ U.0OO cast
WA*.T,f,Dr;To
o( all kinds. Highest cash

address Immediately, MR.
Middle St., Portland, Me.

e;au or

off clothing
price iiahL
8. LEVY 97
27-1

WANT* D-Sale,man with an established
with dry goods and merchant tailora stable line ol good, on commission. Address BOX 1115,
Springfield, Mass.

y*—to sell
ing trades,

26-4

_

DEATHS.
North Windham, Oct 22, Win. N. Brazier,
years lo months.
Frveburg, Oet. 30, Miss Martha Stickuey,
79 years 3 months.
New Gloucester. Oct. 27. Mrs. Catharine M.
Churchill, aged 73 years 3 months 3 days. L[Other
papers copy.]
In Lisbon Falls, Oct. 21, Mrs. Ada E„ wife of
V A. Hogan, aged 27 years 9
months,—daughter
of Daniel and Sarah Smith.
In Gardiner, Oct. 10, Sarah E„ wife of David

The

W.

S.

A.

The latest Improvement in

„,Jn

CORSETS !
IS‘HI

years.

Ifiiii

In South Gardiner, Oct. 9,
Augustine G. Wakeyears.

Emma A., wife of Arthur
u
o'irdlli'.er'aged 30 years.
S.
Fliilbrook.
Iu Lower Blddelord, Oct. 21, W. U. H. Cole. of
Boston, aged 46 years.

via Halifax.

|2ftth Navember.
nth December.
23d December.

SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLAND.

nov-'eodem

Change in Business.
HAVING PURCHASED THE

*

Sroccry and Provision Business,

58 FREE STREET MARKET,
f George H. McKenuay A Go., I wish to
1 ssure his former
patrons that a contlnl lanee of their
patronage will be appre,

luted.
My endeavor will be to keep a Firstlass Market, deliver goods carefully
, nd
promptly, and at the Lowest Casn

j 'rices.
An earlr call from such as have not
ealt with the former firm will be grati-

J fin».

TKI.KPIIO.Vi: NO. 404.

They

C. FARRINGTON.

Portland. Nov. 1,18*0.

from Dyspepsia,
and Too

nov2dlw

notIcIl

»

f IIHE stockholders

ofliie

In

l'"a?aml‘aot

f&fSSS-

2d‘ To
on' the
at the Treasurer.
of
3d. To choose Directors
f< * the ensuing year. 4th. To
any
b .islness that may
properly come lie'ore them.
1U
Clerk.
Portland. Nov, 1.
c
r >nort
■port

^it m?

lss>A^

oth”

T(J,tKK^.

notice.

CHINA FIRED
FOR AMATEURS.

-

N A SUPERIOR MANNER.

'!*

ANTED—A good capable
VIJ
v V
housework lu a small

r
L

nRivtn

TlP’. f"?

1 *>«

tbla »ay formed a CO
Arm name of j. H. &
a,,d Urupery

iftaS£,it»kepfSK'MeI;u,*,b,‘r

•ierem1 iah hDLord,
AS

Steep Palls, Nov. l, 1880

''°Kn„„2dlw

»a*d
of1CumberlsentiOUrt
Cumberland, against the estate of said Counfy

teT%rptC:i.,rsi-.i:n'‘,,,r-

1,000

LADIES’ RUBBER GOSSAMERS
To Be Given

something entirely new.
WANTKD—Ladies;
perfectly sbnple and easy, ladles and yonug
prut In city or country can earn a good salary
»ork sent by mall, distance no
objection, no canrasstng. Address, AID SUPPLY CO„ No. 43
Eliot

REl BEN A. DREW’, of
Portland,

Debtor,
petition of
said ifehin? ^hJn1.ln^l!'5nt was
flled
ll>e Hist
dav
D’ 188°-to wh|eh date InteresVoif
claim."
sIpn.clatms is to be computed.
said
Debmr'SmPffi!'.*"** ?*auy tleh's to °‘ a,'ybvprop'
on

on

St., Boston, Mass.

signers of his estate,

held at a Court of
I’rohntc Court Room, In

Jald0
Po«}randbe,h?iW'!J1‘.at
A l) 188.?»t tHtl**,fifteenth

day

of

on

writ-

0OV2&U

M. C. IM. Association.
Maine Charitable
A bMe7hanW1i£ETl.f’(i 0,,he
wlu be held In the Liimry
Bulld*ng.
Thunduy
Itieu
nJw *EK1cs
4,h’ at 7 80 o'clock.
nov".l"if
”0Y2d8t
_R. B. SWIFT. Sec.
oil

POLICE NOTICL'.

FISHER’S SHOE STORE,
©•*« Bracken sail % «rk AtreeU.

novl

HALE HELP,

d3t

[XT'ANTED—A

28-1_

TV

WINSLOW,

Intelligent

Please

ANTED—V bov, seventeen years old, who
understands all kinds of farm work or the
of horses, wants a home. Address BOX

] 999, City.

Chairman.

FOUND.

Exchange. Congress, Fraukltu or
Breast Plate and Traces,
Lincoln streets,
LOST—On
liver and Nickel trimmings.
The
a

voung ladies of

f

Under will
lease leave at UEO. M. N KLSON'S harness shop,

Ixchange street.14
P

remember,
when you
Trunk or Bux. Hint « We
Hie
**meni
Wood
ieeps
Trunks
nid 1st stole agent for Ylutne; also
.entber Bags of till kinds.

1 vtitit n
■

J

274
LOST AND

°n

2d It

TRUNKS.

boy to tend furnace, shovel
V?
snow and do errands. Apply to SYMOMis
* t LIBBY, First National Bank Building,

are

rHand.CaUa0r3wlf1 bT^lSEl
tdmKk:
«vENliNor,*?v.t2e^v:&"uun*fe, B,
E.

—

of

__

lUlred. Address

AT

now

machine, for due work on ladles' •
goods
Address
CATON BEOS, & BIXBY,
<>ctasd2wFoxboro. Mass.

itraw

&
ICumberland.
DfflyhefKl
solvency
County
lor said

A #ne pair of Ladles’ Glove Top Tipped Button
loots and a Gossamer for *1.76,

for coming season.
engage
WANTED—To
a few- Arstclass operators
Wilcox & dibbs’

November,

^^r^^^^TTve

LADIES’ RUBBER GOSSAMER.

FEMALE HELP,

TJ&bt2

will be

this Week.

EVERYBODY

or

-fr'KbSLt ,awVl,ry

Away

who buys a pair of Ladles' Boots,
to cost (1,60, *1.78. $2.00, or more, will receive a

303

Press'cmce^*"'"''*-!®'

That

MonrVaMTrTeT's
l ead of Cross
^fiirnaee Norfh
largeVart ii l*0"1 repalr; “e»ted
Street_
I^AW^t©
w
s^reer, 164®MldSe^rtreet. " |
land Center to Y'arniouth tillage,
FOI'VII

mi

l

a shawl,
calling on A. W

rdFleasaAn?StsK- * SHAW’ ^nctl'in^

he owner can have the same by
IOYKB. Falmouth, paying for advertisement, and

» roving

street

GEO.

a

Shepherd pup, black

Five dollars reU with tali breast and
ard will be paid the party that leaves him at
HIS OFFICE^22-2

&

2-i
™L±_
MALK-At a bargain; furniture and* iw
I/Oll
€ tures of Beal’s Hotel, Norway. Mafue
S^'r
>articulars, apply to A. K. FAUL, Proprietor. 2 l

same.___27-1

[ OST-Suuday evening

F°mon^T
^f^eCownercan®S^a^IX-^a^i^'
^
2276
■dUn*
Commercial

J; iio.

the

Somers,
Hatter, leading
] FOUNDhatter and furrier, has the largest line of furs
lid fur trimmings In Portland.
BOM Kits, the
jj latter, 263 Middle Btreet. directly opposite the

feet.

4

1
I
1

r
■

-Nice, pleasant
ro unfurnished,
with board at 92
LET

rooms,

197 Vliddle Street.

iOLD WATCHES!

SPECIAL offer In GOLD WATCHKH if vnu
^ ^uy wooii it would pav you to call early'
«l"»y» on hm.3,
al
th*,lnws- p*"*" “"'a' » sp*0'* 1,7,?’“
my Prlfes In the big show
" nL.
n,-W ,tore- 177 Mll)1,L,!
NTKEKT,
“ ■arthep "7
oetedAw
II. LAMBOW.

J!
a

SSKa*tSC.kBuf,55!E

_c.

CIDER BARRELS

Boons.
furnished or
FREE ST.
29-2
•

\

octlS-tf

girl to do general
family; a girl from
“lG<

of

their

a
a
l
at
No. 170
C ommerclal street, Portland, on Tuesday the
u Inth day of November
next, at 2 o'clock
the
a .ternoon, to act on the
following: articles 1st To

32 Plum Street.

FBnAUi: HELP.

that on the first
**£ notice,
November.
A. D. 1888. a Warrant In
Insolvency was issued by Henry C Peabody

Central Wharf Tow
Motltted

HORSE & CARRIAGE HART,

In Eagle Hotel, Middle St., corner of India.
hours, 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6 and 7 to 10 p. m.
18-6

Insolvency.

Hoods, Etc.

You can save money by buying from

parlors
Office

THi!.
)?,
,o»y of

no v

that
LiS'nn.Vl,,m,iaIiTiil!S?eTSby
2
bc,'d the ofUce,

Suits,

Test ami Business Medium, has returned from
Her vacation, and can
again be found In her

~

:.

From 50 Cents to $10 Each.

G. M. 8TANWOOD & CO., 261 and

people of Portland to know
SNOW, Magnetic Physician,

for the County of Cumberland,
Maine.
November I.A.D. 1880.
°f REUBEN A- DREW, Insolvent

uu * "

.

j

^Debtor

THOUSANDS OF THE*.
FIFTY DIFFERENT STYLES.

ANTED—The
W
»T
that MRS.

°glt.of
Insolvency
State

eodtf

HORSE BLANKETS;

our

Foot of India street.

RINES BROTHERS,

<>«30

orders for collecting city offal
WANTED—All
to be left at
office after this date. Telephone 980.

HATTER,

237 MIDDLE STREET

a

;

..

In

I

reasonable rates, with good care and accomrao^
ilations. B. G. COBURN, Box 175, Gorham, Me.

™

of

THE
j

Horses to board
lew horses
WANTED—
would be takeu to board by the subscriber,
at

.*60 and *150
Ve.
52and (*80..Return
Intermediate*30
Return. *60
Steerage.*13
Return at lowest rates.
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov.dtf

„„

Itf

|

Rule, el P.u.|,

_

Ah

& CO.,

IFroiu Portland

stkamfru
»****»**.

niHDTOli SERVICE. (Avonmouth Dock.)
From Avonm’th| STEAMERS. IFrom Portland!
11-h November.! Texan,
2d
December.
2oth November ; Dominion,
16th December.

d^ightef
*
*

whTppue

|

Oregon,
ISthNovember, Vancouver,
-d December.
Sarnia,

Inunof Sprat Tm Highly.
“I have used .Hood’s Sarsaparilla for a blood purifier In my lamily several years, and cannot speak
too highly of It." J. K.
Collins, Pi qua, O.
“I cannot find words strong enough to
express
my feeling In favor of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It has
done everything for me,
curing me of dyspepsia
with which 1 had suffered
many years.’’ Mrs. 8.
M. Bkkdk, Marblehead, Mass/

<11 market H*aare.

ANTED— An active agency to represent
\\T
v f the manufacturers of a
popular regenerative
gas lamp; equals electric 1 igbt; invention new
aud meets with general favor all over the United
States. Address the Wasserman Keg. Gas Lamp
Co., No. 1005 Arch st., Philadelphia. Pa.
8-4
WANTBD-The public to know that J. D.
Piano
and
CHENEY,
Organ tuner has a
yv
slate at Horse R. R. station
opposite Preble
House. P. O. address Deerlng Maiue. Recapping piano hammers a specialty.
29-4

»*1LHB DATED.

From

12-tf

_____

MERRY,

I

\Vr A Iff T KD -Six thousand dollars at five per
v ?
cent. for five years on real estate In Portland. Gilt Edge
security. For further particulars enquire of O. D. RICK, 251 Commercial 8t

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (da Londonderry.*

fHLN2vembSr-

No Words of Ours

CHARGES MODERATE

DOMINION LINE.
1886-7-WINTER ARRAMJEMENTK-1886-7
Sailing between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Movllle and Halifax.

Liverpool.

Can tell you the benefit you will derive from
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, If you are in need of a good
medicine. It will strain all impurities from the
blood, rouse the torpid liver, Invigorate the digestive organs, and impart uew life to every function
of the body. We only ask you to try a single bottle to prove tlie positive merits of Hood's Sarsapa-*
Ilia, as an honest and reliable medicine.

know

clothing;
second-hand carpets (or which I will pay
the very highest cash price.
Please send postal
and I will calL Address MRS.
No 156 Federal Bt„ city.
21-2

29

Bok&vaff jNEDICiN£

TKE29-4

.7
Ljrtgtffe ^Qood care and very light work. M.
H. TYLEMh l1
504 Fore street.
28-1

shall offer one case of 105
dozen Ladies’ German merino mixed
Hose, full flu.
with
French
ished,
Feet and Fnbleaehed Heels and
Toes. Colors are dark and medium Oxford and two
shades of Brown. Price 85 cents
per pair. This Is
one of the best values we have
ever offered at the
price. Are our own direct importation aud made the
,ms8a|fe °* 14 da>" ,POB* Bremen,
via New Fork, to our store. Examination
solicited.
we

Ladies and gentlemen to
WANTEDthat I buy and pay cash for east off
also

Ilearty Eating. A
feet remedy Tor l>£zzlnesa, Nausea, Drowwidcps, Bod Tnsto in the
Mouth, Coated Tongue,
Pain in the Side, Ac.
They regulate the Bowl»l« and prevent Coustiand Piles. The Bmallttst and easiest to take.
EpJ00one
In a vial, Purely Veg*
a
40
dose.
Only
pill
stable. 1‘rii i* as cents. 6 vials by mail forf 1.00,
CO., EropVs, New York.

The cut below represents the way we trim
Gents’ Coats with FCK, Otter, Beaver, Nutria and
Heal.
EXAMINE OI K PRICEi.

1>ABE
and Hamburg
A A grape CHANCE—-Grapery
vines In full bearing for sale low. Apply to J. P. Baxter, 61 Deerlng street.
29-1

_

indigestion

I

who wish warm, dry
feet to call at 653 Congress, corner Oak St.,
and get a pair of flannel lined grain
creedmoors,
waterproof and the best boot out; every pair warranted. J W. TURN ER.
80-1
mien

J?Jarmin5dS!?-

.i

I

—Passengers for California to
WANTED
immediately and purchase cheap
steamer

lu Cumberland Mills, Oct.
30, by Rev. E. M
U. Dunn aud Miss Selma J. Abrahamson, Goth of Westbrook.
In Auburn. Oct. 16, John F. Otis and Miss
Lucy
M. Libby.
John
W.
13'
Knox
of
West
n
Gardiner
and Miss Geneva W. Johnson of Gardi-

[ffi in
[Positively Cured by
Piiia*
iP&RTFDO tlioa© Little
also relieve Di*

A great many Thousands of Dollars worth to
select from.
Beaver Muffs <5.00 and upwards.
Beaver Sets $12 and upwards, and all of our
other Furs in the same proportion.

am obliged to sell the
AMERICAN HOUSE,
STABLES and LIVERY, situated in Ellsworth,
Maine. The house is
and ceutrally located.
finely
There has been more business the past season
than the house could accommodate. Terms easy.
Correspondence or Inspection solicited.
oct30dlw
A. I, MAUNDERS, Proprietor.

boTofWertlfe

SICK HEADACHQ

I Hit,

7mt

HAVING
I

Cousins, Albert

d&wlvurin

on

Block._

Kirn Natloual Bank o( Portland offers (or
sale the bouse on state street, recently occuby William E. Gould. Any person desiring
pied
to purchase will please call upon
FREDERIC.. ROBIE,
MARK r. EMERY.
at the Bank Building.
!
Portland, Oct. 11,1886.
octl2dtf

-

SCHOOL

—

And will begin the sessions for the year on
MONDAY KVKNINO, OCT. 18TH, at half past
seven o’clock. Classes will be formed in Arithmetic, Beading and Spelling, Penmanship, OrogS. History, Book-keeping and Singing.
raphy, U. will
Scholars
be granted the Reading Boom,
Amusement Room and Gymnasium of the Institution. Any resident of Portland dfteen years of
age, or over, may be admitted to the School for
one year, on presentation of a recommendation
from a responsible citizen, and the payment of one
dollar. Blank forms for recommendation may be
obtained on application to the Janitor at the rooms,
No. 4 tree Street
octl3-3w

Hotel Property (or Sale.
purchased a Hotel property at Bar
Harbor, which requires ray whole attention,

WARE.

OF THE

Will be formally opened

BOISE FOR SALE OS STATE STREET

In Saecarappa, Oct 30, by ltev. E. M
Cousins,
aDd M”- Elva A. Jackson.

®Prl

EVENING

Thursday Evening, October

House In flourishing city near Boston; furnished
complete, and paying $200 per month clear, year
round; always full; low reut; good location: never
changed hands; investigate. Address J. W. FERGUkSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.
13-12

MARRIAGES.

100 Doses One Dollar.

Voice-Training and Instruction In

PORTLAND FRATERNITY

12tf

PORTLAND, ME.

•

—

Heading._uctTdlm

THE

ANTED —A second hand counter about 16
\\T
vl
feet long and 2 feet wide. Anyone having
sucn can find a purchaser at 221 Spring 8t. W.
*
H.

if.

druggists. St; six for *6. Made only
HOOD 4 CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

Natural

MALE
Owner leaving the country will
FOBsacrifice
for $400, Boarding and Longing

255 MIDDLE ST.,

rains,

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Specialties:

....

milk cows, at

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

aud dwell-

LAUGHTON,

In nil Ita branrhea,
FALMOUTH HOTEL.

$2.00, $2.50, 1jM>BBUKY
HALK-New
TKWKE8FARM. Ocean St., Deerlng.

good

w. w.

orwl

E.

THAOfUl OF

ELOCUTIO N

—

All light keepers have been sent a circular
from the Department of the
Interior, Division of V oicanic Geology,
Washington, D. C.,
requia mg them to take note of the'occurrenee
of earthquake shocks, and
report their observations to said department. The circular
dehnes a strong shock, as one sufficient to
crack the walls of houses,
throw down
bricks from walls, chimneys, etc.
An interior view of the aforesaid fog
signal house,
now looks as if a quake of about that size
had shocked it.
Cabbages, which a few days ago were in
demand: right from the fields at $12 a
>u. suddenly tumbled to $8 or $G and none
wanted at that.
The crop in the town will
be, 1 judge, rather less than an average one.
Not because the season was not as favorable
for production as usual, but because unremunerative prices paid for several successive
seasons have discouraged the farmers from
raising them.
Certain farmers are in the habit ot accumulating immense heaps of compost, a large
proportion of which, in many cases, is fish
offal and putrid lobsters, the latter
emitting
a more noxious and
sickening effluvia, perhaps, than the other decomposing matter.
These deposits are almost
invariably made
on high ground, where the rains
may carry
the rich
of
juices
fertilizing
decomposition
into the surrounding grass
land.
Ponds
from which ice iscut, and wells from which
water for drinking and cooking is taken, lie
at a much lower level and in
heavy
like the recent one. the wash from the deposits must inevitably be borne to the
sources of water supply. I will not undertake
to say that the recent cases of diphtheria aud
typhoid fever in this town are traceable to
the source indicated, but it looks that
way.
Several coasters rode
out the storm at
Richmond Island. There were no mishaps to
shipping so far as can be seen or heard.

<*t2

urulmit

SABAH
—

No. 127 Western Promenade, occupied by the late William T. Small.
The house is new and in thorough repair and contains all modern conveniences. Its situation is
unsurpassed by any in the city. For price and
terms Inquire at the house, ISABEL It. SMALL.
16 4

a desire to negotiate for all that
it not already preempted by

tress

hlix/>tr

...

MISS

—

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00

colleague at fog signal.
tliejr
Two gentlemen, announcing themselves as
citizens of Buffalo, N. Y., drove to this
place a few days ago. prospecting for an eligible hotel site. After viewing and expressing their admiration of the Cape headland,

I WO |\ 8 L l\0

&

flimiflirs*

U. A. OKAY, A. 3ft. EnnclpalTik„.

scnI8

carpets, tapestry and ingrain. Kent $71 a mouth.
Price $‘joo. Cause of selling, sickness. Call or
address MISS L. FOY, 342 Tremont street, Boston, Mass.
i9-4

pairs Boys’ All Wool Knee Pants only 75 cts., FOB
SPECIAL BARGAIN, just received.
1000

excus-

MALE-A lodging house on Tremont
piOB
A
street, Boston, Mass., 18 rooms, all full:

350

ings without having to go outside ot the
building; also that the keepers on watch at
the lights may see the signal lanterns of

■

a

__M20-2

stock of BOYS’ REEFERS.
Men’s Leather Jackete in various

tion to be used in making the changes, embrace G more barrels of cement, some 1300
more bricks, between GOO and 760 linear feet
of two inch plank, besides other
lumber, and
two windows complete, with granite stools
and caps.
The results to be obtained are.
much greater floor room, more
space between boilers, more room in front of furnaces for •‘fixing,” also greater
space for machinery and to make it more easily accessible to the man in attendance.
The two extra windows are not alone t» afford better
but
to
enable
the
keeper on duty at the
light,

l,y G*

of

store in

L’OB MALE OK TO LET—House routalnA lng 12 ruoms, bath room, Sebagu, and heated by furnace: very pleasant, sunny location. Apply at 323 SPRING STB SET, or P. O. BOX 117(T

Large

sent to the sta-

Kicrllm T«aic.
received much benefit from the
.** Sarsaparilla as an excellent tonic
attack of bronchial pneumo“*eS *J,r,°,tract*d
11
v. H. Adams. New
Hartford, Conn.
Sarsaparilla lias done mean immense
J
amount of good.
My whole system has been built
“I’a™ strengthened, my digestion
Improved, my
head relieved of the had
feeling, and my throat
Irritation. I consider It the
Vf 1le 8.ev<re
best medicine
1 have ever used, and am glad to
speak ill Its praise.” Mary L. Pski.e, 26 Turuer street, Salem, Mass.

l.aiKH Hirert. Opp».iic City Hall.
A practical sehool of business, having a National College Bank, wltli a oasn capital of $200,000
organized In 1864. The best facilities offered.
Experienced teachers employed In each department. and thorough Instruction guaranteed. Tbe
short hand and type-writing taught by a practical
stenographer. Sessions, six days and evenings.
Kates very low. Catalogue free. Any further Information cheerfully furnished. Address,

fancy goods, 256 Middle 8t„ Portland, Me, 27-1

$7.00 and $8.00.

BEACH.

—.

On Wednesday Afternoons at 4 o'clock, at Mrs.
Caswell’s school rooms, DO Park street, beginning
Wednesday, Nor. 3. llr.. J.h. 4. Mellow,
will give a series of 12 talks on Kngli.h Eee.»y,
Illustrated by reading from tbe authors. Subjects:
■ tCka.reri '4, Spr.wrt 3, Nk.k..prri.a
Dr.wnli.u:
3. I.rrical
-I, Mbwhcpere;
Earn.; A, Mill..: f P.pr, ll.U.wnk .id
4'owuer; M, \% ur.l.worth nod l'olortdg«| t,
le, 1'r.m.o.
Mbeller, K. i.i. uud Ryroat
■ ad A mold
11, The ltr.«al.».| I’d, The
Ere Kapbnrlitr Eoeta. Course tickets $2.00.
Apply at 06 PAKK STKKKT. between land 3
o’clock p. m. on Wcducsduys, before Nov. 1.
scp27dtf

rooms; can finish two more;
furroom;
to
40
street.
28-1

tomers.

at

LECTURES

OH

ENGLISH LITERATURE.

STREET._

store

The work of altering the new fog-signal
house at the Cape, as before mentioned in
this correspondence, commenced last Thursday morning. The light-keeper is putin
charge of the job as superintendent, and Mr.
Levi O. Verrill of Pond Cove, has been engaged as foreman, mason, joiner and general-

Wentworth, aged 44

—

reut

Boys’ Overcoats

eoddm

PARLOR

4tf

H

extra values i

L SUAW, Principal.

auglD

MALE—One hack and two horses with
liaruesses. Also a sleigh hack
Apply at
BOV1)
26-1

14

two
nace;

Also,

open for bualnee. (lav
day. rack waek. For full pae

catalogue.

MALE.

a

SUBURBAN NEWS.

In
aged
In
aged

State street.

employed.

F.

*WK5,itr

REEFERS, CARDIGAN JACKETS, &c., &c. cated;tenements; bath
set laundry tubs;
cemented cellar. Good investment
let
probably show the largest and best variety of N. S. GARllINER,
Exchange
Boys’and Children’s Winter Overcoats to be found
MALE—Stock and fixtures of fancy
goods
for $700. We offer the stock
anywhere. Superior bargains are to be found at 130
first-class fancy goods
neighboring city
for $700,
$125 per year; sales $8,000:
desirable location, best class of
$1.50, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50 penses small,
Address C11ENERY
CO., wholesale

Treasurer—.lames Quinn.
Trustees-Thoruas McGinnis, Edward E. I.ogue,
Frank Ryan, James Mela ugh, Prank
Cunningham,
Philip 11. Hughes, P. F. McGuire.

__

Nt

thorough and experienced teach,
Hoorn,

T30K

A

We

Corresponding Secretary-Charles McCarthy.
Bookkeeper—.James Hollowood.
Assistant Bookkeeper—James White.

^rtion,

D

®

ME.

but

and evening «rx
Honiara Kina for

on

MALE—Two story house and ell In the
13OB
westerly end of the city. Quite centrally locontains 14

\ lee President—Daniel Gallagher,
ltecordiug Secretary-Edward O'Brien.

of

None

ora

P«B MALE—The stock and fixtures in one of
A
the finest grocery stores In the city; established over twenty years; for a parly of moderate
means; this Is one of the finest business chances
ever offered.
Address GROCER. P. (). Box lt;o»
1-1
__
TCOB MALE—£900.00 buys the stock, tixA lures, machines, tools aud good will of a
wholesale and retail candy manufactory; situated
on one of the busiest thoroughfares In the city.
Well established trade and everything convenient
for doing a good busluess.
A nice soda fountain,
also furnishings and machines fur an Ice cream
saloon. Will be sold at appraisal for cash, or will
exchange for propertv In the city, or within three
miles of the city.
Must be sold at once, as owner
is obliged to make a ehange In business. Enquire or address, I). RAY FROHUCK, No. 7 Portland street, city.2l»-l

At the annual

they evinced

at bl

FOB

only.

ULSTERS in very large variety of styles,
EXTRA LONG.

Shaw’s Business College
*
I’OItTLAN I>,

LET—House 21) Cushman street; newly
TOpapered
and painted, and In llrst class order.

trimmings

can

light-houses

*°u

sss?

Iw^aoqatr-

52 ffSZ

»KNT-Offlces and chambers suitable

ing

known to wear well.

Street.
uosess-

BENJ. SHAW, 48 Vj
jjtPl

street._2H-1

To those who are about
selecting articles of clothfor their winter outfit, we wish to
say, they will
find it an easy matter to make their selections from
our stock. There’s a litt le world
of Overcoats here—
the rough faced, smooth
faced, soft “nappy” material now so toney,”
stitched, corded or raw edge as
desired, sizes for small men and large. Fine Kersey
Overcoats in Black, Blue and Brown, made of serviceable materials, and from
that are
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lower tenement at No,
TW„!L.*tT-A first class
street; also several small bouses to
jfil 4J ',reen Post
office.
of J. C. WOODEnquire
w i v
S“ear
No.
MAN,
lufii/j, Exchange

WHY IS ITSO EASY TO CHOOSE

Average per cent. 95.2
A discussion ensued on the
study of language, the general opinion being that instruction in speaking and writing English
should be begun in the primary schools.
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BENT—Simp No. 41 Temple
FOB
now occupied by Mr. W. A. Lowe;

Average number attending
High School.
Grammar Schools.
Primary Schools.
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Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
E. O.

_

Average number belonging:
High school. 383
Grammar Schools. 1291
Primary Schools. 3542

aged 32

The ministers’ meeting of Portland and
vicinity was held at Y. M. C. A. hall yesterday morning at 10 o’clock, Rev. Dr. Dalton
in the chair.
After the transaction of business the association invited Rev. Dr. Bliss of Constantinople to speak. Dr. Bliss who has resided
In Constantinople over forty
years, gave
them an interesting off-hand address concerning the Turkish people, their habits of
life, modes of government, &c. He expressed a strong desire that the Russians.
vould not bo able to take Constantinople
md that the European
states, in his judgnent would not allow it. He expressed the
lesire that Constantinople might become a
'ree city. A Russian supremacy might in, irease tlie
maternal interests, but would
irevent moral and religious advancement.
Ie thought if Russia should get possession
, if the
Bosphorus it would mean death to
, ither
European powers. One odd item of
i nterest mentioned by Dr. Bliss was that the

BO

Whole number admitted:

Total.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

13-3^

Muffs
Hats, Caps, Fur Collars,
Gloves and Furs of every description, and
** lowest prices tor
lnJ"m‘PJSs
genuine furs. HOMEK». THE HATTER, 253 Middle St., directly opposlte Head of Cross St.
3<M

tober:

High School.
Grammar Schools.
I rimary Schools.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

HIRCELLA IS EOl’H.

Portland Teachers’ Association.
f he regular
monthly meeting of this society was held last evening. Superintendent
fash presiding.
The usual reports were
read. Superinendent Tash
reported for Oc-

ner.

“Dad's Girl” will be presented at Portland
theatre next Monday and Tuesday.
The “Lend a Hand” company will give
an entertainment for the
Fannington suffer-

location._

at the F uliuouth Hotel
yesterday.

many persons claim to be the source

Authorizing

accepted in two months and
ed ou the lot in the year.
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PUBLIC LIBRARY.

thof Hm.innd

or

AUCTION SALEM.

■ {OAHDKKM W ANTFD. -A few boarders
■A* wanted at Wellcome’s, 524 Vi Congress street,
opposite Cases, Nice table, large pleasant rooms
and central

Me., a valuable collection of books for the
Madison public
library.
Gov. Itobie,
Gorham; Hr. A. T. Flint,
California; M. A. Parker, Jno. H. Yose,
Boston; J. B. Hosford, Haverhill; E. Samsou, M. Gardiner, C. A. Bathbone, M. Vogel,
New York; and H.
Yunker,.Cincinnati, were

gant residences, similar to those that now
adorn New Mate, New High and Deering

ett street ; C. M. Abbott,
dwelling, corner
Gray and Clark streets; Wm. McArthur
barn, 7 and 9 Gould street.
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A scheme we understaml is on foot to inthe area of Decring Park, eradicate
the noisome odors that especially pervade
tlie back side of the city, at certain hours of
the day and night, and afford space for ele-

wooden buildings.
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The committee on new wooden buildings
reported that they had granted the following permits since their last report:
H. P. Huston, dwelling, 37 and 39 North
street; Jane Phillips, dwelling, GO Lincoln
street; Samuel Hadlock, dwelling, O. street;
J. W. Backley, dwelling, O street; Frank E.
Perry, dwelling, 34 B street- Jos. H. Foster,
dwelling, corner Smith and Madison streets;
Mary A. Bordieu, dwelling. 91 Brackett
street; Enoch Bichards, dwelling, 87 Brack-
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for
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Whig says that General Chas.
Hamlin has wiitten
an article for the Portland Express ou
Co-operative Building.
Hon. and Mrs.
Horatio King have returned
to their home on
If street, Washington, from
•heir summer
residence at West Newton.
Mass.
Miss Blanche Willis
Howard lias presented to the
Non-Sectarian Club of Madison,

Present

dences.

JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS AND CLAIMS.

cents

Its

Area

The committee reported in favor of
paying
Hon. Bion Bradbury 8250 for urofessional
services in connection with the City’s suit
against tiie Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company; in favor of transferring the claim
of Granville H. Cloyes for labor on
hydrants
to the committee on fire
department; in favor
of paying Jame Walsh 8100 for
injuries sustained by his daughter through a defect in
the sidewalk; in favor of paying E. E.
Bounds 825 for damages by overflow of a
sewer.
Bepoit accepted and corresponding
orders passed.
J. W. Chase, who asked for
damages by
breaking of a reservoir was given leave to
withdraw.
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Scheme to

A

being out of town at tho time.
Mr. Beale
admitted that the meeting had been
properly
called and due notice
given. Acting under a
rule of the City Council
providing that a
vole passed at one
meeting may he reconsidered at the next, the Alderman moved
that the vote authorizing the committee to
contract ho reconsidered.
The Mayor decided that the rule would
not apply in a case where a contract had
been signed, and refused to entertain the
motion to reconsider.
Alderman Beale appealed from the decision of the chair and made some further remarks, but withdrew his motion.
The Mayor then declined to consider the
matter further, no motion
being before the
Board.
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